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In a homogeneous isotropic material, a temperature
ference produces a irrotational~potential! electric field. The
condition for an emf to appear in an isotropic material a
result of a temperature difference is that the material mus
inhomogeneous. The inhomogeneity is ordinarily produc
by creating a junction of two materials with different pro
erties. For this reason, a thermoelement is ordinarily a th
mocouple.

In general, a temperature difference in a material exh
iting a thermoelectric power anisotropy produces a tra
verse~perpendicular to the temperature gradient! thermoelec-
tric field1–3

ET52â“T. ~1!

Here â is the thermoelectric power tensor, andET is the
so-called thermoelectric field. In general, the existence
both Ei

Ti“T andE'
T'“T follows from Eq. ~1!. This trans-

verse thermoelectric fieldE'
T , in contrast to the longitudina

field Ei
T employed in ordinary thermocouples, can lead to

appearance of an electric current even in a homogene
closed circuit.3,4 For this reason, even a homogeneous, th
moelectrically anisotropic medium can serve as a therm
electric power generator, i.e., a thermoelement.5

Investigations of the anisotropy ofa for the purpose of
thermoelectric power generation were initiated in 1964 by
G. Samo�lovich and continued in the Department of Anis
tropic Semiconductors at Chernovtsy State University un
his guidance. Great progress was made in both the th
and practical applications.

CdSb single crystals served as the standard materia
anisotropic thermoelements~ATs!. Anomalously large,
transverse-type, thermoelectric responses in single-cry
films of high-Tc superconductors in the normal state we
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much more efficient, materials for ATs is rekindling intere
it would appear, in the transverse thermoelectric effect a
makes the present review article timely.

The review article consists of the following sections:
1. Theoretical investigations.

1.1. Elementary theory of anisotropi
thermoelements.6,7

1.2. Anisotropic thermoelements with end conta
~rigorous approach!

1.3. Anisotropic thermoelements with allowance f
end contacts

1.3.1. Rectangular anisotropic thermoelements
1.3.2. Anisotropic thermoelements with allowan

for thermal conductivity anisotropy
1.3.3. Allowance for electrical conductivity aniso

ropy
1.3.4. Ring-shaped anisotropic thermoelements
1.3.5. Anisotropic thermoelements with quasicry

tallographic axes
1.4. Anisotropic thermoelements with point contact

1.4.1. EMF of anisotropic thermoelements with a
lowance for thermal conductivity anisotropy~Fig. 6a!.

1.4.2. EMF of anisotropic thermoelements with a
lowance for thermal conductivity anisotropy~Fig. 6b!.

1.5. Efficiency of anisotropic thermoelements
1.6. Anisotropic thermoelements in a magnetic field
1.7. Artificially anisotropic media

1.7.1. Effective properties of layered media
2. Experimental investigations

2.1. Semiconductor anisotropic thermoelements a
devices

2.2. Anisotropic thermoelements based on sing
crystal high-Tc superconductor films
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1. THEORETICAL INVESTIGATIONS

1.1. Elementary theory of anisotropic thermoelements 6,7

Let us consider a thermoelectrically anisotropic mediu
whose thermoelectric power tensor in the crystallograp
axes has the form

â5S a i 0

0 a'
D . ~2!

For simplicity, we shall consider the two-dimensional cas
We cut from this medium a plate in a manner so that t
crystallographicX axis makes an angleu with the edgeAB
~Fig. 1!. The thermoelectric power tensor in the laborato
coordinate system has the form

â5S a i cos2 u1a' sin2 u ~a i2a'!sin u cosu

~a i2a'!sin u cosu a i sin2 u1a' cos2 u D .

~3!

If the temperatures at the top and bottom boundar
(AB and CD) are maintained equal toT1 and T0 , respec-
tively, then~ignoring lateral heat transfer! a one-dimensional
temperature distribution with a constant gradient

]T

]y
5

T12T0

b
[

DT

b
,

]T

]x
50 ~4!

will be produced inside the plate.
According to Eqs.~1!, ~3!, and~4!, the transverse~with

respect to“T) thermoelectric field arising in the process wi
have the form

Ex
T5a12

DT

b
, ~5!

wherea125(a i2a')sinu cosu is the off-diagonal compo-
nent of the tensor~3!. In what follows, for convenience, we
shall often employ the notation for the indices 1, 25x, y.

According to Eq.~5!, the thermoelectric power arising
between the endsAD andBC has the form

«5E
2a/2

a/2

Ex
Tdx5a12DT

a

b
. ~6!

FIG. 1. Thermoelectrically anisotropic plate.X,Y — crystallographic axes,
T1 ,T0 — temperatures of the top and bottom faces,u — angle of inclination
of the crystallographic axesX,Y with respect to the laboratory axesx,y.
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The fundamental difference of AT from ordinary the
mocouples is seen immediately from this expression, si
the emf of an AT contains the geometric factora/b. At the
same time, the emf of an ordinary thermocouple does
depend on the geometric dimensions of these thermocou
In the case of an AT, the emf is proportional to the leng
and inversely proportional to the thickness. Therefore,
example, the emf can be increased by increasing the le
of the AT.

The expression~6! for the emf of an AT is qualitatively
correct, but it has a number of important drawbacks. W
shall list some of them.

1! On the one hand, the derivation of the expression~6!
assumed that the plate is finite (2a/2<x<a/2). On the
other hand, the expression~5! was written for a plate which
is infinite along thex axis; i.e., the possible boundary con
ditions atx56a/2 were neglected. Since any real AT h
current collecting contacts, allowance must be made for th
presence in the corresponding boundary conditions.

2! The temperature distribution in an AT can be strong
nonuniform. For this reason, Eq.~6! must be extended to th
case¹TÞconst.

3! The temperature dependence of the electric and t
mal conductivities and the thermoelectric power of real m
terials can alter Eq.~6! substantially.

4! The expression~6! disregards the possibility that th
electric and thermal conductivity can be of a tensor char
ter. As a rule, a medium exhibiting anisotropy ofâ also
exhibits anisotropy ofŝ.

1.2. Anisotropic thermoelement with end contacts „rigorous
approach …

In any real AT, metallic current-collecting contac
~CCs! must be soldered to the lateral faces~Fig. 2!. Two
boundary-value problems of mathematical physics must
solved in order to allow for the effect of the CCs on the e
of an AT. These problems make it possible to establish
effect of a CC on the temperature distribution and elect
chemical potential distribution inside the AT.

Ignoring the effect of thermoelectric eddy currents
the temperature distribution~we shall estimate it below!, the
equation for the latter follows from the condition¹–q50
and for isotropic thermal conductivity

FIG. 2. Anisotropic thermoelement. Regions1 and 3 — end contacts for
extracting the thermoelectric signal, region2 — thermoelectrically aniso-
tropic plate. The lines of the thermoelectric eddy currents are shown on
right-hand side of the figure.
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]y2
50. ~7!

The boundary conditions are: 1! continuity of the tempera-
tures and heat fluxes at a boundary between the CCs~regions
1 and3! and an anisotropic plate~region2!; 2! the values of
the temperaturesT1 and T0 on the top and bottom faces o
the plate and the CCs; and 3! heat transfer on the lateral face
of the CCs:

2k
]T~3,1!

]x
5b~T~3,1!2T0!

at x56(a/21 l ). The superscripts denote the regions of t
AT and CCs, andb is the heat-transfer coefficient; the tem
perature of the surrounding medium is assumed to beT0 . It
is obvious that the isotherms is horizontal ifb50 ~the con-
dition of adiabaticity on the outer ends of the contacts!. For
bÞ0, the solution of the boundary-value problem is rath
complicated:6

T5T01
DT

b
y12

bbDT

k9
(
k51

`

~21!kdk cosh
kpx

b
sin

kpy

b
,

1

dk
5S kp1

bb

k9
D S cosh

kpa

2b
1

k

k9
sinh

kpa

2b D
3exp

kpd

b

2S kp2
bb

k9
D S cosh

kpa

2b
2

k

k9
sinh

kpa

2b D
3expS 2

kpd

b D , ~8!

wherek andk9 are the thermal conductivities of the AT an
CCs, respectively. Taking into account the real value ob
(b'0.4– 4.2 W/m2

•K! shows that the deviation of the tem
perature distribution from a linear distribution is small.

In contrast to the effect on the temperature distributi
the effect on the distribution of the electrochemical poten
z is fundamental. We assume that the electrical conducti
of the AT and CCs are equal, respectively, tos ands9, that
both of them are isotropic, and that the thermoelectric po
of the CCs can be ignored since they are metallic. The
tribution z(r ) in the stationary case is determined by t
continuity equation for the current density¹• j50, where

j52ŝ¹z2ŝâ¹T, ~9!

which reduces to the equation

]2z

]x2
1

]2z

]y2
522a12

]2T

]x]y
. ~10!

We assume that the thermoelement is insulated. The foll
ing conditions are satisfied at the boundaries between
anisotropic plate and the CC (z is continuous and the curren
density is perpendicular to the boundary!:
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j x~2a/2,y!5 j x

~1!~2a/2,y!, j x~a/2,y!5 j x
~3!~a/2,y!.

The solution of the boundary-value problem by t
method of separation of variables gives the expression

Dz5z~1!~2a/2,y!2z~3!~a/2,y!,

Dz5a12DT
a

b
12

a12DTbb

k9

a

b (
k51

`

~21!kgk cos
kp

b
y,

~12!

gk5
dk

sinh
kp

b
sinh

kp

b

a

2
1

s

s9
cosh

kp

b
cosh

kp

b

a

2

,

wheredk is determined in Eq.~8!.
We note that in the case of a linear temperature distri

tion the right side of Eq.~10! vanishes and only the first term
remains in the expression forDz. However, even in the cas
of a nonlinear temperature distribution, ifs/s9→0, for finite
l the second term in Eq.~12! approaches zero. Thus,Dz
ceases to depend ony, and since the thermoelectric power
the CCsa950, the value obtained forDz can be taken as the
thermoelectric power. A detailed investigation of the expr
sion forz5z(x,y) in the the limits/s9→0 showed that the
function z vanishes at the boundariesx56(a/21 l ) for ar-
bitrary l . The latter can be assumed to be much smaller t
a/2.

The main conclusion to be drawn from the investigati
of the effect of the CCs on the emf of an AT is that th
effect can be taken into account by simplified boundary c
ditions

z~a/2,y!5w1 , z~2a/2,y!5w2 , ~13!

wherew1 andw2 are the potentials on the endsDT and are
constants1 independent ofy. Under the boundary condition
~13! the boundary-value problem~10! and ~11! simplifies
substantially and in many cases it is possible to obtain
analytical expression for the emf in much more complica
cases than in the one studied above, for example, for a
trary T5T(x,y).

We also note that in determiningT5T(x,y) in the heat-
conduction equation the terms describing the release or
sorption of heat by eddy currents were dropped. An estim
made of these currents in Refs. 7 and 8 shows that in
case they can be ignored.

1.3. Anisotropic thermoelements with allowance for end
contacts

It is assumed thatsat!sec , wheresat andsec are the
conductivities of the thermoelement and end contact, resp
tively.

1.3.1. Rectangular anisotropic thermoelements

The equations and boundary conditions which descr
the distributions of the fields and currents in an AT now h
the form

1103Snarski  et al.
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1.3.2. Anisotropic thermoelement with allowance for
thermal conductivity anisotropy
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j y~x,y50,b!50, ~15!

z~a/2,y!5w~a/2!, z~2a/2,y!5w~2a/2!, ~16!

where the boundary condition~16! takes into account the
presence of the CCs.

As shown in Ref. 9, in this case a general express
suitable for an arbitrary temperature distribution and an
bitrary temperature dependencea ik5a ik(T) (a ik can also
depend onr ) can be obtained for the emf:

«52
1

bE0

b

dyE
2a/2

a/2

Ex
Tdx,

~17!

Ex
T52a11

]T

]x
2a12

]T

]y
.

whereEx
T is a component of the thermoelectric field.

The expression obtained for the emf of an AT can
easily extended to the three-dimensional case and inclu
many previously known particular cases, starting with
standard thermocouple.

Rewriting Eq. ~17! in dimensionless coordinate
(X5x/a, Y5y/b) and substituting the explicit form ofEx

T,
we obtain

«5E
0

1

dYE
21/2

1/2

a11

]T

]X
dX1

a

bE0

1

dYE
21/2

1/2

a12

]T

]Y
dX.

~18!

The main conclusion for the entire question of generation
emf by anisotropic media follows immediately from Eq.~18!
— the part of the emf that is associated with the thermoe
tric power anisotropy always appears in the geometric fa
a/b. The expression~17! can be extended to the case whe
s5s(y). Then

«52
1

bE0

b

dyE
2a/2

a/2

Ex
TdxY 1

bE0

b

s~y!dy. ~19!

An expression for the emf without the boundary con
tion ~16! was obtained in Ref. 10. It was assumed thata@b
and the indicated condition is thereby unimportant. Furth
more, and this is very important, the temperature distribut
was assumed to be one-dimensional (]T/]x50), which
made it possible to replace, to a high degree of accur
]T/]y by DT/b. These assumptions made it possible to ta
into account the anisotropy of the electrical conductivity

«5

aE
0

b a12

r11

]T

]y
dy

E
0

b dy

r11

.
a

b
DT

aE
T0

T1 a12

r11
dT

E
0

b dy

r11

, ~20!

wherer115s22/(s11s222s12
2 ).

The dependence ony r115r11(y), but not onx, can
also be taken into account. For isotropic electrical cond
tivity the expression~20! is a particular case of Eq.~19!.

In some cases taking into account]T/]x is fundamental.
One such case is an AT with thermal conductivity anis
ropy.
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To determine the emf of an AT it is first necessary
find the temperature distribution. The heat-conduction eq
tion, in contrast to Eq.~7!, now includes components of th
thermal conductivity tensor. Its form is similar to that of th
thermoelectric power tensor~3!

k11

]2T

]x2
12k12

]2T

]x]y
1k22

]2T

]y2
50. ~21!

We choose the previous boundary conditions — the temp
ture is constant at the top and bottom boundaries and eq
T(0,x)5T0 , T(b,x)5T1 , and we ignore heat transfer from
the lateral faces.

This boundary-value problem can be solved analytica
only in the presence of a small parameter, which, for
ample, can bek12/Ak11k22 and has the form11

T~x,y!5T01DTS y

b
2

4k12

Ak11k22

3 (
k51,3, . . .

`
sinh~kpx/b!sin~kpy/b!

~kp!3cosh~kpa/2b!
D . ~22!

Numerical simulation confirms this solution.11 Substituting
the expression~22! into the general expression for the em
~17! of an AT gives9 ~see also Ref. 11!

«5a12DT
a

b
2a11DT

16k12

p3Ak11k22

3 (
k51,3 . . .

`

k23 tan
kp

2
Ak22

k11
. ~23!

The first term in Eq.~23! is the standard emf of an AT, an
the second term is the part of the emf that is produced by
temperature gradient appearing along thex axis as a result of
the thermal conductivity anisotropy (k12Þ0). It is important
that this term remains finite asa/b→`. If Ak2 /k11'1, then
even ata/b'3 the sum in Eq.~23! equals 1.05, to a high
degree of accuracy, and therefore

«~a/b@1!'a12DT
a

b
21.7

k12

Ak11k22

a11DT. ~24!

We note that the second term does not include the geom
factor a/b.

Questions concerning the generation of an emf in
case of an anisotropic thermal conductivity were also stud
in Ref. 12, but the expression obtained there for the temp
ture distribution does not satisfy the boundary conditio
This work was criticized in Ref. 13. Besides the valid cri
cism, the following assertion was made in Ref. 13: ‘‘Therm
conductivity anisotropy can to some degree distort the te
perature, potential, and current distributions in a therm
electric medium but it cannot itself serve as a source
emf.’’ We cannot concur with this assertion. Indeed, a
source of emf contains CCs, which unavoidably make
AT as a whole inhomogeneous. In this case, as one can

1104Snarski  et al.
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isotropic thermoemf (a1250, a115a) the emf is not zero
and equals«;ak12. In reality, this is a standard ‘‘thermo
couple’’ emf with an unusual method of creating a tempe
ture difference at the junctions~CCs! — by thermal conduc-
tivity anisotropy. The thermoelectric power of the seco
branch does not appear in Eq.~23!, since it was assumed i
advance that the thermoelectric power of the CCs eq
zero.

1.3.3. Allowance for electrical conductivity anisotropy

By analogy with thermal conductivity anisotropy, allow
ing for electrical conductivity anisotropy does not make
possible to obtain a solution of the boundary-value probl
and therefore the emf in an analytic form for anisotropy
arbitrary magnitude. In the presence of the small param
s12/As11s22, allowing for the CCs in boundary condition
of the type~16! makes it possible to obtain the emf in a
analytical form14

«5a12DT
a

b

1a22DT
a

b

s12

s11
S 12

16

p3 (
k51,3, . . .

`

k23 tanh
kpa

2b D .

~25!

For a/b.4 and s11/s22'1 the sum in Eq.~25! equals
1.052, to a high degree of accuracy, and fora/b>5 the 1 in
parentheses can be ignored in contrast with the second t

«'a12DT
a

b
2

1

2
a12DTS a

bD 2

s12As22/s11
3 . ~26!

It follows from Eq. ~26! that, besides the standard ter
(a12DT (a/b)), the emf of an AT also contains a term that
proportional to the off-diagonal component of the electri
conductivity and a geometric factora/b. We note that the
term that takes into account the thermal conductivity anis
ropy in Eq.~24! does not include a geometric factor. We al
note that the expression~26!, obtained for the emf of an AT
taking into account the CCs, also differs from the emf~20! of
an AT neglecting the CCs. The latter does not include
term with s12.

1.3.4. Ring-shaped anisotropic thermoelements

In some cases a nonrectangular, more complicated s
of an AT, for example, a ring~Fig. 3!, is advantageous. Th
boundary conditions~16! make it possible to obtain for th
emf of an AT an expression similar to Eq.~17!:15

«52
1

ln~R1 /R0!
E

R0

R1
drE

0

u

Eu
Tdu, ~27!

whereEu
T52Ex

T sinu1Ey
T cosu is a component of the ther

moelectric field.
It is easily shown that Eq.~27! also describes divers

cases of so-called eddy thermoelements.16 According to Ref.
16, if thermoelectric eddy currents~TECs! circulate in an
uncut ring made of an anisotropic thermoelectric mate
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with a fixed temperature distribution, then in a cut ring th
are extracted into an external circuit; i.e., the generation
an emf is attributed to the presence of a TEC. The genera
principle is assumed to be fundamentally different from th
in an AT. Although the idea of extraction of TECs into a
external circuit made it possible in a number of cases
obtain satisfactory temperature distributions, from our sta
point, the emf in an AT of arbitrary shape is not associa
with extraction of TECs. Specifically, we mention as an e
ample Ref. 15 , where there are no TECs before the rin
cut and an emf is generated after the ring is cut.

1.3.5. Anisotropic thermoelements with quasicrystalline
axes

It is well known that in a number of cases a mediu
consisting of alternating layers with different properties (k1 ,
a1 , s1 , k2 , a2 , s2) can be represented as homogeneo
but anisotropic. Such materials and their applications in re
angular ATs will be examined in greater detail in Sec. 1.6
the layers of such a material are curved, then the avera
described will depend on the coordinates: The propertie
such a medium are tensorsŝ, â, andk̂. For clarity, we can
introduce quasicrystallographic axes — the tangent to th
will be directed along one of the principal axes of the ind
cated tensors. Such media — with curved quasicrystal
axes — can be used to produce ATs.

As an example, let us consider a ring-shaped AT w
spiral axes17 with a radial temperature distribution~Fig. 4!.
The direction of the axes is fixed by the unit vectorn, tan-
gent to this axis. The components of the tensora ik are ex-
pressed in terms ofn as

a ik5a'd ik1Danink , Da5a i2a' . ~28!

The temperature distribution has the form

T5T01
DT

ln~R1 /R0!
ln

r

R0
. ~29!

The emf is calculated from Eq.~27!, where

FIG. 3. Ring-shaped anisotropic thermoelement:1 — Metallic end of the
contact,T1 ,T0 — temperatures of the outer and inner parts of the rin
R1 ,R2 — outer and inner radii.

1105Snarski  et al.
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Eu
T52auu

]T

r ]u
2aur

]T

]r
, ~30!

and since]T/]u50, it is necessary to know only the com
ponentaur of the thermoelectric power tensor

aur5axx sin2 u2axy sin 2u1ayy cos2 u, ~31!

where

axx5a'1Da cos2~w1b!, axy5
1

2
Da sin 2~w1b!,

~32!
ayy5a'1Da sin2~w1b!.

Substituting Eqs.~29!–~32! into Eq. ~27!, we obtain

«5
DaDT

p ln~R1 /R0!
sin 2b. ~33!

In the two extreme casesb50 andb5p/4 the emf of
the AT equals zero. The axes degenerate into radii in the
case and concentric circles in the second case. The maxim
emf is reached forb5p/4. The ring-shaped AT studied is
continuous analog of the four-branch, closed AT studied
Ref. 5 .

1.4. Anisotropic thermoelements with point contacts

In some cases current is extracted into an external cir
by point contacts placed on the surface of the AT~see Fig.
5!. Such an arrangement of the contacts is possible when
boundary conditions at the edges of the AT can be igno
i.e. the AT can be regarded as infinitely long.

FIG. 4. Ring-shaped anisotropic thermoelement with quasicrystallogra
axes. The dashed line indicates the direction of the crystallographic a
u,r,b,c,n — parameters determining the form of the quasicrystallograp
axes.

FIG. 5. Arrangement of an anisotropic thermoelement with flat conta
1, 2.
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tions in the thermal problem for which a simple analytic
solution can be obtained for the emf allowing for therm
and electrical conductivity anisotropies~Fig. 6!.

1.4.1. EMF of anisotropic thermoelements with allowance
for thermal conductivity anisotropy

Let us consider the case in which there is a constant h
flux at the outer boundary and we have an isotherm at
bottom boundary~Fig. 6a!

qyuy5b52k12

]T

]x
2k22

]T

]yU
y5b

52q0 ,T~x!5T0 . ~34!

According to Eqs.~34! and~21!, the temperature distribution
has the simple form

T~x,y!5T01
q0

k22
y. ~35!

We set the boundary conditions of the problem on the ba
of the electrical insulation conditionj nus50. Now, we can
take into account the fact that a real thermal element ha
finite size along thex axis and therefore

z~x,y!52
DT

b
~a12x1a22y!. ~36!

An expression for the emf follows immediately from E
~36! ~in Fig. 6,a is the distance between the points1 and2!

«5a12DT~a/b!, ~37!

which is identical to Eq.~6!.
We note that for such boundary conditions of the th

mal problem neither thermal conductivity anisotropy n
electrical conductivity anisotropy appears in the express
for the emf of the AT.

1.4.2. EMF of an anisotropic thermoelement with allowance
for thermal conductivity anisotropy

Let us now examine the case where a constant heat
qyuy50,b52q0 is fixed on the top and bottom boundaries
the AT ~Fig. 6b!. Then the solution of the thermal condu
tivity equation has the form

T15T01q0~k12x1k22y!, ~38!

wherek̂5k̂21 is the thermal-resistance tensor, and the so
tion of the electrical problem, with the same electrical ins
lation boundary conditions as before, is

z~x,y!5q0@~a12k221a11k12!x1~a12k121a22k22!y#.
~39!

The expression for the emf

«5q0a~a12k221a11k12!, ~40!

which includes the components of the thermal conductiv
tensor, follows immediately from Eq.~39!.

In both cases it was assumed that the conductivity of
point contacts is much higher than the conductivitys ik of the
thermoelement, and therefore the thermoelectric power of
point contacts can be neglected. This means that the di

ic
s;

c

ts
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enceDz the electrochemical potentials can be replaced
the differenceDw52« in the electrical potentials.

Both expressions~37! and~40! for the emf of the AT are
physically transparent. In the first case¹TiY generates a
field ETiX, which generates«;a12. In the second case th
flux qiY ~in connection with the fact that the thermal co
ductivity is anisotropic! produces not only¹T'iY but also
¹TiiX. The component¹T' generates a transverse fieldE'

T

anda12, and the gradient¹Ti generates a fieldEi
T;a11k12

parallel to it. The emf produced by the fieldEi
T is the ‘‘stan-

dard’’ thermocouple emf, since in this case a temperat
gradient exists not only alongY but also alongX. This tem-
perature gradient produces the temperature difference a
junctionsDTi5T22T15q0ak12 at the points1 and2 ~Fig.
6b!. The ‘‘anisotropy’’ obtained with this emf is relate
with k12.

We note that the longitudinal temperature differen
DTi can, at first glance, make it possible to obtain for a fin
value ofq0 an arbitrarily large temperature differential~as is
pointed out in Ref. 13!. In reality, this is impossible, since i
is impossible to achieve ‘‘thermal’’ boundary condition
~creatingq5const! for which DTi is arbitrarily large.

As an example of ATs examined above, we turn to R
18, where detailed calculations of an AT employing therm
conductivity anisotropy were performed by a method ana
gous to that studied in Sec. 1.4.2. An anistropic heat cond
tor, which consists of the same material as the AT, with
lower boundary beveled at an anglec and which is in ther-
mal contact with a thermostat~Fig. 7!, is used to produce a
uniform heat flux in a medium with an anisotropic therm
conductivity. The AT itself and the heat conductor are se
rated by a thin, electrically insulating and thermally condu
ing interlayer. Disregarding the effect of the interlayer on t
temperature distribution and assuming that the lateral fa
are thermally insulated, it is easy to determine from Eq.~38!
the anglec, for which q5const and the isotherms are in
clined at an anglec with respect toX. One of the isotherms
is also the lower boundary of the heat conductor and

FIG. 6. Anisotropic thermoelement with the givens: a — heat flux on the top
face, b — heat fluxes on the top and bottom faces. Insets: Directions of
fields, fluxes, and gradients.
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k12

k11
. ~41!

The temperature differentialDTi between the contacts1 and
2 increases with increasing lengtha of the heat conductor
with anisotropic thermal conductivity. It is obvious thatDTi
cannot become arbitrarily large — this requires that
boundary conditions are satisfied ideally. However, for e
ample, for very highT2 or very low T1 , it is impossible to
achieve thermal insulation of the lateral boundaries and h
q5const at the top and bottom boundaries.

1.5. Efficiency of anisotropic thermoelements

We shall examine very briefly the question of the ef
ciencyh of an AT in connection with the fact that the effi
ciency of all real ATs employed in practice is low. This
why ATs are ordinarily used not as a generator of an emf
rather as transducers in measuring devices. In Refs. 7 an
the efficiency of an AT is studied in the case of a low the
moelectric figure of merit (ZT!1), and in Ref. 20 a similar
calculation was performed for arbitrary values ofZT. For
this reason, we shall first consider Ref. 20, after which
shall studyZT!1 as a special case.

To calculate the efficiencyh of an anisotropic thermo-
element, just as the efficiency of any heat machine, it
necessary to find the heatQ̇1 obtained from a heater and th
heatQ̇0 given up to a refrigerator per unit time. The resu
for the efficiency is

e

FIG. 7. Arrangement of an anisotropic thermoelement with a heat condu
of a special form.18 — thermostat,28 — heat conductor,38 — anisotropic
thermoelement.
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Q̇0

. ~42!

To determineQ̇1 and Q̇0 it is necessary to know the
temperature and current distributions in the AT. The cal
lation in Ref. 20 was performed fora/b@1, with allowance
for the effect of the end contacts~ECs!. In this case the
temperature is a function only ofy and the heat-conductio
equation, which, in general, has the form

]

]xi
k ik

]T

]xk
1r ik j i j k2t ik j k

]T

]xi
2P ik

] j k

]xi
50, ~43!

acquires the much simpler form

k22

d2T

dy2
1r11j 1

22Ta12

d j1
dy

50, ~44!

wheret ik5T
]a ik

]T
is the Thompson tensor andPki5a ikT is

the Peltier tensor. In the same approximation (a/b@1),
j 250,

j 15E1 /r112~a12/r11!dT/dy

and Eq.~44! can be written as

~11ZT!
d2T

dy2
2Z

2E

a12

dT

dy
1ZS dT

dyD 2

1ZS E

a12
D 2

50, ~45!

whereZ5a12
2 /k22r11 is the thermoelectric figure of merit in

the anisotropic case. In the isotropic caseZ5sa2/k, andZ
is also called the Ioffe number. The quantityZ5a12

2 /k22r11

determines the efficiency of an AT. The solution of the no
linear equation~44! is sought in the form

dy

dT
5

b

DT
@11w~T!#, ~46!

assumingy is the dependent variable andT is the indepen-
dent variable,

w5~12b/DT!2 ln~11ZT!1C,

C52
~11b/DT!2

ZDT
@~11ZT1!ln~11ZT1!

2~11ZT0!ln~11ZT0!2ZDT#. ~47!

We recall the ‘‘long AT’’ approximation and that the EC
are disregarded:Ex5const. The constantC is determined
from the equation

E
T0

T

w~T!dT50, ~48!

which follows from Eq.~46!.
In solving the heat-conduction equation, it was assum

that w(T)!1 for arbitrary ZT. A detailed analysis20 ~see
also Refs. 21–23! confirms the fact thatw(T) is small. The
quantitiesQ̇1 and Q̇0 can be determined from Eqs.~46!–
~48!:

Q̇15sk22

DT

b
@12w~T1!#1sP21~T1! j x~T1!,
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wheres is the area of the top and bottom faces of the A
Substituting the expression~49! into Eq. ~42!, we obtain an
expression for the efficiency of the AT.

The efficiency of an AT is obtained by optimization
There are two possibilities — optimization with respect
the field Ek and optimization with respect to the curre
flowing along the AT. Optimization with respect to the fie
gives

hopt5hkF11
2~11M !

zT1
G22

, ~50!

wherehk5(12T0 /T1) is the efficiency of the Carnot cycle
and

M5H @11Z~ T̄1DT/2!#@11Z~ T̄2DT/2!#

ZDT

3 ln
11Z~ T̄1DT/2!

11Z~T2DT/2!
J 1/2

,
~51!

DT5T12T0 , T̄5~T11T0!/2.

We note that it is impossible to optimize the efficiency if th
small correctionw(T) to the linear temperature distributio
is ignored. When the efficiency of the AT is optimized wi
respect to current, it is necessary to substitute forM into the
expression~50! the expression from Eq.~51!

M5A11ZT̄. ~52!

For largeZT the thermoelectric eddy currents~TECs!
arising in the AT, in general, should substantially distort t
temperatures. The productZT is the dimensionless paramet
that determines the feedback — the heat flow produces¹T,
¹T produces TECs, the eddy currents release and ab
Joule, Peltier, and Bridgman heats, and the heats distor
temperature distribution. However, the concrete calculati
examined above show that the effect of the TECs on
temperature distribution is small.20,22 The effect of the TEC
j curl on T5T(y) can be investigated:

j curl5 j x2
1

bE0

b

j ~y!dy.

As shown in Ref. 23, forZ51022 K21, DT51400 K
(ZT̄@1). The efficiency of ATs equals 0.608 if the TEC
are ignored and 0.641 if the TECs are taken into acco
i.e., the two values are almost identical. The apparent
crepancy is explained by the fact that Bridgman heat@the last
term in Eq.~43!#, which is negligible for smallZT̄, becomes
substantial in the AT forZT̄@1. It can be shown20 that the
Bridgman heat is canceled exactly by the change in
Peltier heat, due to the TECs. For this reasonQ̇12Q̇0 equals
exactly its value in the absence of TECs. The heatQ̇1 itself
is virtually independent of the presence of TECs, sin
w(T)!1. Despite the smallness ofw(T), its value is funda-
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paramount importance in the calculation of the efficiency
ATs.

Optimization of the efficiency of converters built on th
basis of artificially anisotropic thermoelements was stud
in Ref. 24. However, in the case of the approach employe
the present paper~layered isotropic medium is replaced by
homogeneous but anisotropic medium! the thermoelemen
under study is in no way different from a standard AT. T
results obtained in Ref. 24 using approximate methods
solve the nonlinear heat-conduction equation~in Ref. 22 it
was solved exactly! are close to the results obtained in Re
20 and 22.

A generalized thermoelectric figure of merit of the m
terial was introduced in Ref. 25. The entropy production d
sity

Ṡ5¹–jS , ~53!

wherejS5 ( j /T) (P̂ j2k̂¹T) is the entropy flux density pe
unit time, was determined for an element of volume of
anisotropic material with an arbitrary angle between the h
flux k and the currentj .

On the one handjS is determined in terms ofk̂, P̂, and
r̂ and, on the other, it is possible to introduce the efficien
Dh of an element of volume

Dh5DhkS 11
d ln j S

d ln T D ~54!

which can be optimized.
Therefore, according to Ref. 25~‘‘It is possible to obtain

a general expression for the maximum efficiency of a ma
rial, which is determined only bya, r, andk, rather than by
the geometric characteristics of the thermoelement’’!

Dh5
DT

T
2b

j–r̂ j1¹T•

k̂

T
¹T

2t–P̂ j1t–k̂¹T
, ~55!

where the unit vectorti¹T, andb is the height of the ther-
moelement.

It is evident immediately from Eq.~55! that this ap-
proach is possible only in the case where the current
temperature gradient are independent of one another. H
ever, as shown in Refs. 8 and 19–23, the deviation of
temperature from a linear law is fundamental for calculat
the efficiency of ATs.

1.6.. Anisotropic thermoelements in a magnetic field

In this review article we cannot investigate in any det
the efficiency and emf of ATs in a magnetic field. W
present, with minimum commentary, only some referenc
A classification of thermogalvanomagnetic phenomena
anisotropic media is given in Refs. 26 and 27. Anisotro
thermoelements in a magnetic field were studied in Ref.
The figure of merit of an AT operating in both the emf ge
erator mode and the refrigerator mode was investigate
Refs. 29–31.
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1.7.. Artificially anisotropic media

In Ref. 32 it was proposed that a layered-inhomogene
medium consisting of alternating layers with different valu
of the local coefficientsa, s, andk ~Fig. 8! be used as the
material for ATs. If the region under study in such a mediu
is much larger than the thicknesses of the layers, then s
an inhomogeneous, locally isotropic medium can be
scribed approximately, on the average, as homogeneous
anisotropic. The criterion for the applicability of this descri
tion is given in Ref. 33.

Anisotropic thermoelements based on such media
customarily called artificially anisotropic thermoelemen
~AATs!. Such thermoelements have a number of advanta
over single-crystalline ATs. The principal advantage is th
their properties can be optimized by varying the materi
and thicknesses of the layers. Optimization of the proper
of AATs operating as emf generators and Peltier refrige
tors, including in a magnetic field, is dealt with in Refs. 3
and 34–40. The large number of variable parameters ma
possible to produce AATs for measuring nonstationary h
fluxes ranging from 0.1 up to 106 W/m2 with a high figure of
merit. However, as shown in Ref. 37, the figure of merit
AATs cannot exceed that of a longitudinal-type thermoe
ment composed of the components of the AAT.

The calculation of the emf and efficiency of an AAT,
its material is described in an average manner~it is assumed
to be homogeneous and anisotropic!, is identical to the
analogous calculations for ATs based on single cryst
However, there do exist cases in which the behavior of
AAT is different from that of the AT. One such case
presented in Ref. 41, where the time constant of an AAT
studied for the example of a transverse Peltier effect. T
time constantt of a transient process~establishment of a
stationary state! is of interest in connection with the fact tha
the power versus voltage sensitivity of an AT does not
pend on the size of the element in the direction¹T. Experi-
ments performed with AATs based on the heterophase
tem Bi0.5Sb0.5Tl3–Bi with thicknesses ranging from 2 to 1
mm confirm the theoretical results.

The transient process in an AAT includes establishm
of a stationary state in an elementary two-layer packett0 of
thicknessd ~Fig. 8! and in a thermoelement as a whole —t.

FIG. 8. Model of a layered medum. Layers with different physical prop
ties:1 — s1 , k1 , a1 ; 2 — s2 , k2 , a2 . The equivalent average medium
indicated on the right — homogeneous, anisotropic with effective kine
coefficientsse, ke, andae.
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TABLE I.
Spectral transparency Thermoelectric power Thermal conductivity Electrical conductivity
Materials rangel, mm anisotropyDa, mV/K 102k, W/cm•K 10s, V21

•cm21 References

Bi — 50 8.0 93104 @45–47#
Bi2Te3 — 60 1.8 2.113103 @49#
Te 3.5–20 140 2.9 40.0 @50#
MnSi1.75 — 100 — 8.03102 @51–55#
CrSi2 — 45 — 6.03103 @51–55#
CdS 0.5–12 130 20.0 0.2 @56,57#
ZnAs2 1.3–18 350 6.0 0.5 @58,59#
CdAs 1.8–20 225 4.7 1.0 @58,59#
ZnSb 2.2–30 120 1.1 7.2 @54,58#
CdSb 2.6–30 300 1.2 4.0 @60,61#
CdSb-NiSb — 270 2.5 2.0 @60,61#
CdSb-CoSb — 295 2.3 2.0 @60,61#
CdSb-MnSb — 280 2.8 1.8 @60,61#
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stationary state in the entire AAT until it is established in t
packet. Furthermore, the timet increases with decreasin
ratio d/b. It was found that the time constantt of an AAT
~which is limited byt0) can be decreased by using compo
ites consisting of materials with high thermal conductiv
and decreasing the thicknessd of the two-layer packet.

1.7.1. Effective properties of layered media

It is virtually impossible to calculate the electrochemic
potential distribution in AATs, allowing for the finiteness o
the thickness of the consituent layers. Therefore, a stan
method is used — the properties of the medium are a
aged, after which the medium is assumed to be homo
neous. The effective kinetic coefficients give relations b
tween the volume-averaged thermodynamic fields and flu
For example, for

j5sE2sâ¹T

the effective valuesse and ae by definition relatê j & with
^E& and ^¹T&, where^ . . . & is the volume average, and

^ j &5se^E&2seae^¹T&. ~56!

The calculation of the effective kinetic coeffiicents a
sumes that the characteristic size of the inhomogeneity
this case the thicknesd of the packet, is much larger than th
characteristic mean free path lengths. The problem of ca
lating the effective kinetic coeffiicents, in general, for
inhomogeneity of an arbitrary form~coordinate dependence
of the local coefficients! has not been solved. However, a
exact solution, suitable for an arbitrary ratio of the coe
cients in different layers, is possible in the case of pla
layered media. Effective kinetic coefficients were obtained
Ref. 32 for the case where an elementary packet consis
two layers and the local coefficients are isotropic. In Ref.
these calculations were made on the basis of the method
Ref. 42 for the general case of an arbitrary periodic dep
dence ofs anda on k, and the term omitted in Ref. 32 wa
also added to the componentkzz

e . The effective kinetic co-
efficients are
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1

~a12a2!2d1d2T

k1d11k2d2
D ,

szz
e 5~s1d11s2d2!/d,

axx
e 5ayy

e 5
a1d1 /k11a2d2 /k2

s1d11s2d2
,

~57!

azz
e 5

a1s1 /d11a2s2 /d2

s1d11s2d2
,

kxx
e 5kyy

e 5d/~d1 /k11d2 /k2!,

kzz
e 5

1

dS k1d11k2d21
s1s2~a12a2!2d1d2T

s1d11s2d2
D .

These expressions are repeated in Ref. 43. The exten
to the case of a nonzero magnetic field is given in Ref.
~see also Ref. 43!. The general solution is given in a revie
article.44.

2. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS

2.1. Semiconductor anisotropic thermoelements and
devices

Interest in the investigation and practical application
thermoelectric phenomena in anisotropic media appeared
ter new semiconductor materials were synthesized. Their
sic characteristics are given in Table I.

As indicated above, a thermoelectric field which is tran
verse with respect to the temperature gradient arises in t
moelectrically anisotropic media in a nonuniform tempe
ture field. Correspondingly, when a current passes thro
such a medium, a transverse heat flux arises in it. Th
features made it possible to produce a thermal device
new type called an anisotropic thermoelement~AT!.

The first ATs were made of single-crystalline bismut
The magnitude and character of the temperature depend
of the anisotropic thermoelectric power in Bi can be qu
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interlayers. Bismuth has proven itself well in differen
radiation detectors and microelements. Bi–Sb alloys wit
high thermoelectric figure of merit in the range 140–180
are used in thermoelectric refrigerators operating in a tra
verse magnetic field.47,48

Single crystals such as Bi2Te3 and Te, which are tech
nologically inefficient, are highly layered and ductile. This
due to instability of their thermoelectric and electric para
eters. As a result, such materials are difficult to use
ATs.49,50

Single crystals of some silicon compounds with tran
tion elements, for example, MnSi1.75 and CrSi2 , are of
interest.51–56 The high thermoelectric power anisotrop
(Da.100 mV/K at 300 K!, which remains in a very wide
temperature range~200–1000 K for CrSi2), makes it pos-
sible to use them as high-sensitivity, low-noise anisotro
radiation detectors. These detectors possess a gigantic
namic range and a high linearity of the output paramet
Furthermore, these compounds are promising for use as
basis for high-voltage, anisotropic, heat-to-electricity co
verters operating, for example, in combination with silic
solar cells.

Some single crystals of II–V semiconducto
(Da5120– 350mV/K57–59! possess a high thermoelectr
power anisotropy at high temperatures combined with h
optical transparency in the infrared range~IR!. These mate-
rials are employed for optical ATs operating in optical tran
mission regimes and make it possible to control heat flu
exceeding 1.0 MW/m2.

The group of anisotropic thermoelectric and optic
thermoelectric materials based on CdSb single crystals
directionally crystallized eutectics CdSb–MeSb, where
denotes a metal~Ni, Co, Mn!, must be specially singled
out.60,61The low anisotropic thermoelectric figure of merit
these materials makes it difficult to use them for direct c
version of heat into electricity. However, because of
weak temperature-dependence of the voltage–power s
tivity of the ATs in the range 210–310 K~the temperature
coefficient is ms51.1%•K21 for CdSb and
ms50.12– 0.15%•K21 for CdSb–CoSb! and the high value
of this sensitivity, as well as the temporal stability of th
parameters62 and large geometric size of the crystals, a nu
ber of devices and systems are serially produced. The kin
characteristics and other parameters of ATs based on di
ent classes of anisotropic materials can be compared u
Table I.

When ATs are used as temperature or heat flux trans
ers, the following basic parameters are used: temperature
voltage–power sensitivitySt andSq , the time constantt, the
threshold sensitivityPmin , and the detection powerD.63,64

The chief characteristic of ATs is the voltage–power sen
tivity Sq . From the heat balance equation for a vacuum
operating as a radiation sensor, we obtain63

Sq50.5~a ik'2a'k i!~k ik'!21c21, ~58!

wherec is the width of the AT. The temperature sensitivi
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anisotropy coefficient of the material and the shape fac
a/b

St5~a i2a'!a/b. ~59!

If the Peltier effect is weak, the time constant of the AT
given by the expression65

t50.4b2/j, ~60!

wherej is the thermal diffusivity of the AT material in the
direction of heat flow.

The threshold sensitivity of the AT~the equivalent noise
power! is limited only by the thermal noise

Pmin5
8k ik'~s0rTacb21!0.5

~a ik'2a'k i!
, ~61!

wheres0 is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant,T is the tem-
perature of the AT, andr is the resistivity of the AT. Analy-
sis of this expression shows that the equivalent noise po
is determined by the geometry of the AT and the mate
parameters. Depending on the specific problem, the AT
be optimized with respect to one of the parameters lis
above.63,65

Optimization of the physical properties of a highly pe
fect CdSb single crystal and the technology of treatmen
the crystal made it possible to build and put into product
a number of new optical devices and systems. For exam
this material can be used to delimit the short-wavelength p
of the IR region of the spectrum with a substantial transm
sion ~98%! in the range 2.6–40mm ~Refs. 66 and 67!. The
high refractive index (n54) makes it possible to use thi
material for immersion IR filters–lenses and intern
absorption ATs.68 Such devices reliably protect onboard a
stationary apparatus of different kinds from background
diation as well as artificial and natural illuminations. An e
ample of such an apparatus is the ‘‘Fakel’’ fire detector in
smoky atmosphere; ‘‘Kvant,’’ ‘‘Kvant-RT,’’ and RPI py-
rometers; and sensors for prevention of explosions in c
mines and for other objects. The construction and fabrica
technology of a unified thermoelectric module and AT pil
have been developed~the characteristics of anisotropic the
moelectric modules are presented in Table II!.

The characteristic features of anisotropic thermoe
ments — the presence of one branch, the heat flow is
pendicular to the electric field, the voltage–power sensitiv
is independent of the geometric size in the direction of h
flow combined with optical transparency and possibility
producing a device with a short time constant — ha
opened up prospects for wide applications of such eleme

One of the first devices developed is a device for m
suring the effective values of high-frequency currents a
voltages~measurement range 1–500 mA with a nominal e
of the AT of 20–60 mV!.69,70 The transducer consisted o
two ATs, connected electrically in series, together with
electrically insulated ohmic heater with a definite resistan
between them. Different working faces of the ATs we
equipped with radiators.

The weak temperature-dependence of AT-based m
ules made it possible to use them in systems for rap
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contact-free mo

TABLE II.

ant
Area of working Power-voltage Internal resistance Time const
Type faces, cm2 sensitivitySq , V/W R,kV t, s

ATÉM 0.230.2 0.46 0.2 0.5
ATÉM 0.530.6 0.54 4.3 1.1
ATÉM 0.730.7 0.63 7.0 1.2
ATÉM 1.031.0 0.06 0.09 1.6
ATÉM 1.030.3 0.52 8.2 0.6
ATÉM 1.231.0 0.27 16.0 2.4
ATÉM 1.531.5 0.72 27.0 1.3
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transistors, integrated circuits, Peltier microrefrigerators,
other devices. The modules in such systems are used as
selective radiation detectors~sensitivity;0.56 V/W and the
time constant is of the order of 0.4 s!. They are made of an
optimized CdSb–NiSb eutectic. The setup makes it poss
to monitor the parameters of the devices being checke
the controlled heat load regime in the temperature ra
200–360 K within 0.1 K and to measure in a wide curre
interval the dynamical characteristics of the refrigeration a
heating capacity.71

Anisotropic thermoelements are used in devices for m
suring millimeter and submillimeter microwave power. T
main part of a device is the absolute measuring transdu
which consists of a waveguide and a CdSb–CoSb AT
thin-film heater is deposited under an absorbing layer on
top face. This makes it possible to determine the aver
microwave power by the substitution method. The minimu
detectable power is 1mW, the meaurement limits ar
0.05–10 mW, the error equals 5%, and the time cons
equals 0.6 s.72 Through-type AT-based detectors have be
made by the transparent-wall method. Such detectors ma
possible to detect radiant fluxes of average and h
power.73,74

Coordinate-sensitive, anisotropic, nonselective radia
detectors have been developed. They are used in the r
0.2–40mm. They locate the coordinates of radiation focus
in a spot in a 0.05–0.1 mm2 region to within 20% on a
receiving area of 1–1000 mm2. Other detectors of an analo
gous type with a detecting area of 30330 cm2 and a resolu-
tion of 131 cm2, Sq50.06 V/W, t51.6 s, and threshold
power 1.5 W/cm2 have also been developed.75

A heat-flux comparator for performing measurements
a wide temperature range has been developed on the ba
a CdSb AT module.76 Depending on the purpose of the com
parator, consisting of 8–20 ATs with a detecting area
1024– 1023 mm2 and a coating with a prescribed spect
characteristic, the construction of the transducer make
possible to perform measurements by both contact
contact-free methods.

A series of devices for measuring heat fluxes of up to
kW/m2 has been developed using CdSb ATs and artificia
anisotropic thermoelements~the working coefficient is of the
order of 100 W/cm2

•mV and the time constant equals 0.1
3.0 s!.77 The devices are temperature controlled with therm
electric Peltier modules. They possess several measure
limits and can operate both from a grid and autonomou
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especially efficient.
Meters for measuring the intensity of ultrasound in li

uid organic media,78 power in lasers,18 and density of inco-
herent radiation from light-emitting diodes (Sq50.15 V/W,
detection area 1.431.4 cm2, t52 s!, have been developed
The compensating radiator is a STV-1 incandescent la
whose current depends linearly on the temperature be
measured~the pyrometer is especially effective at room tem
peratures!.

In the dynamic operating regime, AT-based devic
make it possible to detect thermal processes with a dura
of the order of 1.0–0.01 ms.79 The power substitution
method is used in the microwave power meter in order
eliminate any effect due to the surrounding medium.80 A
constant current is passed through a standard heater p
on the top working face (Sq50.24 V/W, t50.2 s!.

Calvet microcalorimeters, which employ an AT in th
form of a spiral, possess a high threshold sensitivity 1.0–
mW with a time constant three to four orders of magnitu
lower than in the thermocouple analogs.81 The temperature
range of the measurements of a differential anisotropic
crocalorimeter is 280–380 K.

2.2. Anisotropic thermoelements based on single-crystalline
high- Tc superconductor films

In 1988, it was discovered that single-crystal high-Tc

superconductor films in a normal state generate an ano
lously high thermoelectric signal when irradiated with an
laser. Such films are promising materials for primary tra
ducers of measuring instruments employing thermoelec
power anisotropy. There is an extensive literature on the
isotropy of their physical properties. We present some re
ences with no pretensions about being complete.

Most experimental data on thermoelectric power ha
been obtained on YBa2Cu3O72x single crystals
~YBCO!.82–85The properties of the samples are usually m
sured in theab plane, since they differ little in thea andb
directions and along thec axis. Comparative investigation
of the thermoelectric power in ceramic, epitaxial films, a
single crystals have established a good correspondence
tween data for single crystals and films in theab plane and
data for ceramics.86,87 The maximum values of the thermo
electric power are of the order of 70mV/K in the ab plane
and 10mV/K along thec axis.88,89 In compounds of other
high-Tc superconductors, for example,~La12xSrx)2CuO4
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~Refs. 89 and 90!, Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 ~Refs. 91 and 92!, and
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EuBa2Cu3O7 ~Ref. 93!, a similar behavior of the thermoelec
tric power tensor componentsaab andac , differing mainly
in the magnitude of the coefficient, is observed.

The greatest amount of data on the anisotropy of
resistivity is available for high-Tc superconductors of the
type MBa2Cu3O72x , where M is ytterbium or different
lanthanides.94–98 Data on other compounds can be found
other works: Bi2Sr2.2Ca0.8Cu2O3 ~Refs. 99–101! and
La22xSrxCuO4 ~Refs.102–104!. We note that the thermo
electric power anisotropy in these materials is much wea
than the resistivity anisotropy (ac /aab.3 – 6,
rc /rab.30250).

The thermal conductivity of polycrystalline samples wi
the composition RBa2Cu3Ox , where R5Y, Eu, Gd, Dy, Er,
Sm, and Ho~the so-called 123 system! has been studied
extensively.105–109Another class of materials are samples
the type La22xSrxCuO4 ~214 system!.106,110,111The thermal
conductivity anisotropy of these materials has received
attention.92,112

The investigation of the responses of single crystal hi
Tc superconductor samples for thermal and electromagn
effects started immediately after these materials w
synthesized.113 The results obtained on single-crystal YBC
films with c axis inclined with respect to the surface at roo
temperatures are especially interesting. When such films
irradiated with IR laser radiation~in the cw or pulsed
modes!, gigantic voltaic signals are generated@according to
some data, up to 100 V~Ref. 114!#. The mechanism leading
to such a response is still being discussed by different gro
of investigators. Analysis of the published data115–121shows
that the dominant mechanism is anisotropy of the therm
electric properties of these materials. Arguments in favor
this assertion are presented below.

In one of the first investigations, the transverse volta
under laser irradiation of YBCO films, both with and witho
a transport current, was measured.116 Films ranging in thick-
ness from 0.1 to 1.5mm were irradiated with 10–20 n
pulses with wavelengths of 355, 532, and 1064 nm. The la
radiation energy density was equal to 10–300 J/m2. SrTiO3 ,
Al2O3 , and MgO wafers were used as substrates. The m
sured transverse voltage reached 0.2 mV~when a transport
current is present, this voltage is approximately 30% low!.
The amplitude of the laser pulse dropped practically to z
over 50 ns, while the measured signal dropped to 30% o
maximum value over 200 ns and then dropped more slow
The signal changed very little when the contacts w
screened from irradiation and dropped by 95% when only
region of each contact was irradiated. As the beam w
scanned along the sample between the contacts, the s
exhibited a wide maximum. The polarity of the sign
changed when the contacts were interchanged.

Similar results were obtained in Ref. 122. It was a
established there that the polarity of the signal changes w
the backside of the film is irradiated. This behavior clea
indicates that the signal depends on the temperature gra
in the film. In Ref. 123 these data are explained by a pho
effect with a tensorial photoconductivity. However, even in
medium with tensorial properties, the photoresponse sho
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This change in polarity indicates that the signal depends
the temperature gradient in the film. The response does
depend on the polarization of the laser beam and exhibi
strong temperature-dependence, characterized by the
ence of two temperature thresholds. The laser-induced v
age arises not only in the pulsed regime but also in the c
of irradiation in the cw regime. A signal is present in th
orthorhombic phase of YBCO and is absent in the tetrago
phase. Crystals withc axis making different angles with th
substrate were investigated. Electrodes for measuring
voltage were placed along a circle every 22.5°. The sig
was strongest when the line connecting the electrodes m
an angle of 45° with thec axis ~or coincided with the pro-
jection of this axis onto the surface of the film!.

These results have been reproduced in many sample
experiments where thec axis of the films was perpendicula
to the MgO or SrTO3 substrates, the signal strength d
pended strongly on the disorientation of thec axis ~in the
range of angles 1–3°). For example, films with an inclin
tion of 1.0° gave 20 times stronger signals than films with
inclination of 0.3°. Films with a zero disorientation gave
negligible signal. Stable signals were also obtained with c
tinuous irradiation of the film by a 20-mW He–Ne laser.117

In the experiments, they reached a magnitude of 1 m
Since the signal does not depend on the polarization of
laser beam, the tensorial photoeffect mechanism~occurring
in the case of the piezoelectricity! cannot be used to describ
the phenomenon. We note that under conditions of w
thermal actions and strong conductive coupling between
film and the substrate, the polarity of the signal can chan
Other experimental results confirm the thermoelectrically
isotropic nature of the effect at temperatures above 240
Furthermore, the values obtained for the signals are m
higher than the expected photoresponse~the authors even
called the phenomenon an anomalous photoeffect!. The de-
pendence of the signal magnitude on the density of the
ergy incident on the film is confirmed by all known studi
where such measurements were performed. This undo
edly also confirms the thermoelectric nature of the pheno
enon.

The photoresponse of a 0.5mm thick Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8

film, carrying a current ranging from 2 to 200 mA, irradiate
with IR laser pulses (l5447mm, pulse repetition frequency
165 Hz, average pulse duration at half-height 65 ns! was
investigated in Ref. 98. It was observed that the respon
are nonbolometric~i.e., the film resistance did not chang
near the signal maximum!. These data attest to a weak tem
perature dependence of the thermoelectric power.124,88

The nonbolometric nature of the responses was c
firmed in Ref. 125. The maximum signal reached 2 V with
beam energy density 30 mJ/cm2. The magnitude of the sig
nal was proportional to the irradiation energy but not t
energy density. This stems from the fact that the signal
mained constant when the region of illumination with t
laser beam on the film between the contacts changed.
influence due to the Seebeck effect and the off-diago
components of the thermoelectric power tensor was reje
on the basis of the symmetry of the YBCO structure~i.e., the
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presence of thermoelectric power anisotropy was rejected!.
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The signal was found to depend on the angle between
laser beam and the film. When the angle between the no
to the film and the beam changed from255° to 155°, the
signal decreased linearly~from 110 to 55 mV!, i.e., it
changed antisymmetrically. It was also asserted that the
erated signal does not depend on the wavelength and p
ization of the radiation. In our opinion, it is incorrect to dra
conclusions about the macroscopic kinetic coefficients
real high-Tc superconductor films on the basis of the sy
metry properties of an ideal lattice. The experimental d
presented in the paper mainly are in agreement with
mechanism due to the anisotropy of thermoelectricity. In
der to describe some specific experiments on the basis o
indicated mechanism, it is necessary to construct a spe
mathematical model allowing for the concrete conditions
heat transfer between the film and the surrounding med
and the location of the electric contacts on the film.

The dependence of the response on the irradiation
quency on 16 laser lines with frequencies ranging from 10
1000 mm was investigated in Ref. 118. It was establish
that the sensitivity of the signal decays strongly with incre
ing frequency (;v22.3). A current ranging from 2 to 40mA
was passed through single-phasec-oriented films. The dura-
tion of the response was less than 4 ns and its maximum
proportional to the bias current passed through the sam
The authors believe that the mechanisms of electronic h
ing and the regions of heating proposed for very thin fil
~thickness less than 100 nm! are unsuitable for describin
granular films exceeding 200 nm in thickness.

A thin ~0.3mm! Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 film was investigated in
Ref. 127. Laser pulses with a sharp leading edge with a
ration of about 5 ms in the wavelength range from 80 to 2
mm were employed. A rapid response and a slow bolome
component were recorded. The energy density in the la
pulses irradiating the sample fell into the range 2–
kW/cm2. Only rapid responses with a time constant of t
order of 1 ns were observed above a critical wavelength
100 mm.

The preparation and investigation of 500-nm-thick a
10310-mm2 films with a small angle between thec axis and
the normal to the substrate are described in Ref. 119.
films were investigated at room temperature. A signal
peared in the films heated with 100-ns laser pulses (l51.06
mm! with an energy of 1–10 mJ per pulse. The central
gion of the film was irradiated with a beam with a 2 mm in
diameter region of illumination and energy density
mJ/cm2. Under direct irradiation the signal from contac
separated by 6 mm was equal to about 1 V with a temp
ture difference of 50–100 K between the surface of the fi
and the substrate. The behavior of the signal in time co
sponded to decay of the temperature gradient as a resu
heat conduction. These experiments were compared with
results of numerical simulation~the modified Schmidt
method was used127!. When the backside of the film wa
irradiated~through the substrate!, the sign of the signal was
different from the case of direct irradiation of the film, b
after termination of the heating the polarity of the sign
changed once again. These data were attributed to the
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surface of the film. When the heat flux from the film to th
substrate is higher than the flux from the free surface of
film into the surrounding air, the direction of the temperatu
gradient in the freely cooled film can change. The maxim
signal was obtained when the spot was located between
contacts. The sign of the signal changed when the spot
moved beyond the limits of the contacts. When the film w
rotated relative to the axis passing through its center,
signal maximum dropped sinusoidally. A model according
which the laser beam produces a dipole heat source in
film was proposed. The authors note that the recorded si
was several orders of magnitude stronger than expecte
the ordinary Seebeck effect, and a model of ‘‘atomic th
mocouples’’ was proposed. The essence of the model lie
the fact that the CuO2 layers and the lower-conductivity lay
ers separating them are treated as a thermopile. As a res
the fact that the signals from separate thermocouples
summed, the ratio of the diametera of the region of illumi-
nation to the thicknessb of the film appears in the expressio
for the thermoelectric power. The number of thermocoup
is also related with the angle between thec axis and the
substrate~see also Ref. 128!. Thus the following expression
was obtained:

U5~a/b!DT~aab2ac!sin u. ~62!

Using the data from Ref. 84 on the Seebeck coefficient p
allel and perpendicular to thec axis~15 and 5mV/K, respec-
tively! and the valuesa52 mm,u510°, andDT5100 K, a
thermoelectric power of the same order of magnitude as
the experiment was obtained:U50.7 V. Furthermore, a cor-
relation was found between the quality of the films and
magnitude of the thermoelectric signal. Granular films d
not exhibit a thermoelectric response. The strongest sig
were obtained from smooth films with a mirror surface.

The following objections can be made concerning t
mechanism described by the formula presented above.
deed, the formula predicts that the effect will be maximum
u590°, while experimentally the strongest effect was
corded atu545°.117 Furthermore, when the laser spot
scanned in the region between the contacts, the numbe
‘‘atomic’’ thermocouples does not change and therefore
signal magnitude should not change, which is at varia
with the experimental data obtained by the authors.

Additional detailed investigations were performed
Ref. 120 for the purpose of clarifying the discrepancies
tween the results obtained by different experimental grou
Films with a different angle between thec axis and the sub-
strate surface were studied. It was found that the sig
strength depends on the angle between the line connec
the contacts and the projection of thec axis onto the film
surface. The experimental samples consisted of 2-mm-l
and 20 to1000-mm-wide bridges. A beam from a cw ion~As!
laser illuminated, through a rectangular spectral filter,
entire width of the bridge. It was determined that the sig
does not depend on the width of the bridge but is prop
tional to the length of the bridge. The result of Ref. 119 th
the signal is generated along thec axis only was confirmed.
For small angles of incilnation from thec axis the signal is
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proportional to the angleu. The increase in temperature was
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11V. N. Slipchenko and A. A. Snarski�, Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.8, 2010
~1974! @Sov. Phys. Semicond.8, 1305~1974!#.

.

s.

.

nd
very small ~2.2 mK! in the case where a laser with a lo
radiation density~1.4 W/cm2) was used. Hence it was con
cluded that the use of pulsed lasers, which give an enorm
temperature increase, only complicates the interpretatio
the measurements. The signal strength remained virtually
changed when the region between the electrodes
scanned~in contrast to Ref. 103 , where a peak was obser
at the midpoint!. This fact was attributed to large pulsed he
loads~greater thanDT).

Different temperature dependences of the signal w
observed in experiments with different films for films grow
on substrates with different orientations of the crystal
graphic axes (SrTiO3 ,110 SrTiO3 ,100 and SrTiO3

103!. Even
for the same film, different measurements gave different
sults when a different pair of contacts was chosen~i.e., when
the direction of the line connecting the contacts relative
the c axis was changed!. The temperature dependenceR(T)
remained unchanged. The mechanism producing the si
was attributed to the recently observed, long-period, tim
dependent changes in the superconductivity.129 More accu-
rately, it is postulated that the changes indicated inclu
oxygen-ordered charge transfer, which influences the t
moelectric power.

The last study virtually confirms the results of the pr
ceding study and is consistent with the thermoelect
anisotropy mechanism. The discrepancies are essentially
to the specific experimental conditions.

Analysis of the studies described above shows that
determining mechanism of the gigantic response of highTc

superconductor films to thermal and electromagnetic per
bations is anisotropy of their thermoelectric properties.

The questions considered in this review were discuss
at different times, with P. I. Baranski�, A. B. Belikov, L. P.
Bulat, O. S. Gorya, T. S. Gudkin, V. I. Ka�danov, S. L.
Korolyuk, G. N. Logvinov, V. M. Pan, I. M. Pilat, I. M.
Rarenko, and E. E. Fiskind. We are deeply grateful to th
all. We wish to acknowledge separately the contribut
made by V. M. Slipchenko during his short life to the theo
of anisotropic thermocouples.

1!The possibility of using such boundary conditions was pointed by A.
Myshkis.
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ELECTRONIC AND OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF SEMICONDUCTORS

to
Low-energy nonparabolicity and condenson states in In 4Se3 crystals

D. M. Bercha, L. Yu. Kharkhalis, and A. I. Bercha
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It is shown that a condenson state and instability of the electron–phonon system, which resolve
into a nonuniform state, are possible in the three-dimensional case of an In4Se3 crystal
because of low-energy nonparabolicity and the characteristic features of the density of
states. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!00211-1#

In4Se3 is a promising material for solar power applica- valence band~VB! consists of 60 subbands, grouped in
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tions. In recent years, it has been under intensive stud
both the crystalline and film states~see, for example, Refs
1–10!. Since an In4Se3 crystal possesses a layered structu
some of its unique properties can probably be explained
these features of the structure and chemical bond. The q
tion of current-carrier localization, which is due to the sp
cific nature of defects11,12 and the capability of forming
large-scale fluctuations as a result of the existence of dif
ent polytypic states or as a result of the existence of m
stable states of unknown nature in real samples is impor
for these crystals.

The simplest form of localization is electron localizatio
near a deformation caused by the field of the electron its
as first indicated by Landau.13 An analysis in ionic14 and
homeopolar15 dielectrics led to the concept of a polaron a
condenson. As shown by Pekar and De�gen,15 the condenson
state is due to the interaction of an electron with acou
phonons. This interaction was described in an adiabatic
proximation and the effective-mass approximation with
aid of a deformation potential. The criterion obtained in R
15 showed that in principle condensons with a rather la
radius can exist only in the one-dimensional case.16 For two-
and three-dimensional systems, the criterion is essent
not satisfied for any known semiconductor material, if t
formation of the condenson state is analyzed only for a q
dratic current-carrier dispersion law. Kibis17 showed that in
two-dimensional layers of hole semiconductors a hole ene
spectrumE(k);k4 is realized under some conditions, and
this case a large-radius condenson state can form for an
bitrarily weak interaction of the charge carriers with acous
phonons. We shall show that condenson states are also
sible for three-dimensional systems, specifically, for In4Se3

crystals. According to Ref. 17, the dispersion law is of gr
significance for solving this problem. Therefore, we sh
briefly discuss the characteristic features of the band s
trum of an In4Se3 crystal.

An In4Se3 crystal contains 14 atoms in a unit cell wit
the lattice parametersa1515.297 Å and is described by th
space groupPnnm.18 According to our calculations,19–21 the
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minimal band complexes with two subbands each.The
band structure at the valence band edge is very complica
since a large number of subband crossings is character
for it. The smallest band gap is localized at the pointG
(k50, Eg50.67 eV!. The VB and the conduction band~CB!
contain additional extrema, localized at the poin
(0,0,2p/a2,0) and (0,0,0,425p/a3). The energy splitting be-
tween two minima of the CB is of the order of 0.06–0.08 e
and the splitting between two maxima of the VB is;0.05
eV.

Detailed investigations of the dispersion curves near
extremal pointG ~Ref. 20! showed that they can be describe
by the analytical expression

E~k!52a1kx
22a2ky

22a3kz
21b1kx

41b2ky
41b3kz

4 , ~1!

although it has not been ruled out, as follows from o
analysis,20 that the electron and hole dispersion relations
much more complicated.

For further analysis, we shall use the dispersion relat
~1! with parameters obtained from a least-squares analys
the computed data: a151.348310218 eV•m2,
a251.996310218 eV•m2, a355.245310220 eV•m2,
b152.697310235 eV•m4, b252.092310235 eV•m4,
b358.452310237 eV•m4, for the CB and
a1525.445310219 eV•m2, a256.911310219 eV•m2,
a355.680310219 eV•m2, b1525.870310236 eV•m4,
b257.106310236 eV•m4, b353.799310237 eV•m4 for the
CB. Rewriting the expression~1! in terms of the dimension-
less quantities, we find that the coefficients of the fou
powers of the variableskxa1 /p, kya2 /p, and kza3 /p are
two orders of magnitude larger than the coefficients of
quadratic terms. It should be noted that the coefficients of
quadratic terms are negative, and that the dispersion rela
~1! differs substantially, by its nonparabolicity, from th
standard dispersion relation used for rather large values ok,
as happens in III–V semiconductors.

It is evident from the expression~1! that the absolute
extrema are localized not exactly at the center of the B
louin zone (k50); rather, they are shifted into the poin

111811118-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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is present near the pointG ~see Fig. 2 from Ref. 21!. The
depth of the band minimum is determined from the relat
E0i5a i

2/4b i ; as numerical estimates for the CB showed,
largest depth is observed in the directionG2Y: E02547.6
meV, and the smallest depth lies in theG2Z direction
(E0351.0 meV!.

In summary, the dispersion relation~1! is characterized
by a many-valley nonparabolicity with negative curvature
the smallest wave numbers. The dispersion relations of
additional valleys have essentially no anomalies and are
scribed quite well by a quadratic function.

To solve the problem of the formation of a condens
state we shall examine the interaction of charge carriers w
acoustic phonons, taking into account the dispersion rela
~1!. Accordingly, we employ a variational procedure, as do
in the classical work by De�gen and Pekar.15 The problem
consists of finding the extremals of the functional

E~c,ui j !52E Fa1S ]c

]x D 2

1a2S ]c

]y D 2

1a3S ]c

]z D 2Gd3r

1E Fb1S ]2c

]x2 D 2

1b2S ]2c

]y2 D 2

1b3S ]2c

]z2 D 2Gd3r1E (
i j

bi j ui j ucu2d3r

1
1

2 (
i jkl

l i jkl ui j ukl , ~2!

wherebi j (bii [bi 8) are the components of the deformatio
potential tensor, andl i jkl [l i 8k8 are the components of th
tensor of elastic moduli.

The extremalc(r ), which is a characteristic function o
the Schro¨dinger equation, in the presence of an electro
phonon interaction term in the deformation potential a
proximation is determined with the additional condition

E ucu2d3r51. ~3!

For the interaction of an electron with longitudinal acous
phonons, the diagonal terms of the deformation tensor
sufficient:ui j 5uii ( i 51,2,3).

The absolute minimum of the functional can be sou
by varying first the components of the deformation ten
with a fixed arbitrary functionc and then varyingc. We
equate to zero the variation of the functionalE with respect
to ui j . For the case of an orthorhombic crystal, we obtain
system of equations

l11u111l12u221l13u331b1c250,

l22u221l12u111l23u331b2c250, ~4!

l33u331l13u111l23u221b3c250.

It follows from the system~4! that

u1152
B

L
c2;
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1
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Gc ;

u335F2
l22l132l21l23

l23
2 2l22l33

B

L
1

b3l222b2l23

l23
2 2l22l33

Gc2, ~5!

where

B5l12

b2l332b3l23

l23
2 2l22l33

1l13

b3l222b2l23

l23
2 2l22l33

,

L5l111l12

l21l332l13l23

l23
2 2l22l33

1l13

l22l132l21l23

l23
2 2l22l33

.

Eliminating ui j from Eqs.~2!, we reduce the problem to
finding the extremals of a new functional. The result is

E~c!5E0~c!2ÃE ucu4d3r . ~6!

HereE0(c) is the part of the functional without the electron
phonon interaction, and

Ã5b1

B

L
1b2Fl21l332l13l23

l23
2 2l22l33

B

L
2

b2l332b3l23

l23
2 2l22l33

G
1b3Fl22l132l21l23

l23
2 2l22l33

B

L
2

b3l222b2l23

l23
2 2l22l33

G . ~7!

We minimize the functional~5! with the aid of the trial
function23

c~r !5S ~m1m2m3!1/3A2

~a1a2a3!1/3 D 3/2

expF2pF S m1

a1
D 2

x2

1S m2

a2
D 2

y21S m3

a3
D 2

z2G G , ~8!

which satisfies the normalization condition;m1 , m2 , andm3

are dimensionless variational parameters, anda1 , a2 , anda3

are lattice constants.
After integrating we obtain

E~m!52pFa1S m1

a1
D 2

1a2S m2

a2
D 2

1a3S m3

a3
D 2G

13p2Fb1S m1

a1
D 4

1b2S m2

a2
D 4

1b3S m3

a3
D 4G

2Ã
m1m2m3

a1a2a3
. ~9!

In order for stable condenson states to form, the fu
tional E(m) must possess a minimum. The necessary con
tion for an extremum can be found from the system of eq
tions

2
2pa1

ai
2

m i1
12p2b i

ai
4

m i
32Ã

m jmk

aiajak
50, ~10!

i 51,2,3; j 52,3,1; and,k53,2,1. However, for the purpos
of estimation, we restrict the discussion to the case wh
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parameters can be replaced by the reduced v
aav5(a1a2a3)1/3 and only one of the equations in~10! need
be used.

Solving Eq.~10!, we obtain the following expression fo
mmin :

mmin5
Ãaav1aav~ Ã2196p3ab!1/2

24p2b
, ~11!

wherea andb assume the valuesa1 ,a2 ,a3 andb1 ,b2 ,b3 ,
which are presented above.

We shall estimateÃ on the basis of the data on th
deformation potentials1)24 and elastic moduli25 for an In4Se3

crystal: Ã55.588310229 eV•m3. Thenmmin;0.06. As one
can easily see from Eq.~11!, the parametersa andb in the
dispersion relation make the main contribution tommin .
Since E(mmin),0, a condenson state forms. The radius
this state is determined from the expression

a0
2;

1

p

aav
2

m
,

from which we finda059.4aav;100 Å@aav .
The latter estimate shows that a condenson state is

termined in the model with the parameters of In4Se3 in the
continuum approximation, and its binding energy
Eb;431022 eV.

The role of the electron-phonon interaction in the In4Se3

crystal actually reduces to scattering of current carriers ins
a complicated valley, where an electron can occupy st
with different ‘‘effective masses’’~positive, negative, and
infinite!, which promotes mixing of the states described
the Bloch functionsmk and formation of a localized function
of the form

c5E C~k!ckdk. ~12!

The condenson model corresponds to the situation
which each current carrier interacts with the lattice individ
ally via a deformation potential. Such an analysis is justifi
for low, free-carrier densities. Since in insulators or semic
ductors a lattice is formed in the absence of free carriers
their presence the electron-phonon system can bec
unstable.26–28 In Ref. 26 a critical parameterA for the ap-
pearance of such an instability at low temperatures was
tained for the isotropic case:

A5
3b2n

2lE~kf~n!!
5~a0

3n!1/3,

wherea0 is the condenson radius. As indicated in Refs.
and 27 , the instability criterionA.1 corresponds to carrie
densities for which the regions of the condenson states o
lap, i.e., a case in which a multicondenson forms~condenson
liquid!. However, since a condenson state in the continu
approximation is not obtained in the quadratic dispersion
lation approximation, in this approach finite multicondens
states could not be obtained. In our case, such obstacle
parently do not arise.
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sate liquid, most often in the region of deformation rando
wells, which exist in the spatial relief of the CB or VB edg
are created by producing additional current carriers by d
ing, injection, or photogeneration.

Stable, nonuniform states are sure to be obtained if
decrease in the electronic energy, associated with the o
flow of carriers into the region where the band bottom
lowered, exceeds the gain in the lattice deformation ene
The parameterA is then defined as27

A5
b2

l]Ef~N,T!/]N
. ~13!

Since the density of states~DS! as a function of density is
directly proportional to the reciprocal of the rate of change
the Fermi energyEf as a function of density, it follows from
Eq. ~13! that an instability arises for a high DS at the Fer
level. Substantial growth of the DS at the Fermi level
achieved by two avenues: by carrier redistribution in ma
valley semiconductors from a lighter to a heavier valley
by ‘‘explosive’’ growth of the DS at the Fermi level as
result of the characteristic features of the topology of iso
ergetic surfaces~ISs!. We shall show that in our case the D
possesses features that ensure the criterionA.1 for the stan-
dard values of the constantsb of the deformation potentials
and elastic modulil.

Figure 1 shows the sequence of ISs for electrons in
main valley of an In4Se3 crystal. As one can see from Fig. 1
the topology of the IS changes abruptly, and this correspo
ingly results in a change of the DS as a function of ener

Since the anisotropy is not very important for realizati
of a stable condenson state~only the presence of terms wit
fourth powers of the components of the wave numbers in
dispersion law~1! is important!, to find the characteristic
features in the DS we shall restrict the analysis to the iso
pic case of the current-carrier dispersion relation~1!.

Equation~1! in spherical coordinates is

E~k,u,w!52k21A~u,w!k4, ~14!

where

A~u,w!5
b

a2
@~sin4 w1cos4 w!cos4 u1sin4 u#.

We thus find

K2~E,u,w!5
16@114EA~u,w!#1/2

2A~u,w!
. ~15!

The surface of minima~Fig. 2a! depends on the direc
tions and is determined by the expression

Emin52
1

4A~u,w!
; kmin

2 5
1

2A~u,w!
. ~16!

The absolute minima of the energy are concentrated at
vertices of a cube. Figure 2b shows the IS, which consist
two parts — internal and external. As one can see from F
2b, the surface is an average between a torus with ‘‘loop
of minima and a three-dimensional torus with a surface
minima. As a result of the change in the topology of the
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the Euler characteristic22 x(E) changes from 832 to 14
with increasing energy. In the process, the DS increases i
peak-like manner with increasing density@P0 is a singularity
corresponding tox(E)54, which is slightly ‘‘smeared’’ on
the left side by a transition from another topology with cha
acteristicx(E)52]. The computed energy dependence o
the DS for the dispersion relation~1! with the parameters of
an In4Se3 crystal is shown in Fig. 3.

In summary, just as in the case of electrons in a qua
tizing magnetic field,29 the concentration barrier, which is
used for the realization of the critical state and which exis
for the standard quadratic dispersion relation, can be elim
nated. The instability that develops because of the appe
ance of carriers with infinitely large and negative masses

FIG. 1. Sequence of isoenergy surfaces for electrons in the main valley
an In4Se3 crystal.
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most likely resolved by a transition into a nonuniform sta
Thus, we verify in different approaches that the disp

sion relation~1! can be used to obtain a nonuniformity in th
form of multicondenson drops, which apparently are resp
sible for the particular features of the physical properties
an In4Se3 crystal~realization of a temperature dependence
the electrical conductivity in the manner of the Mott law in
sufficiently wide temperature range,30 frequency dependenc
of the electrical conductivity,31 complex temperature depen
dence of the thermoelectric power,32 and anisotropy param
eter of the electrical conductivity, multiple inversion of th
Hall coefficient,32 anisotropic scattering of x rays,2 and de-
viation from Hooke’s law at low stresses33!.

We thank A. N. Borts for assisting in the analysis of t
relation between the topology of the isoenergetic surfa

of

FIG. 2. Surface of minima~a! and parts of the isoenergy surface obtain
with the MAPLE 4 program~b! for the dispersion relation~14!.

FIG. 3. Computed density of states for the dispersion relation~1! with the
parameters for an In4Se3 crystal.
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Tunneling effects in light-emitting diodes based on InGaN/AlGaN/GaN heterostructures

the
with quantum wells
V. E. Kudryashov, K. G. Zolin, A. N. Turkin, and A. É. Yunovich*

Department of Physics, M. V. Lomonosov Moscow State University, 119899 Moscow, Russia
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Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 1304–1309~November 1997!

Tunneling effects in the luminescence spectra and the electrical properties of blue light-emitting
diodes based on InGaN/AlGaN/GaN heterostructures have been investigated. The tunneling
radiation in the energy range 2.1–2.4 eV predominates for weak currents (,0.2 mA), and its role
increases as the peak of the main blue band shifts into the short-wavelength region. The
position\vmax of the maximum is approximately proportional to the voltageeU. The shape and
intensity of the band are described by the theory of tunneling radiation. The current-voltage
characteristics for low direct currents possess a tunneling component with exponent
EJ5130– 140 meV. The distribution of electrically active centers reveals extended, compensated
layers in then- andp-type regions, adjoining the active layer, and indicates the presence of
charged walls at the boundaries of the heterojunctions. A strong electric field is present in the
InGaN active region. The energy diagram of the structures is discussed.1! © 1997
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!00311-6#
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In Refs. 2–4 we discovered that tunneling radiati
plays a large role in the luminescence spectra of ultrabr
blue LEDs based on InGaN/AlGaN/GaN heterostructu
~HSs! at low currents. A tunneling-current component w
present in the current-voltage characteristic~IVC! of the di-
odes. The difference of the blue LEDs from green diod
based on similar HSs with a different In content in t
InGaN active region was explained by the smaller thickn
of the space-charge region and high electric field.3 It was
proposed2,4 that tunneling-radiation models, developed f
other III–V compounds,5,6 be used for analysis.

In the present work we investigated in detail t
tunneling-radiation spectra and electrical properties of b
LEDs, described in Refs. 2–4. Measurements of the dyna
capacitance and charge distribution in the structures w
analyzed. It was shown that tunneling effects dominate w
the field strength is sufficiently high in the active region—
quantum well. The energy diagram of the heterostructu
was determined more accurately. The spectra were anal
on the basis of the diagonal-tunneling theories. The role
fluctuations in the active layer is discussed.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Light-emitting diodes based on InGaN/AlGaN/Ga
structures, grown by gas-phase epitaxy using organomet
compounds, which were provided by Dr. S. Nakamur7

were investigated. n-GaN:Si (t'5 mm) and a thin
(d52.5– 3.5 nm) active InxGa12xN layer were grown on a
sapphire substrate. This was followed byp-Al0.1Ga0.9N:Mg
('100 nm) andp-GaN:Mg ('0.5 mm) layers. For compo-
sitionsx varying in the range 0.2–0.43, the wavelength at
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blue and green region of the spectrum~see Refs. 2–4 and 7
for a more detailed discussion!.

The spectra were investigated in the current inter
J50.02– 30 mA on a KSVU-12 system with a 486 IBM
personal computer. The direct and reverse branches of
IVCs were measured in the intervalJ5131027– 30 mA.
Measurements of the dynamic capacitance of the sp
charge region by the method of Ref. 8 made it possible
determine the distribution of electrically active centers in t
p-type layer.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.1. Room-temperature spectra

The spectra of one of the blue LEDs at room temperat
and with the current varying in the rangeJ50.03– 0.1 mA
are shown in Fig. 1. The spectral band, whose maxim
shifts from \vmax52.20 to 2.34 eV as a function of th
voltage V on the diode, is related with tunneling radiativ
recombination. This band dominates for smallJ; for
V.2.30 V, the blue band, which predominates at high c
rents, grows rapidly.

Figure 2 shows that the relative role of the tunneli
band increases~with the same voltage asU on the p–n
junction! as the maximum of the blue band for differe
LEDs shifts into the short-wavelength region~the In fraction
decreases!.

Figure 3 shows\vmax and the intensityI max versus the
voltage eU5e(V2JRs) ~Rs is the serial resistance!. The
quantity\vmax is related linearly witheU: \vmax5eU2D;
I max is related exponentially:I max;exp(eU/EI), where
EI570– 80 meV.

112311123-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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3.2. Current-voltage characteristics

Figure 4 shows the direct and reverse branches of
IVC at 300 and 77 K; the variation of the derivative
EJ5dV/d(ln J) in the rangeU51.8– 3.0 V is also shown.
In the exponential part J;exp(eU/EJ), the energy
EJ5130– 140 meV~with voltageV51.5– 2.5 V! at low di-
rect currents; similar results were presented in Ref. 9. T
quantityEJ is virtually independent ofT ~155– 165 meV at
77 K!. This part corresponds to the tunneling component
the current. In this interval, the intensity of the tunnelin
band is approximately a quadratic function of the curren
I max;J2. The injection component of the current dominate
at high voltagesV.2.6– 2.7 V:

J;exp~eU/mkT!; U5V2JRs .

It should be noted that in the interval 1.8,V,3.0 V the
semilogarithmic derivativeEJ(V)5dV/d(ln J) possesses a
maximum near V52.3– 2.5 V and a minimum near
V52.5– 2.6 V, i.e., in the region of the transition of th
spectra from the tunneling band to the main band~Fig. 2!.
The shift of these extrema from one diode to another equ
the shift of the maximum of the blue band. The minimumEJ

FIG. 1. Room-temperature tunneling radiation spectra of blue LED No.
with currents J535– 100mA and voltagesV52.16– 2.34 V. a—Linear
scale; b—logarithmic scale, the blue line is subtracted out. The dots sh
the theoretical approximation at currents of 60 and 90mA.
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dence of a change in the mechanisms of the current
radiation from tunneling to injection into the active region

Figure 4 also shows the IVCs for reverse voltages. Th
possess two exponential sections,J;exp(2eV/EJ), with en-
ergies EJ'0.6 eV at voltages 3.4,2V,6.8 eV and
EJ'0.96– 0.98 eV at voltages 6.8,2V,10 V. The values
of EJ do not depend onT. These current components can
described as a tunneling breakdown.

At voltages2eV.10 eV'3•Eg(GaN) impact ioniza-
tion appeared and luminescence due to an electron-
plasma was observed. Reverse currents and emission sp
accompanying impact ionization will be examined in a fo
lowing paper.

3.3. Capacitance versus voltage characteristics, field and
potential distributions

The measurements of the voltage dependence of the
pacitanceC(V) and a plot of this dependence in doubl
logarithmic coordinates showed that the space charge re
~SCR! can be represented equivalently as two serially c
nected capacitances:Cn , whose magnitude depends ve
little on the reciprocal of the voltage, andCp , which deter-
mines the change in the capacitance of the entire structur
the absence of a bias voltage, the contribution of the SCR
Cn equals about 45% of the total width of the SCR. Th
capacitance is due to the charge in then-layer, whose expan-
sion is limited by the strongly dopedn-region of the struc-
ture. The change in the total capacitance of the structur
due to an expansion of the structure in the direction of
more lightly doped p-type region
~GaAlN:Mg!. The part of the contact potential referring
the p-type region,DVp , determined from theC(V) curves,
was DVp'0.5– 0.6 V. The part of the contact potential r
ferring to the n-region wasDVn'0.450.5 V. Therefore,
DVp1DVn'0.9– 1.0 V. The compensated layers adjoini
the active region are of the order of 10–15 nm thick on b
sides. A partDVqn of the contact potential falls across the
quasineutral layers, but the larger part,DVi'2.0– 2.4 V,
falls across the thin~2.5–4 nm! active layer. A potential
distribution of this type is formed by the charged walls
the heterojunctions~p-AlGaN/InGaN and InGaN/n-GaN!. A
model of such walls has been discussed in Ref. 10. The
mation of the walls could be due to upward diffusion
impurities as a result of the deformation potential, elect
field, and broken bonds at the boundaries of the layers.

4. DISCUSSION

4.1. Potential and field distributions; energy diagram

The model potential and field distributions, obtain
from an analysis of the experimental results, in the struct
under study is shown in Fig. 5. It should be noted tha
strong electric field of up toE563106 V/cm exists in the
active layer. As the direct voltage increases, this field
creases starting at valuesU'DVi'2.0– 2.2 V, but the tun-
neling component of the current still dominates. This situ

3

w
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FIG. 2. a—Spectra of blue LEDs at the sam
voltageV52.304 V. The spectra are normalize
to the maximum intensity of the blue emissio
band. The dots show the approximation of th
blue and tunneling lines. b—dV/d(ln J) versusV
for the same LEDs.
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where Eg is the effective band gap,m is a dimensionless
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valuesU'DVi1DVqn'2.4– 2.6 eV, the injection compo
nent dominates~Fig. 6b!.

4.2. Tunneling radiative recombination

The theory of tunneling radiative recombination was d
veloped for homogeneousp–n junctions which are degener
ate on both sides.6,7 We employed this theory with som
modifications for our more complicated case of a multilay
heterojunction. The tunneling radiation spectrum can be
scribed by the formula

I ~\v!;@\v/~Eg2\v!#

3@~\v2eU!/~exp~~\v2eU!/mkT!21!#

3@exp~2~4/3!~Eg2\v!/E0!3/2#, ~1!
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parameter that depends on the ratio of the electron and
effective masses,

E05@~\/~2mcv* !1/2!eE #2/3. ~2!

is the exponent in the theory of the Franz–Keldysh effe
mcv* is the reduced effective mass, andE is the electric field,
which is assumed to be constant in the region of overlapp
of the electron and hole wave functions.

The experimental spectra in Figs. 1 and 2 were descri
by Eq. ~1! by fitting the parameters to obtain the best agr
ment between theory and experiment. The main blue b
was first calculated from the sum spectra~Figs. 1 and 2!; it
was approximated by a theoretical curve in the manner
scribed in Refs. 2–4. One can see that the theoretical cu
describe the experimental spectra well. Fitting the para
eters showed thateU in Eq. ~1! equals, to within the limits of
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accuracy, the measured voltage on the structure; the effe
band gap required for agreement isEg52.6– 2.9 eV; the pa-
rameterm51.6.

The most important result was found to be the value
the parameter E0 required for agreement
E050.35– 0.42 eV. Hence an estimate was obtained for

FIG. 3. a—Position of the maxima of the tunneling band versus voltage
three blue LEDs; straight line:\v5eU2eU0 , U050.04 eV. b—
Tunneling radiation intensity versus voltage for the same LEDs; stra
lines—approximation by the functionI tun5A exp(ueUu/EI), the values of
EI (3,4,5)

for LEDs Nos. 3, 4, and 5 are, respectively, 0.0712, 0.0640,
0.0740 eV.

FIG. 4. Current-voltage characteristics of the blue LED No. 3.1, 2—Direct
voltage, 3, 4—reverse voltage;1, 3—T5300 K; 2, 4—T577 K; 5—
EJ5dV/( ln J).
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ive

f

e
field required for tunneling radiation
E5(4 – 6)3106 V/cm; the effective masses in InGaN we
calculated to be proportional toEg from the values for GaN
@mc* 50.20m0 andmn* 50.54m0 ~Ref. 11!#. The large values
of E agree with the analysis of the distribution of the fiel
from capacitance measurements.

4.3. Tunneling effects and fluctuations of the potential

The model of radiative recombination for the main, bl
line in the spectra took into consideration the potential flu
tuations arising in the two-dimensional active layer as a
sult of nonuniformities of the solid solution, fluctuations
the well width, and the Coulomb fields of the impurities.2–4

Estimates of the fluctuation electric fields from this mod
give E'(2 – 3)3105 V/cm. The fields due to the fluctua
tions act together with the electric field of thep–n hetero-
junction and should affect the tunneling radiation.

We do not discuss here the questions concerning
size-quantization levels in structures with a strong elec
field in the quantum well. The role of impurities~acceptors

r

t

d

FIG. 5. Diagram of the heterostructure~a!, distributions of electrically ac-
tive centers and space charge~b! and the electric field~c!, and energy dia-
gram at equilibrium.1, 7—Quasineutraln- andp-GaN layers;2, 6—ionized
donors and acceptors in the space charge region;3, 5—compensated layers
in n-GaN andp-AlGaN; 4—active layer—InGaN quantum well.
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FIG. 6. Energy diagram of a heterostructure under direct bias voltages. a—tunneling, b—injection.
Mg and donors Si! in tunneling junctions also fall outside the
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scope of the present discussion. In general, the nature o
luminescence band with a maximum at 2.2 eV, which
attributable to defects and which are studied in Ref. 12, m
also be taken into account. These questions require a sep
analysis.

5. CONCLUSIONS

1. The spectra observed in the region\v52.1– 2.5 eV
with low currents (J,0.2 mA) from blue InGaN/AlGaN/
GaN LEDs with a thin space charge region are due to t
neling radiative recombination of electrons and holes in
InGaN active layer.

2. The charge distribution in these structures includ
not only the space charge region, but also the compens
quasi-neutral layers and charged walls at the heterojuncti
This distribution gives rise to a strong electric field in t
quantum well, up to (4 – 6)3106 V/cm.

3. The diagonal-tunneling model describes qualitativ
the spectra and their variation as a function of the voltage
the structure.

4. The proposed energy diagram describes the lumin
cence and electric properties of InGaN/AlGaN/GaN hete
structure light-emitting diodes.

We are deeply grateful to Dr. N. Nakamura for sendi
the light-emitting diodes to Moscow State University a
S. S. Shumilov for assisting in the computer support.
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Electron-structural metastability of cationic donor centers in GaAs

D. E. Onopko and A. I. Ryskin
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The reconstruction of shallow donors in GaAs–Ga12xAl xAs crystals, which is accompanied by
the formation of deep cationicDX centers, is studied for the first time in a cluster
approximation using the self-consistent, scattered-wave method. It is demonstrated that the
formation of aC3n DX2 state could be due to the difference in the electronic structure of a shallow
donor from the structure of a lattice atom. This difference is the reason why an impurity
atom transfers into the nearest tetrahedral interstice. The model proposed for cationicDX centers
is based on the fundamental possibility of localization of two antibonding electrons on an
antobonding orbital of one of the four tetrahedral bonds of an impurity center with arsenic ligands.
This greatly weakens the bond and results in a corresponding formation of a trigonalDX2

state. © 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!00411-0#
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The formation of substitution centers in semiconduct
in many cases is accompanied by a reconstruction of both
impurity ion and the surrounding lattice atoms. This is
flected in a corresponding lowering of the full symmetry
the defect. The possible crystallographic avenues for rec
struction of impurity centers as a result of relaxation of t
crystal lattice of elementary semiconductors as well as III
and II–VI compounds have been studied in the clus
approximation.1–4 The self-consistent scattered-wave meth
made it possible to determine the most likely symmetry
the defect and substantiate its metastable properties, w
arise as a result of the distinguishing features of the e
tronic structures of the impurity ion and lattice atom.1–4

If the electronic structures of the impurity atom diffe
substantially from that of a lattice atom, then a spontane
reconstruction of a substitution center is accompanied,
rule, by a lowering of its symmetry from tetrahedral to trig
nal (C3n) or orthorhombic (C2n).1 In the opposite case
when the electronic structure of the impurity center cor
sponds to the structure of the corresponding fragment of
regular crystal, the tetrahedral symmetry of a defect eit
does not change at all or it changes slightly as a result of
Jahn–Teller effect. However, even when the difference
the electronic structures of the impurity and lattice atoms
small, as is the case, for example, for shallow donors
semiconductors, there is a potential for the above-descr
reconstruction of the impurity substitution center to occ
under the influence of external perturbations, such as hy
static and uniaxial compression of the crystal or isoval
doping, for the purpose of obtaining solid solutions of III–
and II–VI semiconductors. The reconstruction of shallo
donors, which thus far has been studied within the capa
ties of the pseudopotential and density functional metho
consists of the formation of deep, negatively chargedC3n

centers as a result of transition of the impurity ions fro
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amphoteric defects, formed on the basis of shallow don
are so-calledDX centers,9 which are metastable impurity
centers with negative correlation energy~negativeU cen-
ters!, which tunnel, in a charge transfer process, in the se
conductor lattice between positions corresponding to diff
ent symmetries.8,10–14 A direct consequence of thei
appearance is self-compensation in the system of sha
donors: 2d0→DX21d1 ~where DX2 is the state corre-
sponding to the reconstructed, negatively chargedC3n cen-
ter, andd0 and d1 are the filled and ionized states of th
tetrahedral shallow donor!, which determines the electrica
properties induced by Fermi level pinning of both bu
Ga12xAl xAs crystals5,15 and GaAs–Ga12xAl xAs-type
superlattices.16

In our study we have examined for the first time, t
reconstruction of shallow donors, which stimulates loweri
of the symmetry of an impurity center, from the standpo
of the difference in their electronic structure from that of t
regular lattice atoms. This method for studying the probl
of the reconstruction of impurity substitution centers do
not make it possible to determine the energy characteris
of the deep defects that appear. This is achieved, for
ample, in calculations of metastable centers by pseudopo
tial and density functional methods.6,8,12,13 However, the
method employed makes it possible to establish the gen
quantum-mechanical foundations of the reconstruction of
impurity centers and directly relate them to the symmetry
the reconstructed point defects.

2. CATIONIC DONOR SILICON AND TIN CENTERS IN GaAS
AND Ga12xAl xAs

Cationic donor centers form in GaAs in the process
introducing group-IV impurities. The electronic charge d
tribution on the valence orbitals ofAB4

3q2 clusters (q is the
absolute magnitude of the ion charge! shows that SiGa sub-

112811128-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE I. Distribution of electronic charge in the valence orbitals of GaAs,
GaAs:Si, and GaAs:As crystals (AB4

3q2 clusters!.

nte
re

-
d

in
stitution centers do not significantly change the electro
structure of GaAs~see Table I!. The main bonding orbitals
(a1,2a1,2t2) undergo only a very small transformation. Th
largest difference is the appearance of an antibonding do
state 3a1 occupied by one electron.

On this basis, the tetrahedral structure of a SiGa donor
center is very stable in a neutral state as a result of the
that group-IV atoms predominantly tend to form tetracoor
nated compounds. At the same time, the nonisovalent c
acter of the substitutions, which leads to the presence o
unused valence electron, though weakly bound, as wel
the existing probability for a group-IV atom to pass into
divalent state, determine the fundamental possibility of
construction of a shallow SiGa donor. The necessary cond
tion for this to happen is that an antibonding additional el
tron must be trapped at the donor center. This excess elec
decreases the binding energy of the center with one of
arsenic ligands, thereby allowing a transition of the impur
silicon atom to a stable bond with the three remaining
senic ligands. Such a large weakening of the As–Si b
becomes possible only if the impurity atom is displaced i
a tetrahedral interstitial position~Fig. 1!, which lowers the
initial symmetry of the defect toC3n ~trigonal! symmetry. It
should be noted that the above-described reconstruction
shallow donor requires that a potential energy barrier se

Crystal G «~Ry! qA qB qi

GaAs~GaAs4
3q2

) 4a1 0.129

1t1 0.303 0.1 55 38
3t2 0.323 6.1 59 32
1e 0.364 0.6 46 47
2t2 0.438 13 40 40
2a1 0.716 430 35 22
1t2 1.011 2.4 75 21
1a1 1.094 16 56 26

GaAs:Si 4a1 0.122
3a1 0.156 13 20 48
1t1 0.319 0.2 59 36
3t2 0.363 4.8 54 35
1e 0.389 1.2 49 45
2t2 0.488 19 39 37
2a1 0.795 36 40 19
k1t2 1.031 3.4 72 23
1a1 1.136 23 48 28

GaAs:As 4a1 0.124
3a1 0.202 13 45 32
1t1 0.298 0.2 58 37
3t2 0.349 4.1 52 39
1e 0.369 1.2 48 45
2t2 0.519 30 34 32
2a1 0.881 26 54 17
1t2 0.015 4.9 70 23
1a1 1.212 48 28 24

Note:G — irreducible representation;« — single-electron energy;qA , qB , qi
— fractions of the orbital electronic charge~%!, localized inside a
sphere of a central atom, in the ligand atomic spheres and in the i
atomic region, respectively. The fraction of the charge in the outer
gion is:qui512qA2qB2qi .1–3 The 4a1 orbital corresponds to the con
duction band minimum; the 1t1orbital corresponds to the valence ban
maximum.
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rating the position of an impurity center in an interstice a
a tetrahedral interstice be overcome.

After the above-noted compensation of the weaken
As–Si bond occurs, the negatively charged silicon cen
possesses eight electrons, four of which belong directly
the Si atom (s2p2), for the formation of bonds with three
arsenic ligands. In III–V crystals the cation gives up 0.7e
per bond and an anion gives up 1.25e. Therefore, approxi-
mately two electrons are required in order to fill the valen
s andp shells of the three arsenic atoms. As a result, the
valence electrons of the initial SiAs4

(3q11) cluster are for-
mally excess electrons. In this case, two different meth
are possible for constructing the chemical bond on the b
of a trigonal SiAs3

2q2 cluster.
Because of the high covalence of silicon-doped Ga

crystals, the presence of excess electrons can result in hi
bond multiplicity in a cluster. This becomes possible if
silicon atom passes into as1p3 excited state and if a free
ligand orbital, on which a fourth valence electron of the thr
arsenic atoms could localize, appears. The realization of
latter condition signifies an appreciable weakening of
bond of the indicated arsenic atoms with their nearest ne
bors, gallium atoms. A result of this process is that two el
trons, initially located in the corresponding bonding orbit
are transferred into an antibonding orbital of the neighbor
gallium atoms. The energy losses due to the excitations lis
above are canceled by a gain in energy as a result o
increase in the multiplicity of the As–Si bonds. In the pr
cess of the above-described reconstruction a silicon a
passes into asp2 hybridization state. The interaction of it
fourth valence orbital (pz type! and the above-mentione
unoccupied orbital of the ligands will form the basis for th
increase in bond multiplicity~an additionalp bond forms!.
As a result, the As–Si interatomic distance will decrea
substantially when the silicon atom transfers into an int
stice. The above-indicated antibonding orbital, whose form
tion is greatly enhanced by the gallium atoms from the s
ond coordination sphere of the impurity atom, will be th
highest filledDX2 state of the negative charged defect stu
ied.

If a silicon atom passes into a divalent state, then
bonds inside a SiAs3

2q2 cluster will remain single and the
interatomic distance As–Si will not change appreciably.
this case, two excess electrons will be localized in an a

r-
-

FIG. 1. Model of a DX center based on a shallow silicon donor
GaAs–Ga12xAl xAs ~a — neutral state of a shallow donor withTd symme-
try, b — DX2 state withC3n symmetry!.
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of silicon. This orbital is the last filledDX state of the
negatively charged impurity center. As a result, the exc
electrons form an unshared pair of the impurity atom un
conditions such that itssp3 hybridization is preserved.

In reality, a superposition of the above-described v
sions of the reconstruction of a defect probably will be re
ized. As a result, the muliplicity of the As–Si bonds w
increase appreciably as the corresponding interatomic
tances decrease, and the hybridization state of the impu
silicon atom will be an intermediate state between thesp2

andsp3 structures. The orbital of a deep, negatively charg
state of the reconstructedDX center will contain an appre
ciable contribution of gallium cations from the second co
dination sphere and a relatively diminished contribution fro
the atomic functions of the impurity silicon atom. Irrespe
tive of the reconstruction mechanism, this orbital will also
influenced by a ligand with a weakened As–Si bond~Fig. 1!,
since the displacement of the impurity atom into an inters
cannot completely eliminate the corresponding interactio

This arsenic ligand will in turn form a trigonal (C3n)
cluster with three nearest-neighbor gallium atoms. Inside
cluster the interatomic distances will not change much. T
orbital of the weakened As–Si bond is largely determined
this cluster, although it contains a small contribution fro
the atomic functions of the impurity atom. The correspon
ing level is localized in the valence band of the crystal.

Reconstruction of a tetrahedral impurity center requi
that the occupied level of theC3n DX2 state be quite deep
compared with the initial shallow donor level. Otherwise, t
lowering of the symmetry of the defect, accompanied by
above-described self-compensation process due to the
ence of a negative correlation energy~negativeU energy!
2d0⇒d11DX2, would be energetically unfavorable. Ion
ization of theDX2 state of the reconstructed center will
turn be accompanied by a transfer of excess energy to
lattice. This will make it possible for an impurity atom t
overcome the potential barrier separating the positions of
Td andC3n states:DX21d1→2d0. The presence of a po
tential barrier separating the positions of the charged st
of a DX center will also be reflected in the fact that th
optical ionization energy of aDX2 state will be severa
times higher than its thermal ionization energy.9,15 The
ionization-dependent decrease of the charge of the unsh
pair in the cluster SiAs2q2 makes its structure much flatte
thereby strengthening the weakened As–Si bond, which
sults in a shortening of the corresponding interatomic d
tance and creates conditions for a subsequent transitio
the second electron of the unshared pair into a state
weakly bound electron at a shallow donor.

It was noted above that the deep level of theDX2 state
in GaAs crystals is formed largely by cations from the s
ond sphere. This explains the fact that theL valley of the
conduction band plays a predominant role in its formati
The position of this level is fixed relative to theL valley by
a corresponding change in the structure of the conduc
band in the process of hydrostatic compression of the cry
and variation of the composition of the solid solutio
Ga12xAl xAs For this reason, the self-compensation pheno
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enon, which is induced by the appearance ofDX centers, is
most pronounced near the point corresponding to crossin
the G –X valleys, when the ionization energy of theDX2

state is much higher than that of a shallow donor.15

The foregoing analysis refers primarily to the syste
silicon-doped GaAs–Ga12xAl xAs, where a deepDX2 state
forms directly from a tetrahedral shallow donor. The situ
tion is somewhat different in the case of the formation o
DX center in tin-doped GaAs and Ga12xAl xAs crystals.17–19

Electron spin resonance studies under conditions of mo
chromatic optical pumping17 and optical detection of mag
netic resonance18,19 have shown that the reconstruction
shallow tin donors proceeds in two steps. First, some sha
tin donors transform into deep neutral centers withC2n sym-
metry ~Fig. 2a!. Despite their metastability, these centers d
sociate as a result of the negative correlation ener
2DX0→DX21DX1 @where DX2 and DX1 are states of
the DX center that are characterized byC3n ~Fig. 2b! and
D2d symmetry, respectively14,20#. Next, a compensation re
action of nonreconstructed shallow tin donors occu
DX11 Sn0→DX01 Sn1, which is accompanied by the
above-described self-compensation reaction in the system
the DX center. In contrast to silicon-doped Ga12xAl xAs
crystals, whose irradiation with monochromatic light r
vealed only the ESR of shallow donors,17 the study of an
analogous system containing tin demonstrated in the pro
of optical pumping regeneration of two centers simul
neously — a shallow tin donor and a deep tin center wi
C2n symmetry.17–19This behavior of tin centers is due to th
larger, compared with other group-IV impurity atom
changes of the electronic structure of GaAs and Ga12xAl xAs
crystals in the doping process, the direct consequence
which is the observation of the reconstructed neutral stat
the DX center.

The proposed description ofDX centers in GaAs and
Ga12xAl xAs crystals containing group-IV impurity center
agrees with the results of the corresponding pseudopoten6

and density-functional.21 Specifically, in Ref. 21 it is noted
that there is a large similarity in the change in the bo
character accompanying the formation ofDX centers in
GaAs:Si and accompanying a phase transition of diam
into graphite. It is expressed as a change in the state of
hybridization of the carbon atom fromsp3 to sp2. In con-
trast to the data of Refs. 6 and 7, we took into account

FIG. 2. Model of a DX center based on a shallow tin donor i
GaAs–Ga12xAl xAs ~a — DX0 state withC2n symmetry, b —DX2 state
with C3n symmetry!.
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tion of theDX state.

3. CONCLUSIONS

The versions of the reconstruction of shallow silicon a
tin donors in GaAs and Ga12xAl xAs crystals, which we ex-
amined above, suggest the following model of the format
of cationicDX centers. In the initial tetrahedrally symmetr
state, a shallow donor is bound with four arsenic ligands
means of two-electron bonds. The weakly bound donor e
tron is located in a delocalized antiboinding donor orbit
The capture of the second electron in an antibonding orb
can result in a reconstruction of the impurity center with
lowering of its symmetry. It is in principle possible for tw
antibonding electrons to be localized in antibonding orbit
of one of the four tetrahedral bonds of the impurity atom.
a result, there will be four electrons in the identified As–
bond. This will greatly weaken the bond and stimulate
displacement of an impurity atom into the nearest tetrahe
interstice, thereby forming aC3n DX2 state. Optical ioniza-
tion of a trigonalDX2 state transforms the reconstruct
deep center into a shallow donor at a lattice site.
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Optical properties of thin n -Pb12xSnxSe/BaF2 epitaxial layers in the plasmon–phonon

ated
interaction region
A. A. Kopylov, V. A. Moshnikov, and A. N. Kholodilov

St. Petersburg State Electrical Engineering University, 197376 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted September 20, 1995; accepted for publication April 24, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 1314–1320~November 1997!

The optical reflection and transmission spectra of submicron epitaxial Pb12xSnxSe/BaF2 layers
with x50.04– 0.21 have been investigated. The parameters of the electron plasma are
determined by modeling the shape of the spectra. The interband contribution to the dielectric
function of Pb12xSnxSe is estimated. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~97!00711-4#

The band structure and the optical and electrical proper-surface treatment of the samples was performed. Repe
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ties of the lead chalcogenides PbTe, PbSe, and PbS as
as the solid solutions Pb12xSnxTe, which are widely used in
practice, have now been well studied.1–3 The properties of
solid solutions in the system Pb12xSnxSe have been given
much less attention.

In this study we have investigated, the optical reflect
and transmission spectra of micron-thickn-Pb12xSnxSe ep-
itaxial layers withx50.04– 0.21 on BaF2 substrates by using
the method of infrared-range Fourier spectroscopy.

1. SAMPLES AND MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE

The Pb12xSnxSe layers were grown by the hot-wa
method on fresh cleavage faces of BaF2 substrates witĥ111&
orientation. Growth was conducted in an URM 3279011
paratus. The construction of the evaporation chamber is s
lar to that described in Ref. 4. S-0000 lead, ultrapure tin,
analytically pure selenium were employed to synthesize
initial charge. Prior to growth, the charge was subjected
homogenizing isothermal annealing at 850–1000 K
8–10 h under dynamic vacuum conditions. The composit
of the initial charge varied in the range 0.1–0.2 of the m
lecular fraction of SnSe. The temperatures in the sublima
and substrate zones were equal to 770 and 500–550 K
spectively. The growth rate of the layers was equal
0.7–1.0mm/h.

The layers grown possessed^100& orientation. The com-
position of the solid solution was measured on a DRON-
diffractometer. A tube with a copper anode~Cu Ka radia-
tion! was used. In the operating regime of the tube, the an
potential was equal to 30–35 mV and 15–35 mA the an
current was equal to, depending on the thickness of the la
The uniformity of the composition of the layers was check
by x-ray spectral microanalysis on a Cameca MS-46
croanalyzer. The basic characteristics of the samples are
sented in Table I.

The measurements of the optical reflection spectra in
range 30– 650 cm21 were performed at temperatures of 1
80, and 300 K using a LFS-1000 long-wavelength Four
spectrometer5. The samples were secured on the cold duc
a nitrogen or helium vacuum cryostat. The measuremen
T'10 K were performed with a R-118 cryostat. No spec
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measurements performed every few months showed tha
shape of the reflection spectra was stable.

The transmission spectra in the range 500– 2700 cm21

were measured on a LAFS-02 rapid-scan Fourier spectr
eter at temperatures of 300–520 K using a resistance he

2. ANALYSIS OF THE SHAPE OF THE REFLECTION
SPECTRA

Figures 1 and 2 show examples of the reflection spe
of the experimental samples at different temperatures
characteristic feature of all spectra is the presence of st
ture, due to a band of residual rays from BaF2, in the region
150– 350 cm21. The sharp drop in the frequency rang
above 300 cm21 is due to plasma oscillations of free charg
carriers. An appreciable peak near 40 cm21, due to trans-
verse optical phonons in the solid solution Pb12xSnxSe, is
also observed for all samples.

The analysis of the reflection spectra was based on
model of an ‘‘epitaxial layer on a semiinfinite substrate.’’ T
describe the dispersion of the refractive index of the so
solution we used a dielectric function of the form

«~v!5«`2
«`vp

2

v~v1 i /t!
1

SvT
2

vT
22v22 ivg

, ~1!

wherev is the frequency,«` is the high-frequency permit
tivity, vp andt are, respectively, the plasma frequency a
relaxation time of free charge carriers, andS, g, andvT are,
respectively, the oscillator strength, the damping parame
and the frequency of the transverse optical phonon. The
cillator strength was determined in the formS5«s2«` ,
where«s is the static permittivity.

The parametersvp andt, which most strongly influence
the shape of the model spectrum, were chosen so as to o
the best agreement between the computed and experim
spectra. Examples of the computed spectra are show
Figs. 1 and 2 by the dashed lines and demonstrate the de
of agreement with experiment. The values obtained forvp

andt are presented in Table II.

113211132-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE I. Characteristics of the experimentaln-Pb12xSnxSe/BaF2 samples.
3. DETERMINATION OF THE PARAMETERS OF FREE
CHARGE CARRIERS

We shall now find a relation between the plasma f
quency and the Fermi level. It is known that

vp
25

ne2

«0«`mopt
, ~2!

wheren is the charge carrier density, andmopt is the optical
effective mass. In a two-band Kane model, the charge ca
density2 and optical effective mass6 can be expressed as

n5
M

3p\3 @md~0!kT#3/2 0L0
3/2 and

mopt5
3K

2K11
K21/2

0L0
3/2

0L21
3/2 md~0!, ~3!

where M is the number of equivalent extrema in the ba
(M54), K is the anisotropy factor,md(0) is the effective
mass of the density of states at the band bottom~per ellip-
soid!, and

Sample No. Composition (x) Layer thickness,mm

1 0.04 0.19
2 0.11 0.15
3 0.21 0.2
4 0.06–0.08 0.38
e-

rier

d

n
0 @11exp~y2h!#2

3~112by!ndy

are the generalized Fermi integrals~h5EF/kT and
b5kT/Eg!. Subsituting the expressions~3! into the expres-
sion ~2!, we obtain an equation for the Fermi level

0L21
3/2~h,b!5

9p2

23/2M

\3«0«`K3/2vp
2

e2md~0!1/2~kT!3/2~2K11!
. ~4!

The Fermi level is measured from the conduction band b
tom. The band gap as a function of the composition a
temperature was calculated from the relation3

Eg~x,T!512521021x1~40010.256T2!1/2, ~5!

where Eg is expressed in meV. The effective mass of t
density of states at the conduction band bottom was
pressed in terms of the interband interaction parameterP as

md~0!5
\2

2

Eg

P2 , P5
\

m0
upcvu, ~6!

wherepcn is the matrix element of the momentum operato
Following Ref. 7, we use the valuep53.73108 eV•cm, and
alsoK52 for x50.04– 0.11 andK51 for x50.21.

A method for calculating the parameters of the electr
plasma is discussed in the Appendix. The computational
sults forEg , EF , n, andmopt are presented in Table II.
f

on
s in
rs
FIG. 1. Optical reflection spectra o
n-Pb12xSnxSe/BaF2 samples atT5300 K. Solid line—
experiment, dashed line—calculation. The numbers
the curves correspond to the numbers of the sample
Tables I and II. The arrows mark the wave numbe
corresponding to the plasma frequency;R—reflection

coefficient, ñ —wave number.
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f
FIG. 2. Optical reflection spectra o
n-Pb12xSnxSe/BaF2 samples atT580 K. The labels
are the same as in Fig. 1.
4. CALCULATION OF THE INTERBAND CONTRIBUTION

fo
ry

Eg Eg
2 1/2

he

ri-
bu-

e

In the random-phase approximation, the expression
the interband contribution for one valley to the imagina
part of the permittivity can be written as8

D« inter
n ~v!5

pe2\2

«0m0
2 (

k

upcvu2

uEc~k!2Ev~k!u
d@\v2Ec~k!

1Ev~k!#~ f v2 f c!, ~7!

where

f c,v5F11exp
Ec,v~k!2EF

kT G21

,

TABLE II. Parameters of plasma oscillations and the characteristics of the
structures.
r
Ec,v~k!52

2
6S 4

1k2P2D
are the distribution function and dispersion relation for t
conduction and valence bands.

Switching from summation to integration in the sphe
cal approximation, making the assumption that the contri
tion of the four valleys at the pointL6 to the permittivity is
additive, and substituting the second expression in~6!, we
obtain the following relation for the imaginary part of th
permittivity:
band structure and the electronic plasma for epitaxial layers ofn-Pb12xSnxSe/BaF2
Sample No. T, K vp/2pc, cm21 1/2pct, cm21 Eg , meV EF , meV n, 1018, cm23
mopt

m0

1 300 390 250 237 29 4.7 0.107
80 420 111 129 68 4.4 0.072
10 460 154 105 83 5.2 0.072

2 300 390 208 166 40 4.2 0.091
80 330 154 58 64 1.9 0.051

3 300 490 143 64 95 7.2 0.089
80 465 91 244 107 5.7 0.073
10 480 167 269 103 6.3 0.077

4 300 330 213 207 20 3.0 0.097
80 350 167 99 59 2.5 0.059

Note. The following initial data were used in modeling the IR reflection spectra: BaF2: vT5184 cm21 (T5300 K), vT5189 cm21 (T580 K),
vT5190 cm21 (T510 K), «s51.8, «`55.75; Pb12xSnxSe: «`(x)5(4.912.8x)(T5300 K), «`(x)5(5.510.8x) (T510.80 K),3 «s5210 (T5300 K),
«s5231 (T510.80 K),2 vT544 cm21. The composition for sample No. 4 isx50.07.

1134 1134Semiconductors 31 (11), November 1997 Kopylov et al.
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FIG. 3. Computed optical reflection spectra of th
structuren-Pb12xSnxSe/BaF2 ~R—reflection co-
efficient!. The parameters of the model corre
spond to sample No. 3,T580 K. Solid line—
calculation allowing for the interband
contribution, dashed line—neglecting the inte
band contribution. The arrow marks the wav

number ñ corresponding to the energy
uEgu12EF .
Eg
2

d

To calculate the real part of the permittivity we employ

ent
nt
D« inter9 ~v!5AA12S \v D F S 1

1exp
\v/21EF1Eg/2

kT D 21

2S 11exp
\v/22EF2Eg/2

kT D 21G , ~8!

where A5e2(2p«0P)57.8. The Fermi level is measure
from the conduction band bottom.
the approximation of the Kramers–Kronig relation

D« inter8 ~v!5
2

p E
Eg

Emax v8

v822v2 D« inter9 ~v!dv, ~9!

where the integral is taken in the principal-value sense.
If E@(\v,Eg ,EF), then varyingEmax in the experimen-

tal frequency range will only change the constant compon
of the real part of the permittivity. This constant compone
f

p-
FIG. 4. Optical transmission spectra o
n-Pb12xSnxSe/BaF2. Experiment~sample No. 4!:
Solid line—T5300 K, dashed line—T5470 K.
Dot-dashed line—calculation neglecting absor
tion in the layer;T* —transmission coefficient.
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FIG. 5. Optical absorption ofn-Pb12xSnxSe/BaF2
in the region of interband transitions. Solid line—
experiment ~sample No. 4!, dashed line—
calculation. The numbers on the curves corr
spond to the temperatureT, K: 1—410, 2—470,
3–520. The curves represent the difference in t
optical densities for the indicated temperature a
T5300 K.
can be eliminated by writing the contribution of the inter-
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wave number, andn0 is the refractive index of the absorbing
tion
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for
band transitions to the real part of the permittivity as t
differenceD« inter8 (v)2D« inter8 (0) and assuming that the con
stant component is now taken into account in the phen
enological parameters«` and«s .

The computed values ofD« inter8 (v) andD« inter9 (v) were
taken into account additively in the expression~1!. Figure 3
shows the spectral dependences of the reflection coeffic
calculated with and without the interband contribution. W
see that the interband contribution makes an appreciable
ference only above 1000 cm21. This makes it possible to
determine quite reliably the characteristics of the plasma
glecting the interband contribution.

5. ANALYSIS OF THE TRANSMISSION SPECTRA

Examples of the transmission spectra of sample No
which were obtained at different temperatures, are show
Fig. 4. The dropoff of transmission at frequencies bel
1000 cm21 is due to absorption by free charge carriers a
single-phonon absorption in the substrate. This absorp
increases with temperature. The reverse picture is obse
at frequencies above 1800 cm21, where absorption can b
due to characteristic interband transitions. This can be
plained qualitatively by an increase in the band gap w
temperature. The section of the spectrum 1000– 1800 c21

is virtually temperature-independent, indicating that abso
tion is weak, and the shape of this section can be expla
by interference in the epitaxial layer. The corresponding
timate made for refractive indexn055.1 and epitaxial layer
thickness 0.38mm is shown in Fig. 4~dashed line!.

The characteristic absorption can be estimated dire
from Eq. ~8!, allowing for the fact that the absorption coe
ficient is a(v)52p ñ «9(v)/n0 , where ñ 5v/2pc is the
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medium. For convenience, we shall study not the absorp
itself but rather its variation with temperature. Figure
shows sections of such difference spectra calculated ta
into account the interference. The curves obtained using
~8! are shown by dashed lines. The values ofEg and EF

employed in the calculation are given in Table III. Agre
ment between the experimental and computed optical de
ties was obtained withA55.2 ~instead ofA57.8!. We note
that the values ofEg presented in Table III correspond to
temperature coefficient of the variation of the band gap eq
to 2.631024 eV/K ~Ref. 9! and compositionx'0.06.

In summary, the behavior of the transmission spectra
the range 1000– 1800 cm21 can be attributed to the tempera
ture variation of the band gap of the solid solution.

6. APPENDIX

Equation~4! for the Fermi level can be solved only nu
merically. The results of such a calculation are presente
Fig. 6 in the form of curves of the plasma frequency vers
the position of the Fermi level. As follows from the form o
the curves, these functions can be approximated by a c
paratively simple expression, which can be convenient

TABLE III. Characteristics of the band structure and electronic plasma
sample No. 4 at different temperatures.

T, K Eg , meV EF , meV

300 221 20
410 250 0
470 265 212
520 278 222

1136Kopylov et al.
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ln ñ p55.63621.797x20.01485EF24.2631025EF
2 ,
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practical calculations. In particular, at room temperat
(T5300 K) and for compositions in the rangex5020.12
we can use the following expression:

FIG. 6. Relation between the conduction electron Fermi energy and
plasma frequency for Pb12xSnxSe/BaF2 at T5300 K. The numbers on the
curves correspond to the values ofx: 1—0, 2—0.04, 3—0.08, 4—0.12.
Dots—numerical solution of Eq.~4!; lines—calculations according to Eq
~10!. The parameter values employed for the calculations are discuss
the text.
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~10!

where ñ p5vp/2pc is expressed in cm21, andEF in meV.
The error in determiningvp from Eq. ~10! does not exceed
0.5%.
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Position of antimony impurity atoms in a PbTe lattice, determined by emission

Mössbauer spectroscopy

V. F. Masterov, F. S. Nasredinov, S. A. Nemov, P. P. Seregin, N. N. Troitskaya,
and S. I. Bondarevski 

St. Petersburg State University, 195251 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted May 12, 1997; accepted for publication May 15, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 1321–1322~November 1997!

It is shown by emission Mo¨ssbauer spectroscopy on119Sb(119mSn) that the localization of
antimony impurity atoms in a PbTe lattice depends on the conductivity type of the material:
Antimony is localized prodominantly in the anionic sublattice in electronic samples and
in the cationic sublattice in hole samples. It is noted that the charge state of an antistructural
defect119mSn formed in the anionic sublattice of PbTe after119Sb undergoes nuclear decay does
not depend on the position of the Fermi level. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~97!00911-3#

Interest in the investigation of the nature of impurity electronic type~with excess lead,n;1018 cm23! and hole
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states formed in lead chalcogenides by group-III and
atoms has increased substantially in recent years. This is
plained mainly by the resonance scattering of current carr
by impurities1 observed in these systems and the discov
of dielectronic centers with negative correlation energy
these materials.2 However, virtually no studies are availab
on the group-V impurities in these compounds. It is kno
only that As, Sb, and Bi impurities are donors in lead ch
cogenides, although the fraction of electrically active ato
is much less than unity.3 There are two explanations for this
Either an appreciable number of the impurity atoms form
the lattice electrically inactive complexes~of the type
Sb2Te3! or the impurity is distributed between the cation
sublattice~where it is a donor! and the anionic sublattice
~where it is most likely an acceptor!. A choice between al-
ternative models can be made if the position of the antim
atoms in the lead chalcogenide lattices is determined. In
study we made such a determination for antimony impu
atoms in lead telluride PbTe by emission Mo¨ssbauer spec
troscopy on the isotope119Sb(119mSn). The arrangement o
the Mössbauer level of119mSn, obtained using the paren
isotope119Sb ~half-life 38 h!, is shown in Fig. 1a. Since th
recoil energy of the daughter119mSn atoms due to electro
capture in119Sb and emission of a neutrino does not exce
1.4 eV,4 it can be expected that nuclear decay does not re
in a displacement of the tin atoms from the normal sites
the crystal lattice. Therefore, the parameters of the emis
Mössbauer spectra of119Sb(119mSn) should reflect the va
lence~charge! state of the119mSn atoms localized at the site
occupied by antimony atoms.

The radioactive isotope119Sb was obtained by the reac
tion 120Sn(p,2n)119Sb. To separate a carrier-free preparat
of 119Sb, the target was dissolved in concentrated hydroc
ric acid, SbCl3 was extracted with isopropylene alcohol, a
the preparation was purified by anionic exchange. The Mo¨ss-
bauer sources were prepared by melting together the P
samples and the carrier-free preparation119SbCl3, so that the
approximate concentration of the tin impurity atoms did n
exceed 1017 cm23. The initial PbTe samples were of th
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type ~with exces tellurium,p;10 cm !.
The Mössbauer spectra of119Sb(119mSn) were measured

with a commercial SM-2201 spectrometer atT580 K with a
CaSnO3 absorber~surface density with respect to tin wa
5 mg/cm22!. The spectrum with such an absorber and
Ca119mSnO3 source consisted of a single line with FWH
G50.7960.01 mm/s, which was assumed to be the inst
mental width of the spectral line. The typical spectra of t
PbTe:119Sb samples are presented in Figs. 1b and 1c, and
results of an analysis of the spectra are summarized
Table I.

The spectra of then- and p-type samples consist of
superposition of two lines, whose relative intensity depen
on the conductivity type of the material. The widths of bo
lines are much larger than the instrumental width, indicat
distortion of the cubic symmetry of the local environment
the daughter119mSn atoms. This distortion could be due
the difference in the sizes of the replaced and substitu
atoms.

One of these lines~it predominates inn-type samples
and we designate it as the spectrum I! has an isomeric shift
characteristic of intermetallic tin compounds and it should
attributed to119mSn0 centers in the anionic PbTe sublattic
~the nearest-neighbor environment of these centers con
lead atoms and the interaction of tin with the lead ato
results in an isomeric shift typical of metallic tin alloys!. It is
obvious that the119mSn0 atoms are formed from119Sb atoms
occupying the anionic sublattice of PbTe.

The second line~it predominates inp-type samples and
we designate it as the spectrum II! possesses an isomer
shift characteristic of divalent tin compounds and it shou
be attributed119mSn21 centers in the cationic sublattice o
PbTe ~the nearest-neighbor environment of these cen
contains tellurium atoms and the interaction of tin with t
tellurium atoms leads to an isomeric shift close to that of
119Sn spectrum of the compound SnTe!. It is obvious that the
119mSn21 atoms form from119Sb atoms located in the ca
ionic sublattice of PbTe.

Thus, the localization of tin impurity atoms in a PbT
lattice depends on the character of the deviation of the c

113811138-02$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE I. Parameters of the emission Mo¨ssbauer spectra of119Sb(119mSn)
in PbTe at 80 K.
position from the stoichiometric composition: In sample
with excess lead tin is localized predominantly in the anion
sublattice and in samples with excess tellurium it is localiz
predominantly the cationic sublattice~and plays the role of a
donor!. The fraction of electrically active antimony atom
depends on the antimony distribution between the sub
tices, but it is always less than 1~this follows from the fact
that even in hole samples a significant fraction of the an
mony atoms is in the anionic sublattice!.

FIG. 1. a—Decay scheme of119Sb; b, c—119Sb(119mSn) emission Mo¨ss-
bauer spectra at 80 K ofp-PbTe~b! andn-PbTe~c! samples. The decom-
position of the experimental spectra into components corresponding
119mSn0 and119mSn21 is shown.
1139 Semiconductors 31 (11), November 1997
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It should be noted that a119mSn center in the anionic
sublattice of PbTe~it corresponds to a type-I spectrum! con-
sists of an antistructural defect and, as follows from the f
that the isomeric shift of the spectrum I is independent of
conductivity type in the material, the charge state of the
tistructural defect does not depend on the position of
Fermi level. A 119mSn center in the cationic sublattice o
PbTe ~it corresponds to a type-II spectrum! is an isovalent
substitution impurity. According to Ref. 5, such an impuri
is electrically inactive, as is confirmed by the independen
which we discovered, of the isomeric shift of the type
spectrum from the conductivity type in the material.
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to

Conductivity
type

Spectrum
type Center mm/sec mm/sec S, %

n I 119mSn0 2.31 1.30 0.79
II 119mSn21 3.41 1.32 0.21

p I 119mSn0 2.33 1.32 0.05
II 119mSn21 3.43 1.31 0.95

Errors 60.01 60.02 60.02

Note. I.S.—isomeric shifts with respect to CaSnO3, G—width of the spec-
trum at half-height,S—area under the spectrum.
1139Masterov et al.



Extraction of charge carriers in semiconductors with a monopolar component of the

photoconductivity

A. I. Vlasenko,a) Z. K. Vlasenko, and A. V. Lyubchenko

Institute of Semiconductor Physics, Ukrainian National Academy of Sciences, 252650 Kiev, Ukraine
~Submitted August 13 1996; accepted March 5 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 1323–1326~November 1997!

Extraction of minority charge carriers in semiconductors with a monopolar component of the
photoconductivity has been investigated theoretically and experimentally for the example
of CdxHg12xTe (x'0.2) at different temperatures. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~97!01011-9#

INTRODUCTION mechanism~mechanism B! predominates.6–8 In ‘‘classical’’
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The amount by which the sensitivity of the semicondu
tor photoresistive radiation detectors can be increased by
creasing the bias voltage is in principle limited by the extr
tion of minority nonequilibrium charge carriers~MNCs!
from the volume of the semiconductor as the electric fi
intensityE increases above a certain valueE5E* . This ef-
fect has been studied theoretically and experimentally ma
in connection with the development of threshold infrar
~IR! radiation detectors. Specifically, in Refs. 1–3 the ope
tion of photodetectors based on CdxHg12xTe ~CMT!
(x'0.2) is analyzed in the extraction regime, and the co
sponding expressions are obtained for the photoresponse
nal, the detection power, and other characteristics. In Re
and 5, the electric field dependences of the photoconduct
~PC! in n-, p-, and mixed-type CMT were investigated. A
the same time, it should be noted that the extraction
MNCs has been analyzed theoretically only for the case
bipolar PC, when the density of nonequilibrium electro
and holes and their lifetimes are equal (Dn5Dp, tn5tp).
In the opposite case (tnÞtp), the conductivity componen
which does not depend on the field and which is proportio
to the density differenceuDn2Dpu, where the lower quan
tity determines the density of the nonequilibrium pairs e
tracted from the volume, should be taken into account.
will analyze the extraction of MNCs in semiconductors w
allowance for the monopolar component of the photocond
tivity.

1. CURRENT-VOLTAGE CHARACTERISTICS
„PHOTOCOMPONENT…

The ratio oftn andtp is determined by the recombina
tion mechanism realized in the crystal: interband~type A! or
impurity ~type B!. In the first case, the PC is bipola
(tn5tp). It can be realized in semiconductors with a lo
density of recombination levels, when the number of MN
bound on them can be ignored. In the second case, w
these densities cannot be disregarded, the PC is gene
monopolar (tnÞtp). In narrow-gap semiconductors whic
are not strongly compensated (CdxHg12xTe, InS, PbxSn12x ,
Te, and others! at high temperatures, when intrinsic condu
tivity is realized, interband recombination mechanisms p
dominate~mechanism A!. In materials with a high degree o
compensation, at low temperatures the Shockley–R
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wide-gap semiconductors~CdS, CdSe! the PC is highly
monopolar, since the ratio of the lifetimes reach
tn /tp>1042106 ~Ref. 9!.

In an arbitrary case the specific photoconductivity (Ds)
and photocurrent (j pc) in a uniform semiconductor

Ds5e~mnDn1mpDp!;e~mntn1mptp!G,
~1!

j pc5eDsE

in the case of the uniform excitation mechanism~with rate
G) will consist of two components — monopolarDsm and
bipolar Dsb , the latter depending onE,

Ds5Dsm1Dsb~E!5emnDn@~12w!1w~11b21!#,
~2!

whereb5mn /mp , andmn andmp are the electron and hol
mobilities. Here we have introduced a parameter that de
mines the degree of bipolarity of the PC:

w5
Dp

Dn
5

tp

tn
<1. ~3!

In Eq. ~3! it is assumed thattp<tn . In the opposite case
tp>tn, the parameterw5tn /tp<1.

In the case of the type A mechanisms the PC is bipo
and w51. In the extraction region, all MNCs are extracte
from the volume. As a result,Ds drops off with increasingE
and the photocurrent~1! saturates.

In the case where several recombination channels
types A and B — participate~compete!, tnÞtp and w51.
The quantityw ~3! can be calculated using the probability fo
trapping of MNCs in recombination levels (Arn ,Arp) and
interband annihilation of the carriers (Anp):

An51/tn5Arn1Anp , Ap51/tp5Arp1Anp . ~4!

The parameterw ~3! is

w5
tp

tn
5

An

Ap
5

tp8

t8n

tn81tnp

tp81tnp

,

~5!

tn85
1

Arn
, tp85

1

Arp
, tnp5

1

Anp
.

The equations~5! allow for the fact that the trapping prob
abilities are inversely proportional to the corresponding el
tronic and hole times (tn8 ,tp8). It is easy to see that in the

114011140-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics



absence of a monomolecular impurity recombination channel
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(Arn , Arp!Anp ; tp8 ,tn8@tnp) w51; otherwise, (Anp

!Arn, Arp; tp8, tn!tnp) w5tn /tp<1, and its value is de-
termined by the statistics of Shockley–Rea
recombination.10 Making admissable simplifications for
n-type semiconductor, in which the recombination leve
~acceptor type! lie near the center of the band gap, we c
write w as follows:

w5
a~n01Ncr!1Nnr

a~n01Ncr!1Nnr1Nr
<1, ~6!

wheren0 is the equilibrium electron density,Nr is the den-
sity of recombinationr levels of defects,a5cn /cp (cn and
cp are electron and hole trapping coefficients, respective!,
andNcr , Nnr are the free-carrier densities in the bands due
thermal ionization of ther levels.

When the density ofr levels is low,w>1 at arbitrary
temperatures, as noted earlier all MNCs are extracted f
the volume in pairs.

For large Nr the degree of bipolarity depends on th
temperature. At low temperatures~the traps are completely
filled with electrons! the quantitiesNcr and Nnr in Eq. ~6!
can be disregarded

w5
an0

an01Nr
5S 11

cpNr

cnn0
D 21

'
cnn0

cpNr
,1. ~7!

If n0 is large~at leastan0@Nr), w51 and the PC is bipolar.
For an0 comparable toNrw,1, only some nonequilibrium
electrons, whose number is equal to the pair density de
mined by the quantityDp5tpG, are extracted.

Heating increases the thermal transfer between the le
and bands (Ncr , Nnr becomes comparable toNr), and the
MNC lifetimes tn andtp increase and become equal to o
another. There appears a thermal recombination energyEr ,
which is characteristic of Shockley–Read recombination a
which is determined by the depth of ther levels

tn5tp'exp~2Er /kT!. ~8!

As follows from Eq. ~6!, w increases and approaches 1
high temperaturesT.

The field-independent monopolar part of the PC~2! is
actually determined by the difference in the lifetimes of t
MNCs, taking into account Eq.~7! for E,E* ,

Dsm5emnG~tn2tp!5emnDn
Nr

an01Nr
. ~9!

For E,E* , the monopolar part of the densityDnm,Dn
corresponds to a constant generation rateG of MNCs, and
the effective electron lifetime is determined from the expre
sion

t5
Dnm

G
,tn . ~10!

The electric field dependences of the relaxation times
the PC and the photocurrent, taking into account the deg
of bipolarity, can be obtained by simple manipulations:

t5t0F ~12w!1
w l

l 1mat0wEG ,
~11!
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j pc'F ~12w!1
w l

l 1mat0wEGE,

wheret0 is the lifetime of the PC with a low bias voltage,ma

is the ambipolar mobility, andl is the distance between th
contacts. Analysis of these expressions shows that the
ciency of extraction of MNCs from the volume in the regio
of large E depends strongly on the parameterw and even
decreases rapidly for large values ofw (<0.9).

2. EXTRACTION OF MINORITY NONEQUILIBRIUM CHARGE
CARRIERS AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES

As an example, let us examine a narrow-gap semic
ductor CMT withx50.2 ~band gapEg50.1 eV at 77 K! and
estimate the degree of bipolarity in different temperatu
ranges. It is known~see, for example, Ref. 6! that the inter-
band collisional mechanism~type A! dominates in the re-
combination in highly sensitiven-type CMT crystals in the
region of intrinsic and extrinic conductivity~at T.77 K!. At
the same time, in strongly compensated crystals, the lifet
of MNCs in the region of extrinsic conductivity is limited b
the Shockley–Read recombination mechanism.

Figure 1 shows the temperature dependences of the
laxation time of PC for twon-type CMT crystals in which
different recombination mechanisms dominate@t was mea-
sured by the PC relaxation method under illumination w
Co3 laser pulses (l510.6 mm!#. Although t(T) for crystal
No. 1 is described well by a calculation for the interba
collisional recombination in the regions of intrinsic and e
trinsic (n0>331014 cm23) conductivity ~solid curve!. In
this casetn5tp and the PC is bipolar in the entire temper
ture range 77–300 K. This confirms the character of
electric-field dependences of the photosignalUc and t pre-
sented in Fig. 2 for this crystal. Saturation ofUc and the
decrease oft in high fields at temperatures from the extrins

FIG. 1. Temperature dependences oft for CMT samples 1 and 2~curves1
and2!. Dot-dashed curve — calculation oft(T) for Auger recombination in
a material with intrinsic conductivity.

1141Vlasenko et al.
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conduction region (T1 ,T2 ,T3) indicates the onset of extrac
tion and a bipolar PC. Obviously, in the intrinsic conduct
ity temperature range (T4) the field does not control the
MNCs, mn50, the extraction regime is not realized, andUc

does not saturate.
The situation is more complicated in the case of sam

No. 2 ~Fig. 1!. Here, just as in sample No. 1, forT.120 K
the type-A mechanism dominates in recombination in
intrinsic conductivity region. For the temperature range
extrinsic conductivity, the curvet(T) can be described by
the Shockley–Read recombination theory — the type
mechanism. Analysis of the published data suggests
Shockley–Read recombination in compensated crystals
ceeds via acceptor-type centers7–9 — doubly charged mer-
cury vacanciesVHg

22 .11,12 Their density in photosensitivity
crystals does not exceedNr<1015 cm23.7,8 The parameters
obtained for ther levels from the curvest(103/T) for
sample No. 2Er550 meV andcn5331029 cm3/s are in
good agreement with the published data@Er545– 50 meV,
cn5(1 – 3)31029 cm3/s#.7,8 The valueNnr>431014 cm23

is comparable to the densityn0 , Ncr!Nnr . The variance of
the published values ofcp reaches several orders of magn
tude. However, from considerations of the charge of ar cen-
ter ~holes are trapped in a Coulomb attractive fie!
cn,cp , despite the difference in the thermal velociti
of the nonequilibrium electrons and holes. F
a51021 w>231022 and remains quite low at low tempera
tures even fora>1. The extraction efficiency should in
crease with the temperature andn0 . In low-resistivity crys-
tals (an0.Nr) w→1, so that the contribution of the bipola
Auger component also increases. In crystals w
n0.1015 cm23 andT.100 K complete extraction of MNCs
pairs should be expected.

Comparison of the temperature and electric field dep

FIG. 2. Electric-field dependences ofUc ~filled points! andt ~open points!
for sample 1 for the temperaturesT1 , T2 , T3 , andT4 indicated in Fig. 1;
solid lines — calculation.
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dences oft andUc ~Fig. 1, curve2; Fig. 3! provides experi-
mental confirmation for this expectation. Indeed, at low te
peraturesT,TC , when the intensity of heat transfer betwe
the levels and bands can be ignored (n0@Ncr ,Nnr), the PC
relaxation time does not depend on the temperature~Fig. 1,
section a on curve2!, w,1 and is determined by the expre
sion ~7!. The photoconductivity has two components — m
nopolar and bipolar, and at 77 K saturation of the electr
field dependence ofj pc , which is associated with the
extraction of MNCs from the volume, is not observed~Fig.
3, T1). It should be noted thatw can be determined from th
curve t(103/T) ~Fig. 1, section b! with T* ,T0 from the
ratio of the values oft extrapolated to the point 103/T* and
t on the section a. For crystal No. 2 it amounts to'0.5 at
T* '77 K.

As T.T0 increases~Fig. 1, section b on curve2!, the
contribution of the monopolar component to the PC d
creases,w→1, the electric-field dependence of the PC sa
rates~Fig. 3, T2 ,T3), and the MNCs are extracted from th
volume. In the region of intrinsic conductivity, th
Shockley–Read recombination channel is replaced by the
terband channel~Fig. 1, section c on curve2!, but extraction
of MNCs does not occur (ma50), and the electric-field de
pendencesj pc do not saturate~by analogy with the curves fo
T4 in Fig. 2!.
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Photoluminescence of n -type ZnSe crystals doped with donor and acceptor impurities

00
from a LiCl salt melt
G. N. Ivanova, V. A. Kasiyan, and D. D. Nedeoglo

Moldavian State University, 2009 Kishinev, Moldavia
~Submitted February 7, 1997; accepted for publication March 20, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 1327–1331~November 1997!

The photoluminescence spectra and luminescence excitation spectra~LESs! of n-type ZnSe
single crystals annealed in LiCl melt is investigated in the temperature range from 82 to 420 K. It
is established that such heat treatment of the crystals greatly decreases the intensity of the
long-wavewlength luminescence bands and intensifies the edge radiation. The excitation spectrum
of the long-wavelength photoluminescence bands contains several maxima near the
fundamental and impurity absorption edges. it is shown that the complicated structure of the
luminescence excitation spectra is due to relocation of a nonequilibrium hole from a shallow
acceptor to a deeper acceptor by an Auger process with the participation of carriers
localized at these centers. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!01111-3#

The problems of modern optoelectronics require the de-sion of 14 Å/mm in the wavelength range from 440 to 7
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velopment of devices that operate in the blue-green regio
the spectrum. A promising material for these purposes is z
selenide. However, in addition to edge luminescence,
observes wide, intense, long-wavelength emission band
the photoluminescence~PL! spectrum of undopedn-ZnSe.
This raises the problem of identifying the luminescence c
ters responsible for these bands and searching for dop
that can decrease the number of long-wavelength lumin
cence centers and increase the intensity of the h
temperature edge luminescence of ZnSe. Since the cente
the long-wavelength luminescence in ZnSe are, as a r
intrinsic defects (VZn) or impurities such as Cu, Ag, and Au
which produce deep acceptor centers, the problem of incr
ing the edge radiation intensity can be solved by decrea
centers of this type in the process of doping of crystals w
shallow acceptor and donor impurities.

1. DOPING OF SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

We used low-temperature~750 °C! annealing ofn-type
ZnSe crystals in a melt of LiCl salt as a method of dopi
such crystals simultaneously with shallow donor (ClSe!- and
acceptor (LiZn!-type impurities. Annealing was conducted
evacuated cells for 6 to 100 h. When annealing was co
pleted, the cells were rapidly cooled to room temperature
is known1 that a melt of LiCl salt is a typical ionic liquid
(Li1 and Cl2) with a very high electrical conductivity
(6.308 V21

•cm21). It should be expected that during a
nealing ofn-ZnSe crystals in a LiCl salt melt the lithium an
chlorine ions diffuse into the crystal and occupy sites in
zinc and selenium sublattices, producing, respectively, do
(ClSe! and acceptor (LiZn! centers.

The PL spectra of the initial and doped crystals we
investigated in the temperature interval from 82 to 420
The PL was excited by 337 nm radiation from a LGI-2
laser. Luminescence excitation spectra~LES! were also in-
vestigated at 82 K. The PL spectra and LES were inve
gated using a MDR-23 monochromator with a linear disp
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2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The PL spectrum of an undopedn-type ZnSe crystal at
82 K, shown in Fig. 1, consists of bandsA ~445 nm! and
C ~540 nm! of equal intensity. A weak bandD ~600 nm!, in
the form of an inflection, and a clearly expressed bandE
~635 nm! are observed on the long-wavelength shoulder
the bandC. The bandB has the lowest intensity.

Short anneal~6 h! of the initial crystals in a LiCl salt
melt strongly decreases the intensity of theC band~Fig. 1,
curve2!, shifts the maximum of theE band to 640 nm, and
singles out more clearly the bandD without changing its
spectral position. The PL bandsA andB do not undergo any
changes.

A longer anneal~100 h! of the crystals strongly increase
the intensity of the edge-radiation bandB and shifts the
maximum of this band to 456 nm~Fig. 1, curve3!. This band
becomes dominant in the PL spectrum. Its intensity is tw
that of the shortest wavelength bandA against the back-
ground of the vanishingly low intensities of longer wav
length PL bands. The maximum of theE band shifts to
649 nm.

Thus, the intensity of the long-wavelength radiation c
be substantially decreased and the edge radiation can b
tensified by prolonged annealing ofn-ZnSe crystals in a LiCl
salt melt.

The excitation spectra of the long-wavelength PL ban
of an undopedn-type ZnSe crystal at 82 K are presented
Fig. 2 ~curves1–3!. A characteristic feature of these spect
is the presence of several excitation bands near the fu
mental absorption edge. For example, the LES of the banE
in the nonannealed crystal consists of three bands w
maxima at 420, 445, and 470 nm. The LES of the bandD
possesses approximately the same structure, and only
bands with maxima at 420 and 450 nm are present in
LES of the bandC. Bands due to excitation of impurity
levels dominate in the LES of the bandE of doped crystals

114411144-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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ZnSe:LiCl. Thus, an impurity maximum is observed
470 nm in the LES of the bandE of crystals annealed for 6
h ~Fig. 2, curve4!. Annealing for 100 h results in an eve
larger shift of the LES of the bandE into the region of
impurity excitation and the appearance of two new ba

FIG. 1. Photoluminescence spectra of nonannealedn-type ZnSe crystals~1!
and n-type ZnSe crystals annealed in melt of a LiCl salt~2, 3!. T582 K.
Annealing time, h:2 — 6, 3 — 100.

FIG. 2. PL excitation spectra of nonannealedn-ZnSe crystals~1–3! and
n-ZnSe crystals annealed in a melt of LiCl salt for 6 h~4! and 100 h~5!.
T582 K. LES curves:1, 4, 5 — E band,2 — D band,3 — C band.

1145 Semiconductors 31 (11), November 1997
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with maxima at 490 and 510 nm, which have the high
intensities~Fig. 2, curve5!. In the doped crystals, light from
the fundamental absorption region excites luminescence
weakly.

The large width of the LES, the presence of seve
maxima, and the change in the energy position of
maxima from sample to sample are consequences of the
elementary nature of the long-wavelength PL bands.2

Investigations of the temperature evolution of the P
spectra~Figs. 3 and 4! showed that the intensities of th
bandsA, B, C, andE decrease with increasing temperatu
The temperature dependence of the bandD is somewhat un-
usual. At 84 K it is only an inflection on the shor
wavelength shoulder of the bandE, whereas at 93 K this PL
band separates into a peak whose intensity is comparab
that of the bandE at 174 K and becomes dominant in the P
spectrum at 192 K. As the temperature is raised to 330 K,
intensity of the bandD increases and then decreases, jus
the intensity of the other bands in the PL spectrum~Fig. 5!.
The initial growth in the intensity of this band with increa
ing temperature is apparently due to the temperature que
ing of the more intense, close-lying, neighboring bandE.
Figure 3 shows well the dynamics of this process. The ma
mum of this band shifts with increasing temperature
shorter wavelengths, and at 350 K the band is centere
580 nm~Fig. 3, curve5!. The bandE shifts very little with
increasing temperature. The maximum of the bandA shifts

FIG. 3. Temperature evolution of the PL spectra ofn-ZnSe crystals an-
nealed in LiCl salt for 6 h.T, K: 1 — 84, 2 — 133, 3 — 185, 4 — 264,
5 — 350.

1145Ivanova et al.
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into the long-wavelength region with the coefficient of t
temperature shift equal to23.831024 eV/K and is close in
value to the coefficients of the temperature variation of
band gap in ZnSe@2431024 eV/K ~Ref. 3!#. The half-
width of the bandA increases from 24 meV at 84 K t
80 meV at 350 K. As the temperature increases, the inten
of the bandB decreases much more rapidly than does
intensity of the bandA ~Fig. 4!, and this PL band is virtually
undetectable at 180 K. The coefficient of the temperat
shift of the bandB into the long-wavelength region i
23.231024 eV/K. The large half-width of this PL band
~68 meV at 82 K! is due to the contribution of the phono
repetitions, as is indicated by the appreciable inflection in
long-wavelength shoulder~Fig. 4, curves1 and2!.

The activation energy of temperature quenching of
bandsA andB in the temperature interval from 80 to 120
~Fig. 4, inset! for different samples was found to be 10–2
and 37–39 meV, respectively. At temperatures above 220
the intensity in the maximum of the bandA decreases rapidly
and the activation energy of the temperature quenching
this band increases to 39–52 meV~Fig. 5!. At temperatures
in the range;2202250 K the temperature quenching of th
bandsE andD also changes. The curves lnI5f(103/T) for
these bands have two slopes. The activation energies o
temperature quenching of the intensity of the bandE equal

FIG. 4. Effect of temperature on the edge PL spectra of an-ZnSe crystal
annealed in LiCl salt for 100 h.T, K: 1 — 82,2 — 101,3 — 112,4 — 182.
Inset: Curves of temperature quenching of the intensities of the PL banB
~5! andA ~6!.
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4–13 meV at low temperatures and 100–150 meV at h
temperatures for different samples.

3. DISCUSSION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The bandA at low temperatures lies next to a fre
exciton emission line and is due to exciton annhilation.
the temperature is raised, shallow donors transfer into
ionized state and atT.200 K exciton–impurity complexes
which are associated with ionized donors, whose contri
tion to the formation of the bandA becomes dominant, ar
most likely to form. This introduces an asymmetry in th
observed band on the long-wavelength side, broadens
band, shifts the spectrum into the long-wavelength reg
~Fig. 3!, and increases the activation energy of temperat
quenching of the intensity of this PL band~Fig. 5!. The
observed sample-to-sample variance in the values of this
ergy is evidently due to the presence of several types
shallow donor impurity. In Ref. 4, we made a more detail
analysis of the nature of the bandsA andB. It was found that
the structure of the luminescence centers responsible for
band B changes with increasing temperature. At low te
peratures these are associative centers of the typeVZnD. At
high temperatures the associative centers decomposed
simple, deeper acceptorsVZn and shallow donors. For this
reason, annealing of ZnSe crystals in liquid zinc complet
quenched this band and annealing in liquid selenium stron
increased its intensity.4 The low activation energies of th

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the intensity of the PL of an-ZnSe:LiCl
crystal ~6 h! at the maximaA, E, D, andB.
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temperature quenching of this band do not reflect the depth
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of the luminescence center, since quenching occurs
shown in Ref. 4, by an internal mechanism.

The intense bandC, observed in the luminescence spe
tra of the starting crystals, with a maximum at 540 nm
ordinarily attributed to the presence of copper in ZnSe5,6

The decrease in the intensity of this band after heat treatm
of the crystals in LiCl salt~Fig. 1! is explained by extraction
of copper from the crystal in the process of such anneal

The luminescence centers forming the self-activated
minescence bandD with a maximum at 600 nm consist o
the associatesVZnVSe.

7,8 The complete vanishing of thi
band with prolonged annealing of the crystals in LiCl s
~Fig. 1! that we recorded in an earlier work9 is due to simul-
taneous filling of the zinc and selenium vacancies by LZn

and ClSe atoms, respectively.
The presence of three maxima in the LES of the banE

~Fig. 2, curves1 and 5! and the shift of the PL band itse
~Fig. 1! and its excitation spectrum~Fig. 2! into the long-
wavelength region when the crystals are annealed in a L
salt attest to the complexity of the structure of the lumin
cence centers responsible for theE band and the mechanism
leading to the excitation of this band. It was recently show2

that the relocation of a nonequilibrium hole from an abso
tion center~AC! to a deeper luminescence center~LC! oc-
curs in the process of excitation of the 630-nm PL band. T
process is accompanied by transfer of excitation energy f
the AC to the deeper LC. An Auger process with the part
pation of carriers localized at AC and LC occurs: After o
tical excitation of an electron from an AC into the condu
tion band ~or onto a shallow donor! the electron returns
nonradiatively into the AC, giving up in the process ener
to an electron localized in a deeper LC and exciting the e
tron into the conduction band.10 Subsequent trapping of th
electron by a luminescence center gives rise to the lo
wavelength luminescence.

According to this model, the shorter-wavelength band
the LES of the bandE ~Fig. 2, curve1! is due to the excita-
tion of an electron from a relatively shallow acceptor, whi
is an AC, into the conduction band. The difference in t
energy of the absorbed photon at the maximum of this e
tation band and the energy of the emitted photon at the m
mum of the bandB is of the order of 0.25 eV and corre
sponds to a Stokes shift. This suggests that the absorp
centers are luminescence centers of the bandB, i.e., associ-
atesVZnD. Assuming that a transition corresponding to t
excitation of an electron into the conduction band from
deeper LC of the bandE as a result of an Auger process
also manifested in the LES, it is logical to attribute t
longer wavelength band in the excitation spectrum~Fig. 2,
curve 1! to this optical transition. The difference in the e
ergies in the maxima of this bandE is 0.45 eV, in good
agreement with the Stokes shift of this band, found in Ref

Adopting as a working hypothesis the idea that the LC
the 630-nm PL band of the bandE is a three-particle asso
1147 Semiconductors 31 (11), November 1997
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acceptor separated from them by a large distance,the an-
nealing of ZnSe crystals in LiCl salt should result in deco
position of these complicated associates for two reaso
First, as we showed earlier,9 even a short anneal~10 h! of
ZnSe crystals in LiCl salt results in extraction of shallo
donors ~Al, Ga, In! and acceptors~Na! from the crystal.
These donors and acceptors probably are the constituen
the associate under study. Second, in such an anneal pro
zinc vacancies, which are also constituents of the assoc
are filled with lithium atoms (LiZn!. According to Ref. 9,
increasing the anneal time to 20 h and longer again sha
increases the density of zinc vacancies as a result of de
ture of lithium atoms from the sites in the zinc sublattice a
occupation of the interstitial states. This decreases the n
ber of shallow acceptors LiZn (EA5114 meV!, which im-
pedes repeated formation of LC of the bandE, despite the
high density ofVZn and shallow donors Lii (ED517– 20
meV!. However, this leads to the creation of favorable co
ditions for the formation of the associatesVZnLi i which are
responsible for the luminescence bandB in crystals annealed
in LiCl. An increase in the density of the associatesVZnLi i

with prolonged annealing of the crystals in LiCl salt and
increase in the probability of radiative transitions on the
centers, since nonequilibrium holes under conditions of l
density of LC of the bandE remain localized onVZnLi i

centers, result in rapid growth of the intensity of the PL ba
B ~Fig. 1, curve3!. An increase in the total density of th
impurities (Lii , ClSe! and intrinsic defects (VZn) during a
long anneal of the crystals in LiCl salt decreases the po
bility of excitonic luminescence, which results in a decrea
of the intensity and in broadening of the luminescen
bandA.
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Effect of band-gap narrowing on the diffusion of charged impurities in semiconductors

B. S. Sokolovski  and L. S. Monastyrski 

Iv. Franko L’vov State University 290602 L’vov, Ukraine
~Submitted December 11 1996; accepted April 1 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 1332–1335~November 1997!

It is shown theoretically that allowance for the internal electric field due to band-gap narrowing
as a result of strong doping of the semiconductor decreases the diffusion of the charged
impurity and forms a descending section on its impurity density dependence. ©1997 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!01211-8#

Diffusion of charged impurities in semiconductors, in the case of acceptor impurity diffusion. HereNc and Nn
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which is important for semiconductor device technology, h
been studied extensively, both theoretically a
experimentally.1,2 Despite those studies, there is very litt
published information on how band-gap narrowing~BGN!,
which occurs with high levels of doping in
semiconductor,3–12 influences diffusion of charged impur
ties. We know of only one work13 that touches upon som
aspects of this problem in application to the diffusion of P
Si. As shown in Ref. 13, the Coulomb interaction of t
carriers together with BGN lower the formation energy
vacancies and increase the vacancy diffusion.

In the present paper, we investigate theoretically the
sic mechanisms of the effect of BGN on the density dep
dence of the diffusion of a charged impurity. The approa
employed for calculating the density dependence of the
fusion is based on taking into account the internal elec
field due to the spatial nonuniformity of the energy diagra
of a heavily doped semiconductor under the conditions o
dopant density gradient.

In the presence of an electric field, the one-dimensio
~along thex axis! acceptorqa and donorqd fluxes of singly
charged impurities with local densitiesNa andNd at an ar-
bitrary time t can be expressed as2

qa,d~x,t !52Da,d
0 S ]Na,d

]x
7

e

kT

]w

]x
Na,dD , ~1!

whereDa,d
0 are the diffusion coefficients of the acceptor a

donor impurities at low impurity concentrations,w is the
electrostatic potential,e is the elementary charge,T is the
temperature, andk is Boltzmann’s constant.

We assume that the characteristic length of the spa
distribution of the impurity is much greater than the scre
ing length, and that the impurity density is much higher th
the intrinsic densityni of the charge carriers. The intern
electric field can then be found from the equation of elec
neutrality

Nd~x,t !5NcF1/2FEF2DEc~x,t !1ew~x,t !

kT G ~2!

under conditions of donor impurity diffusion and

Na~x,t !5NvF1/2FDEv~x,t !2ew~x,t !2Eg02EF

kT G ~3!
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are the effective density of states in the conduction and
lence bands,F1/2 is the Fermi integral,DEc andDEn is the
displacement of the edges of the conduction and vale
bands as a result of heavy doping,Eg0 is the band gap in the
undoped semiconductor, andEF is the Fermi energy. In writ-
ing the expressions~2! and~3! it was assumed that energy
measured from the conduction band bottom in the undo
semiconductor.

Assuming local equilibrium (EF5const!, we find from
Eqs.~2! and ~3! the internal electric field

2
]w

]x
52

kT

eNcF21/2@F1/2* ~Nd /Nc!#

]Nd

]x
2

]DEc

]x
~4!

in a n-type semiconductor and

2
]w

]x
5

kT

eNvF21/2@F1/2* ~Na /Nv!#

]Na

]x
2

]DEv

]x
~5!

in a p-type semiconductor, andF1/2* is the function inverse to
the Fermi integral. The derivations of Eqs.~4! and ~5! took
account of the fact thatdF1/2(z)/dz5F21/2(z).

The second terms in Eqs.~4! and~5! describe the effect
on the internal electric field of the change in the positions
the edges of the allowed-energy bands as a result of he
doping of the semiconductor with a diffusing impurity.
necessary condition for this effect to occur is nonuniform
of doping ~evidently, these terms vanish when the impur
distribution becomes uniform!. We note that similar terms
are present in the internal electric field of variable band-g
semiconductor solid solutions.14 However, in the latter case
the gradients of the edges of the allowed-energy bands
pend not only on the impurity distribution, but also on th
chemical composition, whereas the profile of the energy d
gram in heavily doped semiconductors is determin
uniquely by the coordinate distribution of the impurity.

Substituting the expressions~4! and~5! into Eq. ~1!, we
represent the impurity fluxes in the form of the diffusio
fluxes

qa,d~x,t !52Da,d

]Na,d

]x
~6!

with density-dependent diffusion coefficients

114811148-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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Da,d5S 11
Nv,cF21/2@F1/2* ~Na,d /Nv,c!#

7
1

kT

dDEv,c

dNa,d
Na,dD Da,d

0 . ~7!

To analyze the characteristic features of the density
pendence of the diffusion coefficient under BGN conditio
it is necessary to have expressions for the change in
profiles of the conduction band bottom and valence band
as a function of the impurity density. A number of models
BGN that take into account the possible interactions in
carrier–impurity system have now been proposed~see, for
example, Refs. 3–12 and the references cited there!. These
models are in good agreement with the experimental den
dependences of BGN in many semiconductors. The B
model developed in Refs. 8 and 9 is currently the m
widely used model, because this model, in which more in
actions are taken into account at the quantum-mechan
level than in other models, gives the correct~specifically,
inversely proportional! dependence of the magnitude of th
BGN on the effective mass of the charge carriers.5 The shifts
of the band edges in the model of Refs. 8 and 9 is descr
by the expression

DEc,v57Rc,vF 1.83L

N̄c,v
1/3r d,a

1
p

2N̄c,vr d,a
3/2G , ~8!

where Rc,v5me,he4/2«2\2 are the effective Bohr energie
for the conduction and valence bands,« is the relative per-
mittivity of the semiconductor,me,h are the electron and hol
effective masses,r d,a5(3/4pNd,a)1/3/ae,h are the average
donor–acceptor distances normalized to the effective B
electron and hole radiiae,h5«\2/me,he2, N̄c,v is the number
of equivalent extrema in the conduction and valence ban
and L is a coefficient of the order of 1, which takes in
account the anisotropy of the conduction band inn-type
semiconductors and the interaction between the light-
heavy-hole bands inp-type semiconductors. The first term
Eq. ~8! describes the displacement of the extremum of
majority charge carrier band as a result of the exchange
teraction between the carriers, and the second term cha
terizes the displacement of the extremum of the same ban
a result of an interaction between the carriers and the im
rities. According to Refs. 8 and 9, expression~8! can be
applied to many semiconductors in a wide temperature ra
~as a result of the weak temperature dependence of mult
ticle interactions4! and in the density range corresponding
a degenerate and nondegenerate charge-carrier gas.

Restricting the analysis below to the use of Eq.~8!, we
note that the diffusion mechanisms established below wil
qualitatively satisfied in the case where other models of B
are used, specifically, the models of Refs. 3 and 10~in view
of the fact that in all models the magnitude of the BGN is
monotonically increasing function of the impurity density!.

The expression~8! for the displacement of the edges
the majority carrier bands can be represented as

DEc,v57@An,pNd,a
1/31Bn,pNd,a

1/2#, ~9!
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cal values for Si, Ge, and a number of III–V semiconduct
of both types of conductivity are presented in Refs. 8 and

It follows from Eqs.~7! and ~9! that when the interna
electric field associated with the BGN is taken into accou
the diffusion coefficient decreases and, in addition, the c
rection for band-gap narrowing increases in modulus w
the impurity density. This feature of the diffusion coefficie
in heavily doped semiconductors has a clear physical ex
nation. The transformation of the energy diagram as a re
of doping, which lowers the energy of the majority carrier
the region with high impurity density, prevents majority ca
riers from escaping into a more lightly doped region a
thereby decreases the internal electric field,15 which acceler-
ates the diffusing charged impurity.

Since the character of the density dependence of the
fusion coefficient is determined by the ratio of the seco
and third terms in Eq.~7!, which varies with the impurity
density~Fermi level!, it is useful to examine separately th
behavior ofDa,d in the range of impurity densities where th
charge carriers are not degenerate or the degeneracy is w
and also in the case where doping results in strong deg
eracy. In the case of weak degeneracy (Na,d&Nv,c), where
the Fermi integral can be represented in the form16

F1/25
exp z

11a exp z
, z,1.3 ~10!

~herea50.27), the density dependence ofDa,d is given by
the expression

Da,d~Na,d!5Da,d
0 F11

Nv,c

Nv,c2aNa,d
2

Ap,n

3kT
Na,d

1/3

2
Bp,n

2kT
Na,d

1/2G . ~11!

It follows from Eq. ~11!, which holds in the case of a
nondegenerate semiconductor, that BGN leads to the for
tion of a descending section in the density dependence o
diffusion coefficient. The coefficientsDa,d decrease with in-
creasing impurity density in the region of the nondegener
carrier gas and in the region of weak degeneracy. In the
case, the factorDa,d /Da,d

0 by which the diffusion coefficient
increases as a result of the internal electric field, which is
renormalized by the BGN effect, does not depend on
impurity density and equals 2~we recall that our analysis is
limited by the conditionNa,d@ni).

15 In the second case thi
factor increases as a result of carrier degeneracy, whic
the region whereDa,d decreases does not exceed the BG
correction which decreasesDa,d .

Since theNa,d dependence of the second term in E
~11! is superlinear, and since the terms describing the B
contribution are sublinear, in the region of weak degener
a local minimum can form in the functionsDa,d(Na,d). In
the case whereNa,d!(2Ap,n/3Bp,n)6, the minimum value of
Da,d is reached when

Na,d
min5S Ap,nNv,c

9akT D 3/2

. ~12!
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shifts with increasing temperature into the high-density
gion. In the process, the depth of the minimum decrea
somewhat. For example,1) for p-type Si the minimum value
is Da51.82Da

0 at T5600 °C and Da51.85Da
0 at

T5900 °C. This behavior of the diffusion coefficient is a
tributable to the fact that the BGN correction forDa,d in-
creases with decreasing temperature because of the tem
ture factor 1/kT ~in the BGN model of Refs. 8 and 9 th
displacements of the band edges are virtually tempera
independent!. It is obvious that the models of Refs. 3 and 1
where BGN decreases with increasing temperature, will
sult in a stronger temperature transformation of the den
dependences of the diffusion coefficient.

We note that the presence of a descending section in
density dependence of the diffusion coefficient can resul
an instability of the diffusion flux. Specifically, it can caus
impurities to coagulate into bunches.

As the impurity density increases further (Na,d.Na,d
min),

the absolute and relative deviations of the diffusion coe
cients Da,d and Da,d8 , calculated with and without BGN
respectively, increase. The calculation of the density dep
dence of the diffusion coefficient inp-Si using Eq.~7! shows
that the ratioDa,d8 /Da,d reaches its maximum value, equal
1.3, at T5900 °C andNa51.131021 cm23, which corre-
sponds to the position of the Fermi level in the valence b
at a distance of 4kT from the valence band top.

Under doping conditions that result in strong degener
of the charge carriers (Na,d@Nv,c), we obtain forDa,d from
Eqs.~7! and ~9! the expression

Da,d5Da,d
0 F11S p

6 D 1/3S Na,d

Nv,c
D 2/3

2
Ap,nNa,d

1/3

3kT

2
Bp,nNa,d

1/2

2kT G . ~13!

In the region of strong degeneracy, the differenceDa,d8
2Da,d grows monotonically withNa,d . As a result of the
1150 Semiconductors 31 (11), November 1997
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than in the case of the BGN terms, the ratioDa,d8 /Da,d de-
creases with increasing doping level.

In summary, we showed in this paper that BGN d
creases the diffusion coefficient of a charged impurity.
descending section is observed in the density dependenc
the diffusion coefficient in the region of weak degenera
and the ratio of the diffusion coefficients, which are calc
lated with and without allowance for BGN, reaches its ma
mum value in the intermediate degeneracy range.

1For numerical estimates,p-type Si was chosen as a material with one of t
strongest density dependences of the edge of the majority carrier ban8,9
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Photoconductivity of CuInSe 2 films
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CuInSe2 thin films were grown by vacuum sputtering of presynthesized material from a single
source. The room-temperature photoconductivity spectra of the films were obtained. It
was determined that the photoconductivity of these films depends strongly on the preparation
conditions and, especially, on the source temperature. A shift of the long-wavelength
photoactive absorption edge and the evolution of the photoconductivity spectra of the films were
observed. This influence can be explained by allowing for deviations of the composition of
the condensed phase from CuInSe2 stoichiometry. The phenomenon established can find
application in the production of highly efficient thin-film phototransducers based on
CuInSe2 . © 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!01311-2#

The ternary semiconductor compound CuInSe2 ~CIS! is heated by an electric current up to a temperature of 1350
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now one of the most widely used multicomponent mater
for highly efficient thin-film solar cells~SCs!.1–3 The effi-
ciency of such SCs has already reached 17%3–5 and further
progress in this field can be made by controlling the opti
and electronic properties of CIS films. The band gap, wh
is the most important parameter for such applications,
pends on the atomic composition of the material and also
the degree of ordering of the atoms in the semiconductor
such complex composition.6,7 In the system Cu–In–Se, th
ratio of the copper and indium atom densities directly infl
ences the crystal lattice and the ordering of the Cu and
atoms.2,8,9 Until now, the spectral position of the long
wavelength limit of photosensitivity in SCs based on C
thin films was controlled by forming solid solutions by a
ditionally introducing Ga, Te, or S into the film
deposited.2,10–12

In the present paper we report the results of experime
investigations of the stationary photoconductivity~PC! of
CIS films as a function of their vacuum thermal depositi
conditions. Photoconductivity measurements give direct
formation about the character of the photoactive absorp
and ultimately have led to the discovery of a new possibi
for controlling the spectral position and structure of the lon
wavelength photoactive absorption edge exclusively
monitoring the technological parameters of the deposit
process, avoiding the need to introduce into the reaction z
new components which are required in order to form so
solutions with the appropriate composition.

Thin polycrystalline CIS films were deposited on gla
substrates by evaporation into a vacuum from a single so
into which a presynthesized material close to the stoich
metric composition of the ternary compound was placed. T
starting material was evaporated in the growth chamb
evacuated to pressures 1026 Torr. A graphite cylinder,

a!e-mail: rudvas@uniys.hop.stn.neva.ru
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was used as the evaporator. The substrate holder was p
200–400 mm directly above the evaporator. The subst
temperature was regulated by a flat resistance furnace in
range 300–450 °C. To stabilize the parameters of the va
phase during deposition of the CIS, the evaporator–subs
system was enclosed in a metallic screen. As x-ray and x
microprobe investigations showed, the lattice parameters
compositions of the films obtained with evaporation te
peraturesTS5900– 1350 °C and substrates heated to te
peratureTO5300– 450 °C corresponded to the initial CIS
The film thicknesses with fixedTS and TO were monitored
by the evaporation time and reached 1–1.5mm at t515 min.
The film surfaces were mirror-smooth. All films obtaine
exhibited, as a rule, rather good adhesion to the surfac
the glass substrates.

The PC measurements were performed on samples
average sizes 15– 203325 mm. The samples were prepare
by etching off CIS films, deposited on the glass, on the s
face which was not coated with lacquer. Ohmic conta
were produced by soldering pure indium. The spectral
pendences of the PC were measured in the region where
photocurrent was proportional to the incident radiation fl
density, which served as a basis for converting the photo
into the equivalent number of incident photons. It should
underscored that a photovoltage could not be detected
scanning the obtained film surfaces with a light probe~0.2
mm in diameter!. This indicated that the homogeneity of th
CIS samples obtained by the method of thermal evapora
was adequate.13

Figure 1 shows typical spectral dependences of the
tionary PC of CIS films obtained with different evaporatio
temperatures and a fixed deposition temperature. One ca
from the figure that controlling the evaporation temperat
makes it possible to influence effectively the spectral cont
of the PC. Until now, only a dependence of the resistivi
type of conductivity, and charge carrier density in the C
films on the deposition conditions was known.14 According

115111151-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics



FIG. 1. Photoconductivity spectra of CIS films as a function of the evaporation temperatureTS , °C: 1 — 900,2 — 950,3 — 1000,4 — 1060,5 — 1100,
6 — 1130,7 — 1175,8 — 1230,9 — 1300.TO5330 °C.
to Fig. 1, as the evaporation temperature increases, the long-
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range from 300 to 420 °C do not introduce any fundamental
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wavelength PC edge shifts into the short-wavelength spe
region and the contribution of the short-wavelength com
nent of the PC increases. At evaporation temperatures u
1000 °C~Fig. 1, curves1–3! the photosensitivity dominate
for photon energies\v1'0.7 eV, and the contribution of th
short-wavelength component with a maximum at\v2

'1.24 eV increases withTS and becomes dominant atTS

51060 °C ~Fig. 1, curve4!. As TS increases further,TS

>1100 °C, a component, which is typical for CIS,2,15 with a
maximum at\v3'1.03 eV appears in the PC spectra a
intensifies~Fig. 1, curves6–9!. It should be noted that whe
the evaporation temperature increases above 1175 °C,
shorter wavelength maxima form at\v4'1.6 eV ~Fig. 1,
curves7–8! and \v5'2.2 eV ~Fig. 1, curve9!. Therefore,
on the basis of the regularities examined above, the spe
contour of the photoactive absorption of CIS films can
controlled by varyingTS with the deposition temperatur
held fixed. As investigations showed, variations ofTO in the
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changes in the character of the evolution of the spectral c
tour of PC examined above. Variations ofTO give rise only
to a shift of the temperature ranges where the maxima s
ied above dominate. All these maxima undergo the sa
evolution as that shown in Fig. 1 with increasingTS and
TO5const.

As one can see from Fig. 2, even small changes of
deposition temperature give rise to appreciable shifts of
long-wavelength edge and maximum of PC in CIS film
This shows how important it is to stabilize the process
rameters under deposition conditions. The observed displ
ments of the long-wavelength edge and absolute maxim
\v3 of the PC into the short-wavelength spectral region w
increasingTS could be due to changes in the deviation of t
composition of the solid phase from CIS stoichiomet
which in turn gives rise to a change in the density and nat
of lattice defects as well as the band gap in the films. Fig
2 also shows how an increase inTS is accompanied by a
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TABLE I. Photoelectric properties of CIS thin films atT5300 K.
simultaneous decrease in the short-wavelength dropoff of
PC. This could be due to a decrease in the surface reco
nation rate of nonequilibrium charge carriers.15

The long-wavelength PC edge in the films obtained w
different TS remains exponential, despite the large shift
the energy position of the edge from 0.7 to 1.2 eV~see Fig.
3 and Table I!. The slope of the long-wavelength PC ed
s5d(ln i)/d(\v) remains quite large in all cases, suggest
that interband transitions in such films are direct. If the e
ergy of the interband transitions is estimated from the sp
tral position of the absolute maximum of the photocurre
then according to the results presented it can be assumed

FIG. 2. Photoconductivity spectra of CIS films atT5300 K. TS , °C: 1 —
1150,2 — 1175.TO5335 °C.

FIG. 3. Photoconductivity spectra of CIS films near the long-wavelen
photoactive absorption edge atT5300 K. TS , °C: 1 — 1175,2 — 1150,3
— 1130,4 — 900.TO5330 °C.
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as a result of changes occurring under conditions of dep
tion the band gap of the film material can take on discr
values near 0.7, 1.0, and 1.24 eV. In a number of films, th
maxima are present in the PC spectrum in some combina
simultaneously~Fig. 1!. Changes of the deposition cond
tions could give rise to corresponding deviations from s
ichiometry, which gives rise to a corresponding transform
tion of the PC spectra. Since according to the investigati
performed in these samples the crystal lattice parameters
composition of the films are close to the values known
CIS,16 it can be concluded that PC measurements could
preferable for choosing conditions of growth of thin C
films with prescribed properties. Indeed, as one can see f
Table I, measurements of the evaporation temperature m
it possible to monitor photoelectric parameters of the film
such as the energy position of the long-wavelength ma
mum, the specific photosensitivitySm, the FWHHd1/2 of the
spectral band of PC, the slopes, and the relative surface
recombination rateh.

In summary, the spectral contour of photoactive abso
tion of thin CIS films can be controlled by varying the co
ditions of thermal deposition of the CIS, without resorting
the production of quaternary solid solutions, the stand
method for such purposes. This could find applications
producing high-efficiency, CIS-based, thin film solar cells

This work was supported by the International Progra
INTAS.
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SEMICONDUCTOR STRUCTURES, INTERFACES, AND SURFACES

ation
Relaxation properties of a metal–chalcogenide glassy semiconductor
V. T. Avanesyan, V. A. Bordovski , and R. A. Castro

A. I. Gertsen Russian State Pedagocial University, 191186 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted January 21, 1997; accepted for publication April 14, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 1340–1341~November 1997!

The results of a study of the temperature dependence of the capacitance of an Al-As2Se2 contact
at infralow frequencies are reported and the values of the parameters characterizing charge
accumulation processes are estimated. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~97!03311-5#
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The capacitance spectroscopy method applied to cha
genide glassy semiconductors~CGSs! makes it possible to
investigate the effect of different excitation conditions on t
form of the density of localized states.1 At the same time, the
effect of the temperature on the capacitance of the Al-As2Se3

barrier has been established by the method of dynamic
rent voltage charcteristics~DCVCs!. This effect is correlated
with the idea that there exists a quasi-continuous spectrum
localized states in the band gap.2 An investigation of a pro-
longed relaxation of the photoconductivity~PC! of glassy
As2Se3 ~Ref. 3! has shown that its chief characteristics c
be described in a model that takes into account the disper
character of the charge transfer mechanism. However,
prolonged PC relaxation processes are associated with
rent relaxation effects which are characteristic of hig
resistivity materials and arise in the sample as a result of
accumulation and redistribution of bound charge.

We have developed a method of capacitance spec
copy for the purpose of further studying the properties t
reflect the dynamical characteristics of the metal–CGS b
rier region.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The investigation was performed on;1.0-mm-thick
As2Se3 films prepared by the method of thermal evaporat

FIG. 1. Relaxation curves of the dark current in As2Se3 at different tem-
peratures, K:1—294,2—314,3—344.
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with aluminum electrodes and a contact area of 14.0 m.
The curves of the isothermal relaxation currents were
corded using an electrometric amplifier~the measured cur
rents of both polarities range from 10215 to 1027 A!, a
stabilized-voltage source (U50.1 V), and a X–Y potenti-
ometer. During the measurements the temperature varie
the rangeT5294– 344 K.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The current relaxation curves for As2Se3 at different
temperatures~Fig. 1! are characterized by a single sectio
with a hyperbolic drop offI (t);t2n (n50.820.1) corre-
sponding to the time intervalDt51 – 100 s.

The theory of the relay mechanism of charge transfe
metal–insulator–metal~MIS! structures gives for the time
dependence of the current5

I 5UCct/~t1t !2 ~1!

for t5L3/mdcU, wheret is the characteristic time constan
L is the thickness of the insulating layer,m is the effective
charge carrier density,dc is the width of the region of charge
accumulation near the contact, andU is the applied voltage.
The instantaneous relaxation timet i5I /(dI/dt) of the pro-
cess is characterized by the relation6

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the contact capacitance calculated
Eq. ~3!.

115511155-02$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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Taking into account the experimental dependencen(T)
for the family of curvesI (t) ~Fig. 1! and the expressions~1!
and~2!, the capacitanceCc of the contact as a function of th
temperature can be determined as

Cc54I 0 exp~bT!t0 /Un0T~2a122n0T!, ~3!

whereI 0 , n0 , a, andb are constants, andt0 is the polariza-
tion time corresponding to the termination of the relaxat
process (t05100 s). The obtained temperature depende
Cc(T) ~Fig. 2! is characterized by the activation ener
EA;1.3 eV and agrees with the dependence establishe
Ref. 1 for an ac current.

Taking into consideration the relation between the
stantaneous relexation time for a hyperbolic drop off and
constantt, it is possible to switch to the time dependence
the charge-accumulation region

dc5nL3/~22n!tmU. ~4!

It follows from the last expression that the thickness of
capacitance layer of the contact decreases and the ele
field Ec increases with time in the region near the conta
Specifically, the termination of the relaxation proce
(t05100 s) is characterized by the valuesdc51.24
31022 m andEc58.063103 V/cm.
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The character of the relaxation processes in As2Se3 films
indicates the existence of a non-Debye mechanism of dis
sion that corresponds to an asymmetric distribution of
relaxation times and determines the effect of contact p
nomena on charge relaxation processes. The high valu
the activation energyEA ~of the order of the band gap! indi-
cates that even the deepest states participate in the form
of the barrier capacitance.
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Electrical and photoelectric properties of an anisotypic Pb 0.93Sn0.07Se/PbSe

Se
heterojunction
T. A. Gavrikova and V. A. Zykov

St. Petersburg State Technical University 195251 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted December 24 1996; accepted March 18 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 1342–1346~November 1997!

The electrical and photoelectric properties of sharp anisotypicp-Pb0.93Sn0.07Se/n-PbSe
heterojunctions with hole densities in the crystal of the solid solution 1310162231018 cm23

and electron densities in the PbSe film 1310172531018 cm23 were investigated. The
heterojunctions were fabricated by the method of vacuum epitaxy of a PbSe film on a single
crystal of the solid solution. The conditions for preparation of sharp anisotypic heterojunctions with
the lowest density of states (431010 cm22) on the metallurgical boundary were determined.
The dependences of the photoresponse signal on the current-carrier density in the base regions and
the characteristic features of the spectral distribution of the photosensitivity were analyzed.
The direct and inverse current-voltage characteristics were investigated. A band diagram was
constructed in the approximation of an ideal heterojunction model. ©1997 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!01411-7#

Narrow-gap solid solutions of lead and tin chalcogenidesfrom Hall effect measurements on control samples of Pb
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(Pb12xSnxSe, Pb12xSnxTe) are promising materials for in
frared ~IR! radiation detectors in the atmospheric windo
10–14 mm.1 Until recently, the use of materials from th
group was limited by the possibilities of the technology us
to grow high-quality crystals with the properties required
photoelectric applications. For this reason, device deve
ment was limited to the most technologically efficient so
solutions Pb12xSnxTe.1,2 At the same time, a comparativ
theoretical analysis of the characteristics of the mater
shows that solid solutions in the selenide system have a n
ber of advantages for the development of photodio
structures.3 The present level of crystal-growing technolog
~mainly on the basis of vapor-phase methods4,5! and of sto-
ichiometry monitoring6 makes it possible to obtain
Pb12xSnxSe crystals of the required quality and set the p
requisites for investigating experimentally the properties
the photovoltaic structures based on them.

In the present paper we report the results of an inve
gation of the electrical and photoelectric properties of ani
typic heterojunctions~HJs! p-Pb0.93Sn0.07Se/n-PbSe. The tin
content in the narrow-gap solid solutionx50.07 corresponds
to the band gapEg50.104 eV at 80 K and a red limit in the
region 10–12mm; for PbSeEg50.165 eV.7 Structurally, the
components of the HJ form an ideally matched pair for e
taxy — the crystal lattices are isomorphic, the lattice para
eters differ by 0.15%, and the thermal expansion coefficie
are virtually identical.7,8

The heterojunction was prepared by epitaxial growth
a lead selenide film on a substrate consisting of the s
solution. PbSe films were deposited by vacuum sputte
using the ‘‘hot-wall’’ method.9 The sputtering conditions an
technique are described in Ref. 10. The density and typ
majority current carriers in the crystals and films were de
mined by the ratio of the intrinsic defects~deviation from
stoichiometry!. The current carrier density in the PbSe laye
on single-crystalline Pb0.93Sn0.07Se substrates were estimat
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films on ~111! BaF2 and were equal ton52310 25
31018 cm23. The quality of the crystals of the solid solutio
and the composition and electrical parameters were m
tored by comprehensive investigation of the Hall coefficie
electrical conductivity, thermoelectric power, and transve
Nernst–Ettingshausen effect in the temperature range
300 K, as well as by optical methods, by investigating t
absorption coefficient near the fundamental absorption ed
The wafers of p-Pb0.93Sn0.07Se with hole densityp51
310162231018 cm23 and oriented in the~100! plane were
used as substrates for the heterostructures. Prior to de
tion, the Pb0.93Sn0.07Se substrates were subjected
chemical-dynamic polishing in a ferrocyanide etchan11

Mesa structures with junction areaA51023 cm2 were sepa-
rated for investigation of electrochemical etching.8 The junc-
tion was illuminated on the wide-gap material side.

Analysis of the effect of the parameters of the crystals
the electrical and photoelectric properties of the heteroju
tions was performed on structures similar to Schottky diod
where a strongly doped PbSe film was used as the met
electrode. Estimates show that for current carrier densitie
the film exceeding 1018 cm23, the diffusion potential is al-
most completely concentrated in the solid-solution crys
Figure 1 shows the experimental dependence of the phot
sponse signal ~photo-emf! on the hole density in
p-Pb0.93Sn0.07Se for a heterojunction with a strongly dope
PbSe film. For all experimental heterojunctions, the elect
density in the lead selenide film wasn5(2 – 3)31018 cm23.
The photo-emf signal (S) reaches the highest values for
hole density in the crystalp53310162131017 cm23 and
remains nearly constant in this range. Forp.231017 cm23,
S decreases rapidly with increasing hole density and ther
virtually no photoresponse atp5131018 cm23. As the den-
sity decreases fromp5331016 cm23, the photoresponse
likewise drops, but much more slowly.

The spectral characteristics of the heterojunctions wit

115711157-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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strongly doped lead selenide film exhibit a photorespo
only in the wavelength range 10–12mm ~Fig. 2, curve2!.
For hole densityp5(1 – 3)31016 cm23 in Pb0.93Sn0.07Se,
the maximum spectral sensitivity is attained at the wa
length l511.9 mm, corresponding to the band gap in th
solid solution at 80 K. As the hole density in the crysta
increases from 331016 to 131017 cm23, the red boundary
in the spectral distribution of the sensitivity shifts into th
short-wavelength region. This shift, taking into account
small values of the effective masses of the density of st
in the solid solution,7 is attributable to the Burshte�n–Moss
effect.

The qualitative experimental hole density dependenc
the photo-emf obtained for the heterojunctions agrees s
factorily with the theoretical calculations3 of the dependence

FIG. 1. Photoresponse signal of ap-Pb0.93Sn0.07Se/n-PbSe heterojunction
versus the hole density in the solid solution.T580 K.

FIG. 2. Spectral characteristics of ap-Pb0.93Sn0.07Se/n-PbSe heterojunction
with hole density in the crystalp5831016 cm23 and electron density in the
film n, 1017 cm23: 1 — 10, 2 — 6, 3 — 2.T580 K.
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bias! for a device with a unilateral Pb12xSnxSe-basedp–n
junction on the hole density in the crystal. This agreem
concerns the characteristic values of the densities, for wh
a change is observed in the dependence of the photoresp
signal on the current carrier density in Pb0.97Sn0.07Se. The
photoresponse signal was recorded in the hole density ra
(p,231017 cm23) corresponding to diffusion current flow
in the heterojunctions; here the highest photorespons
reached in the density range where Auger recombina
dominates. In the regionp.231017 cm23, R0A and the
photoresponse decrease rapidly with increasing hole den
as a result of an increase in the tunneling component of
conductivity.

As the current carrier density in the PbSe film decreas
a photosensitivity peak appears in the spectral characteri
of the response of the heterojunctions in the sho
wavelength region of the spectrum with a maximum atl
58 mm ~Fig. 2, curves2 and3!. In the epitaxial technology
employed for preparing the heterojunctions, the current c
rier density in the film is decreased by adding selenium i
the main vapor flux. The efficiency of this technique f
controlling the defect composition and the electronic prop
ties of the films depends on the degree to which the con
tions of growth deviate from the equilibrium, i.e., on th
vapor supersaturation and condensation temperatureTc .8,9

Experiment shows that forTc,350 °C it is impossible to
achieve current carrier densities below (1 – 2)31017 cm23,
even with the lowest vapor supersaturations in the crysta
zation zone. This is due to the nonequilibrium defects, wh
number is controlled mainly byTc .9 However, an increase in
Tc , accompanied by a decrease in the density of nonequ
rium defects in the film, simultaneously stimulates atom
diffusion processes in the contact region of the compone
of the heterojunctions. An Auger spectroscopy analysis
the distribution of the elements near the metallurgical bou
ary of the heterojunction shows that at condensation te
peratures above 350 °C, tin diffusion from the substrate i
the growing lead selenide layer becomes appreciable. T
diffusion causes a broadening of the metallurgical bound
of the heterojunction, which at highTc can reach several ten
of microns over the film deposition time. In application
the epitaxial heterostructure under study, forTc.350 °C,
the characteristic geometric dimensions of the regions
broadening become comparable to the width of the sp
charge regions, and the heterojunction acquires charact
tics of a variable-gap structure. This circumstance is reflec
in, specifically, the spectral characteristics of the heteroju
tion, resulting in a shift of the maximum of the photorepon
in the region of sensitivity of the solid solution into the sho
wavelength region~Fig. 3!. At the same time, the sensitivit
peak in the region of the variable band gap component of
heterojunction shifts into the region of longer wavelengt
Thus, in the vacuum epitaxial technology for prepari
p-Pb0.93Sn0.07Se/nPbSe heterojunctions, it is possible to o
tain two types of heterojunctions — a sharp anisotypic het
erojunction with spectral distributions of the photosensitiv
(Tc,300 °C! which are determined by the characteristics
the components of the heterojunction in the base regions
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variable-gap structures (Tc.350 °C!, in which the character
of the spectral distribution reflects the characteristics of
materials in the region of the metallurgical boundary. T
properties of devices of the first type will be examined b
low.

In contrast to an idealized unilateral junction, a hete
junction possesses fundamental features associated wit
effect of the metallurgical interface of the components of
heterojunction on the distribution of the contact elect
fields and recombination processes and, correspondingly
the electrical and photoelectric properties. This influence
due to the surface charges due to different surface imper
tions near the metallurgical boundary of the heterojunct
— misfit dislocations, contamination with foreign impuritie
— and variations in the electrical properties of the boun
aries as a result of the presence of oxide dielectric pha
Evidently, the degree of influence of these factors depe
on the structural features of the components of the het
junction and the level of the surface technology.

The main types of technological contaminants in the h
erojunctions which we studied were found by analyzing
Auger spectra of PbSe films systematically etched off
steps~by Ar ion beams! down to the metallurgical boundary
as well as near-contact regions of the solid solution. O
narily, carbon and oxygen atoms are found in lead selen
films and at the metallurgical boundary of the heterojuncti
Carbon is distributed uniformly over the thickness of the fi
and is absent in the crystal of the solid solution. The carb
concentration depends on the pressure of the residual g
in the evaporation chamber and can be decreased to
level of sensitivity of the method of determination
P5531027 Torr and lower. The appearance of oxygen
the film is also associated with the effect of the resid
gases in the evaporation chamber. However, in contras
carbon, oxygen is distributed nonuniformly over the thic
ness of the film. A high oxygen content on the outer surfa
which is in contact with the atmosphere, is observed for
films. At the same time, in some samples, oxygen is pres

FIG. 3. Spectral characteristics of ap-Pb0.93Sn0.07Se/n-PbSe heterojunction
prepared at condensation temperaturesTc , °C: 1 — 300, 2 — 350, 3 —
400.T580 K.
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in appreciable quantities on the metallurgical boundary
the heterojunction. The content of this oxygen is correla
mainly with the conditions of surface treatment of the sol
solution crystals prior to film deposition, and with the corre
combination of conditions of chemical-dynamical polishin
accurate maintenance of the concentrations of the etc
ingredients and, especially, strict control of the pH of t
solution, the amount of surface oxygen can be reduced
level determined by contaminations from the residual gas
At P5531027 Torr oxygen is essentially not detected at t
metallurgical boundary. Thus, in the epitaxial technolo
employed to prepare the heterojunctions, it is possible
achieve a combination of process parameters, for which
density of the surface states at the interface of the com
nents of the heterojunction is determined by the magnit
of the mismatch of the lattice parameters. For the sh
Pb0.93Sn0.07Se/PbSe HJs studied, the density of states ass
ated with the mismatch of the lattice parameters equ
431010 cm22, i.e., a value at which the heterojunction ca
be regarded as ideal.12 This conclusion is confirmed by th
results of an investigation of the electrical properties of
heterojunction.

Sharp anisotypic heterojunctions with current carr
density n5(0.5– 5.0)31018 cm23 in the film and
p5(0.3– 3.0)31017 cm23 in the substrate exhibit rectifying
properties, and at higher hole densities in the substrate
current-voltage characteristics are linear. The strai
branches of the nonlinear I–V characteristics contain t
exponential sections~Fig. 4!. Both sections remain when th
measurement temperature is increased from 80 to 125 K
the presence of low direct biases, the total current thro
the junction is limited by carrier recombination at the inte
face and the straight branch of the I–V characteristic is
scribed by the relation

I 5qs0ND expH 2
q~VDn2BV!

kT J ,

wheres0 is the recombination rate at the interface,HD is the
donor density in the wide-gap material,ND is the contact

FIG. 4. Straight branches of the IVC of ap-Pb0.93Sn0.07Se/n-PbSe hetero-
junction withp5831016 cm23 andn5631017 cm23.T, K: 1 — 80, 2 —
100,3 — 125.
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potential difference across then-type region, andB51/b1 .
At 80 K b152 – 3 and increases with temperature.

At high direct biases the current flow is determined
tunneling and is described by the formula

I 5I 0 exp~CV!,

whereC51/b2 ; hereb2510 and is independent of temper
ture ~Fig. 4!.

The reverse branches of the I–V characteristic are
scribed by a power-law dependence. Calculations show
the direct currents are modeled satisfactorily by
recombination-tunneling mechanism at the interface.11 A
thermal-emission current flows in the wide-gap material a
a tunneling current flows in the narrow-gap material. T
magnitudes of the currents are determined by current ca
recombination at the interface.

Investigations of the electrical and photoelectric prop
ties of heterojunctions~I–V characteristics, saturation photo
emf!, supplemented by measurements of the electric and
tic properties of crystals and films, yield the informatio
required to construct diagrams of the energy bands
heterojunctions. Figure 5 shows a diagram of the ene
bands of a typical sharp anisotypic heterojuncti

FIG. 5. Diagram of the energy bands of the anisotyp
p-Pb0.93Sn0.07Se/n-PbSe heterojunction withp52.331017 cm23 and n
56.631017 cm23. T580 K.
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the diffusion broadening of the metallurgical interface can
ignored. For the heterojunction which we studied, the curr
carrier densities in the base regions of the solid-solut
crystal and the epitaxial lead selenide film,p52.331017

cm23 and n56.631017 cm23, respectively, were deter
mined from Hall effect measurements. The equilibrium d
fusion potentialVD50.059 eV and the partial potentials a
VDp50.040 eV andVDn50.013 eV. The conduction an
valence band offsets areDEc50.059 eV andDEv50.118
eV. All data for the band diagram are presented for 80 K

Investigations of the saturation photo-emf in heterojun
tions made it possible to determine the current carrier den
in the base region of the constituent lead selenide film of
heterojunction. After the saturation photo-emf is determin
experimentally in the long-wavelength part of the spectr
~for the heterojunction studied this quantity is 40 meV!, the
equilibrium band bending in the region of PbSe and the e
tron density in the film can be easily calculated. It turns o
to be 6.631017 cm23. This value agrees well with the elec
tron density in the lead selenide film, grown under the sa
conditions on a~111! BaF2 dielectric substrate —n56.9
31017 cm23. The satisfactory agreement between the den
ties shows that estimation of the current carrier densities
the film of the heterojunction from Hall effect measureme
in control samples — PbSe films on~111! BaF2 substrates —
is a correct procedure.

1 R. J. Keyes,Optical and Infrared Detectors, Springer-Verlag, N. Y.,
1977 @Russian trans., Moscow, 1985#.

2F. F. Sizov, Zarubezh. E´ lektron. Tekhn.24, 31 ~1977!.
3H. Preier, Infrared Phys.18, 43 ~1978!.
4V. P. Slomanov and A. V. Novoselova,P-T-x Phase Diagrams of Metal–
Chalcogen Systems@in Russian#, Moscow, 1987.

5G. A. Kalyuzhnaya and K. V. Kiseleva, Tr. FIAN177, 5 ~1987!.
6G. Nimtz and B. Schliht, Springer Tracts in Mod. Phys.98 ~1983!.
7T. C. Harman and I. Mendailis, Sol. St. Sci.4, 1 ~1974!.
8A. Lopez-Otero, Thin Solid Films49, 3 ~1978!.
9T. A. Gavrikova and V. A. Zykov, E´ lekton. Tekhn. Materialy, No. 7, 35
~1990!.

10B. Bretsameter, W. Harman, and H. Lane, Krist. Tech.15, 497 ~1978!.
11A. Milnes and D. Feucht,Heterojunctions and Metal-Semiconducto

Junctions, Academic Press, N. Y., 1972@Russian trans., Mir, Moscow,
1975#.

Translated by M. E. Alferieff
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Excitonic electroluminescence of 6 H-SiC p – n structures obtained by sublimation

epitaxy

A. A. Lebedev and N. K. Poletaev

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia

M. Z. doKarmo

Aveiro University, Aveiro, Portugal
~Submitted January 30, 1997; accepted for publication April 22, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 1347–1349~November 1997!

The electroluminescence spectra of 6H-SiC p–n structures obtained by sublimation epitaxy have
been investigated. It has been found that the intensity of the excitonic band increases
rapidly with increasing direct current density, and that this band dominates the emission spectrum
of the diode at high direct-current densities and elevated temperatures. Investigation of the
shift of the maximum of this band with increasing temperature shows that this band is most likely
due to the recombination of a free exciton. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~97!01511-1#
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Despite the publication of many papers on the edge p
toluminescence and electroluminescence~i.e., radiation with
photon energy close to the band gap! of 6H-SiC,1–6 many
questions concerning the nature of the observed radia
still have not been answered definitively. For example
remains unclear whether the edge radiation is due to the
nihilation of a free or bound exciton.5 Moreover, investiga-
tions of the short-wavelength part of the emission spectr
of 6H-SiC p–n structures yield important information abo
the band structure of silicon carbide.

In our study we investigated 6H-SiC p–n structures ob-
tained by sublimation epitaxy~SE! in an open system.7 On
the one hand, such structures are widely used for fabrica
different SiC-based semiconductor devices8 and, on the
other, their excitonic electroluminescence~EL! radiation has
never been studied in detail.

2. PRELIMINARY REMARKS

The excitonic band in 6H-SiC was previously investi-
gated mainly by photoluminescence and at low temperatu
T<300 K.2,6 This method of investigations was attributab
to the fact that wide bands, due to carrier recombinat
against a background of deep acceptor levels and supe
posed on the excitonic emission, dominate the EL spect
of 6H-SiC p–n structures. In the case ofp–n structures
prepared by SE, at room temperature the maximum of
radiation falls in the yellow-green region of the spectru
This radiation is due mainly to carrier recombination atD
centers (En10.58 eV), whose presence is due to uncontr
lable boron-doping of epitaxial layers grown by th
method.9 ~The boron impurity is contained in the graphi
fixtures used for growth.!

In p–n structures obtained by liquid and containerle
liquid epitaxy,4,5 the D-center densities are several orders
magnitude lower, but in such structures then-type base, as a
rule, has a background aluminum density, which gives ra
tion in the blue region of the spectrum. The ionization ene
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this case. As a result, the temperature quenching of EL
substantial even atT.300 K. However, the spectral positio
of the EL due to the aluminum impurity is much closer to t
excitonic peak and the EL can interfere with observatio
even at low intensity. For this reason, from our point
view, it was important to investigate the excitonic EL inp–n
structures obtained by SE and having a low density of ba
ground acceptor levels.

3. SAMPLES

The p–n junctions which are investigated were forme
on the ~0001! Si face of single-crystallinen1 substrates of
the 6H polytype of silicon carbide. Al~p-type! and N ~
n-type! served as dopants. Thep-type epitaxial layers were
1–2 mm thick and then-type layers were 5–10mm thick.
The area of the p–n structures was equal to
;2.531023 cm2. To decrease the background concentrat
of deep acceptor levels in then-type layer, prior to epitaxy
the growth cell was subjected to prolonged vacuum ann
ing at temperatures.2000 °C.

4. EXPERIMENT

DLTS measurements showed that the densities ofi and
D centers in the experimentalp–n structures was two to
three times lower than in the samples studied in Refs. 7
8. Correspondingly, the intensity of the yellow-green ba
was low and the excitonic electroluminescence could be
served at currents.1023 A ~Fig. 1!. The spectral position of
the excitonic band (lmax.42561 nm) agreed well with the
data obtained by other authors for both photoluminesce
and electroluminescence spectra. The intensity of the e
tonic peak increased with current more rapidly than that
any other part of the EL spectrum~Fig. 2!. A more detailed
analysis showed that the intensityI ex of the excitonic line
increased with the currentJ as I ex5Jn, wheren5260.2.
The intensity of the excitonic band increased especially r

116111161-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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idly at low currentsJ5(1 – 6)31022 A. This could be due
to an increase in the hole diffusion length with increasi
injection level.10

As the sample temperature and the direct current
creased, the excitonic peak became dominant in the emis
spectrum of the diode~Fig. 3!. This occurred for the follow-
ing reasons: 1! more rapid growth ofI ex with J than any
other EL bands; 2! increase of the hole diffusion length with
temperature;11 and 3! temperature quenching of all EL band
except the excitonic band. At 650 K the intensity of exciton
band exhibited the same dependence on the direct cur
density with n52 as previously. As the temperature wa

FIG. 1. Edge electroluminescence spectrum ofp–n structures at room tem-
perature.J530 mA.

FIG. 2. Electroluminescence band intensities versus direct current: yell
green band at 300 K~1!; excitonic band at 300 K~2! and 650 K~3!.
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raised, the position of the maximum of the excitonic E
shifted into the long-wavelength region~Fig. 4!.

5. DISCUSSION

There are several papers devoted to determining
band gap in 6H-SiC and its temperature dependence. T
results of the three best-known studies are presented in F
~Refs. 12–14!. The figure also shows experimental da
which were obtained by us, on the temperature depende
of the maximum of the excitonic EL. As one can see fro
the figure, even at room temperature the experimental d
lie above the curve obtained in Ref. 12, and at 650 K th

-

FIG. 3. Electroluminescence spectrum ofp–n structures atT5450 K.
J5500 mA.

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the band gapEg in 6H-SiC according
to data from different studies:1—Ref. 13, 2—Ref. 14, 3—Ref. 12. 4—
experimental temperature dependence of the position of the excitonic
troluminescence maximumEm .
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1É. E. Violin and G. F. Kholuyanov, Fiz. Tverd. Tela~Leningrad! 6, 593
~1964! @Sov. Phys. Solid State6, 465 ~1964!#.

.

.

.

on
the experimental data obtained in the present work ag
only with the results of Ref. 13, since the energy of t
excitonic radiation cannot exceed the band gap at any t
perature. As one can see from Fig. 4, the energy of the m
mum of the excitonic EL decreases more slowly with
creasing temperature than the band gapEg ; i.e., there exists
a temperature dependenceEg2hnmax.2kT which is charac-
teristic of radiation due to free-exciton annihilation.2

6. CONCLUSIONS

We can draw the following conclusions from our stud
1. The position of the maximum of the edge electro

minescence of 6H-SiC p–n structures and its temperatu
dependence, which were obtained in the present work, a
only with the results of measurements, presented in Ref.
of the temperature dependence ofEg in 6H-SiC.

2. The quadratic dependence of the intensity of the e
EL of p–n structures, just as the temperature depende
Eg2hnmax.2kT, indicate that the EL is most likely due t
free-exciton recombination in 6H-SiC.

This work was sponsored by the University of Arizon
~USA!.
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Passivation of GaAs in alcohol solutions of ammonium sulfide

V. N. Bessolov, E. V. Konenkova, and M. V. Lebedev
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The chemical composition and position of the surface Fermi level inn- andp-type GaAs~100!
under conditions of passivation in alcohol solutions of ammonium sulfide were studied by
x-ray photoelectron and Raman spectroscopies. It is shown that sulfidizing GaAs decreases the
amount of oxides on the surface, forms a sulfide coating on the surface, and decreases
the surface barrier; inn-GaAs the surface Fermi level shifts in the direction of the conduction
band and inp-GaAs it shifts in the direction of the valence band. It was established that
as the permittivity of the sulfide solution decreases, the rate constant of the reaction, which leads
to the formation of sulfides on the surface, and the magnitude of the shift of the surface
Fermi level increase. The shift equals 0.53 eV inn-GaAs and 0.27 eV inp-GaAs in the case of
passivation in a solution of ammonium sulfide in tret-butanol. A model explaining these
experimental results on the basis of the reactivity of the sulfide ion in solution is proposed.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!01711-0#

1. INTRODUCTION photoluminescence of bothn- and p-GaAs can be greatly
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One of the main problems holding back the developm
of semiconductor electronics based on GaAs and other II
compounds is the presence of a natural oxide layer, wh
results in a high density of surface states and pinning of
Fermi level near the center of the band gap. In this conn
tion, there has appeared in recent years an avenue of res
on surface passivation whose goal is to decrease the de
of surface states in the band gap and, ideally, to remove s
states completely.

Intensive development of sulfide passivation started w
the work of Sandroffet al.,1 where it was shown that trea
ment of GaAs/AlGaAs bipolar transistors in a water soluti
of sodium sulfide improves the transistor characteristics a
moreover, sulfide passivation initiated investigations of
interaction of sulfur with GaAs and other III–V semicondu
tor surfaces in solutions and in the gas phase. Sulfur pa
vation results in the removal of the natural oxide layer fro
the surface and formation of a thin sulfide coating on
surface. These chemical processes appreciably decreas
surface nonradiative recombination rate, which is manifes
as a strong increase in the edge photoluminescence of
fidized GaAs.

Investigations of the electronic properties of GaAs s
faces showed that the surface Fermi level (EFs) can shift in
the direction of the conduction band2–5 and in the direction
of the valence band6 in the case of sulfidization in wate
solutions2,3,6 or from the gas phase.4,5 Later investigations of
GaAs surfaces sulfidized in water solutions showed that
fidization changes very little the position of the Fermi lev
at the surface.7,8

Passivation of a GaAs surface in alcohol sulfide so
tions is a highly promising technology for modifying surfa
properties. It has been shown that the intensity of the e
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increased by using as solvents alcohols whose permittivit
lower than that of water~for example, isopropanol, tret
butanol, and so on!.9–12

We will investigate the atomic structure~chemical com-
position! and electronic properties of a GaAs~100! surface
~position of the surface Fermi level! sulfidized in different
alcohol solutions of ammonium sulfide.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The chemical composition of the GaAs surface was st
ied by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy~XRPS!. The photo-
electron spectra were measured with a Perkin–Elmer
5400 spectrometer, using 300-W MgKa x-rays
(hn51253.6 eV). The structures were placed in a vacu
chamber no later than 10 min after sulfidization was co
pleted. The spectra were decomposed using a stan
Perkin–Elmer computer program.

To determine the position of the surface Fermi level, t
surface barrier of the semiconductor was studied by Ram
spectroscopy. The Raman spectra were recorded at r
temperature in the range from 200 to 400 cm21 with a Dilor
XY spectrometer equipped with a CCD camera for mu
channel detection and an optical microscope, which mad
possible to focus a laser beam into a 1mm in diameter
spot.1,3 Excitation was performed with thel5457.9-nm line
of a Ar1 laser~the penetration depth of the radiation in GaA
was equal to 50.3 nm~Ref. 14!!; the laser power was equal t
2.5 mW. In accordance with the selection rules,15 only opti-
cal LO phonons should be observed in the spectra. The s
tra were recorded in air.

The objects of investigation were GaAs:Te~100! wafers
with electron densityn5131018 cm23 and GaAs:Zn wafers
with hole densityp5231018 cm23.

116411164-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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room temperature for 100 s. Sulfidization was performed
15 min at room temperature. Ammonium sulfide solutio
@(NH4!2S ~20%!# in different alcohols with permittivity«
were used:16 methanol (CH3OH), «533.0; ethanol
(C2H5OH), «525.3; isopropanol (i -C3H7OH), «520.18;
and, tret-butanol (t-C4H9OH), «512.47. The volume con
tent of ammonium sulfide@(NH4!2S ~20%!# in the alcohol
solutions was equal to 10%. For this reason, the effec
permittivity «* of the solution was determined a
«* 50.1«aqe10.9«alc . For comparison, sulfidization wa
also performed in pure@~NH4!2S ~20%!#, which is a solution
of ammonium sulfide in water~H2O, «580.1!. To remove
the sulfide solution, the sample was placed into a centrif
and rotated in air at a speed of 1000 rpm.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Chemical composition of a sulfidized surface

The chemical composition of a surface sulfidized in pu
ammonium sulfide~i.e., in a water solution! and in alcohol
solutions of ammonium sulfide~in isopropanol and tret-
butanol! was investigated by XRPS.

The panoramic x-ray photoelectron spectra of all s
faces contain Ga, As, C, and O peaks, and the spectr
sulfidized surfaces also contain a S peak. Sulfidization
greatly diminishes the intensity of the C and O peaks. N
sulfidized surfaces and surfaces sulfidized in a water solu
were enriched with gallium, while surfaces sulfidized in
cohol solutions were virtually stoichiometric.

It is evident from the decomposition of the As3d peaks
of the investigated surfaces that a peak due to elementa
senic As0 ~binding energy about 41.55 eV! and a peak due to
arsenic oxides~electron binding energy 43.6 eV! are present
together with a component due to As–Ga bonds~electron
binding energy 40.8 eV! in the spectrum of the nonsulfidize
surface~Fig. 1a!. An additional peak with electron bindin
energy;42.6 eV appears in the spectra after sulfidizati
This peak is apparently due to the formation of arsenic s
fides ~Fig. 1b–d!.

Sulfidization in all solutions greatly diminishes th
amount of arsenic oxides and elemental arsenic. The in
sity of the peak due to sulfides is different for different s
vents: The highest intensity is obtained with sulfidization in
tret-butanol solution. The thickness of the sulfide coating
different surfaces ranges from 0.47 monolayers~ML ! ~in the
case of sulfidization in ammonium sulfide! up to 0.7 ML
~sulfidization in a solution based on tret-butanol!.

The sulfidization reaction rate constant, i.e., the thi
ness of the sulfide coating formed per unit time, divided
the sulfur concentration in the solution, increases with
creasing permittivity of the solution.

3.2. Electronic properties of a sulfidized surface

The penetration depthD of l5457.9 nm laser radiation
in a semiconductor is much greater than the depthd of the
depleted region in bothn-GaAS (dn533.6 nm) andp-GaAs
(dp519.0 nm). For this reason, two peaks are clearly s
in the Raman spectra~Figs. 2 and 3!. TheL2 (268.6 cm21)
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peak is due to scattering of free carriers by a paired phon
plasmon mode in the volume of the semiconductor. TheLO
(291.3 cm21) peak is associated with the depleted layer
the semiconductor surface. In nonsulfidizedn-GaAs theLO
peak is two times more intense than theL2 peak~Fig. 2a!,
while in nonsulfidizedp-GaAs theL2 and LO peaks have
virtually the same intensity~Fig. 3a!.

Sulfidization of semiconductors in different solution
changes the ratio of the volumeL2 and surfaceLO peaks in
bothn-GaAs~Fig. 4a! andp-GaAs~Fig. 4b!, attesting to the
change in the surface barrier. This effect is small in the c
of sulfidization in a water solution. The ratio of theLO and
L2 peak intensities decreases with the permittivity of t

FIG. 1. As3d photoelectron spectra of four different GaAs~100! surfaces
pre-etched in HCl and washed in deionized water: a—Nonsulfidized surf
b—sulfidized in a water solution of ammonium sulfide@~NH4!2S ~20%!#;
c—sulfidized in a@~NH4!2S ~20%!# solution in isopropanol (C3H7OH); d—
sulfidized in a@~NH4!2S ~20%!# solution in tret-butanol (t-C4H9OH).
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solvent. In the case of sulfidization in a solution based
tret-butanol~which has the lowest permittivity« of all solu-
tions employed in this work!, the LO peak becomes muc
smaller than theL2 peak in bothn-GaAs ~Fig. 2b! and
p-GaAs ~Fig. 3b!.

The depthd of the depleted region in the sulfidize
samples was calculated from the intensity ratioI (LO)/I (L2)
of the peaks in accordance with Ref. 17

I ~LO!

I ~L2!
5

I 0~LO!

I 0~L2!
•

~12e22d/D!

e22d/D , ~1!

where D is the penetration depth of the laser radiation
GaAs,I 0(LO) is the intensity of theLO-phonon peak in the
nondoped semiconductor, andI 0(L2) is the intensity of the
L2 peak in the absence of a depleted region. The r
I 0(LO)/I 0(L2) was determined from the Raman spectru
of nonsulfidized semiconductors similarly to Ref. 2.

The surface barrier heightVs was calculated from the
formula

Vs5eND~A!d
2/2«0«s , ~2!

wheree is the electron charge,ND(A) is the donor~acceptor!
density in GaAs,«0 is the permittivity of free space, an
«s513.1 is the static permittivity of GaAs.

FIG. 2. Raman spectra ofn-GaAs with ND5131018 cm23 nonsulfidized
~a! and sulfidized in a@~NH4!2S ~20%!# solution in tret-butanol~b!.
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Calculations were performed for carrier densities in t
semiconductorND5131018 cm23 and NA5231018 cm23

and the barrier height in nonsulfidized GaAs was assume
beV050.78 eV~Ref. 18! for n-GaAs andV050.5 eV ~Ref.
19! for p-GaAs. Passivation decreases the surface ba
heightVs and depthd of the depleted region in bothn-GaAs
andp-GaAs ~see Table I!: The lowest values were obtaine
for surfaces sulfidized in a tret-butanol solutio
Vs50.25 eV andd519.9 nm inn-GaAs andVs50.23 eV
andd513.3 nm inp-GaAs.

Sulfidization of GaAs in alcohol solutions shifts the su
face Fermi level relative to its initial position~Fig. 5!. In
n-GaAs the Fermi level shifts in the direction of the condu
tion band and inp-GaAs it shifts in the direction of the
valence band of the semiconductor. The magnitude of
shift increases inn-GaAs andp-GaAs with decreasing per
mittivity of the passivating solution.

4. MODELS

The experimentally observed dependence of the posi
of the surface Fermi levelEFs on the permittivity of the
solution can be explained as follows. As is well known19

both donor and acceptor states are present in the band ga
the oxidized GaAs surface, and inn-GaAs the Fermi level is
pinned on an acceptor state and inp-GaAs it is pinned on a

FIG. 3. Raman spectra ofp-GaAs withNA5231018 cm23 nonsulfidized~a!
and sulfidized in a@~NH4!2S ~20%!# solution in tret-butanol~b!.
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donor state. Correspondingly, when a covalent bond
formed between an adatom and the surface, in the cas
n-GaAs the surface will strive to accept electrons and in t
case ofp-GaAs it will strive to give up electrons.

If the surface states are represented as molecular orb
~similar to the molecular orbitals of the sulfide ion!, then in
the case of sulfidization ofn-GaAs in solution~Fig. 6a! an
interaction will occur between the lowest~in energy! unoc-
cupied orbital~LUMO! of the GaAs surface and the highes
occupied molecular orbital~HOMO! of the sulfide ion. As a
result of this interaction, there arises a GaAs–S compl
whose HOMO energy is less than that of the nonsulfidiz

FIG. 4. Ratio of the LO and L2 peak intensities for n-GaAs
(ND5131018 cm23) ~a! andp-GaAs (NA5231018 cm23) ~b! sulfidized in
different solutions versus the effective permittivity of the solution em
ployed.

TABLE I. Depth d of the depleted region and heightVs of the surface
barrier of GaAs sulfidized under different conditions.

Solution

n-GaAs p-GaAs

d, nm Vs , eV d, nm Vs , eV

~NH4!2S1H2O 33.1 0.76 18.6 0.48
~NH4!2S1CH3OH 30.2 0.63 16.6 0.38
~NH4!2S1C2H5OH 25.8 0.46 15.3 0.32
(NH4)2S1 i 2C3H7OH 23.5 0.38 13.4 0.25
(NH4)2S1t2C4H9OH 19.9 0.25 13.3 0.23
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semiconductor by an amountDE, which in turn is deter-
mined, according to Ref. 20, as

DE52
QsQi

«R
1

mQi

«RR*
1

2~cscib!2

EHOMO~ i !2ELUMO~s!
,

whereQs andQi are the charges of the surface atom of t
semiconductor and sulfide ion, respectively;« is the permit-
tivity of the medium,R is the distance between the reactin
atoms,m is the dipole moment of the semiconductor surfa
R* is the effective length of the dipole,cs andci are orbital
coefficients,b is the interaction integral, andEHOMO and
ELUMO are the HOMO and LUMO energies~the subscriptsi
ands refer to the ion and surface!.

The first and second terms on the right-hand side of
~3! are due to the Coulomb interaction between the sulfi
ions in solution and the surface atoms of the semicondu
and ~or! the dipole layer on its surface. The third term d

FIG. 5. Position of the surface Fermi level relative to the edges of
conduction bands forn-GaAs andp-GaAs passivated in ammonium sulfid
solutions in different solvents versus the effective permittivity of the so
tion employed.

FIG. 6. Schematic diagram of the interaction between the molecular orb
of the sulfide ion and the surface states ofn-GaAs ~a! andp-GaAs ~b!.
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bond between the sulfur atoms~ions! and the surface atom
of the semiconductor.

A decrease in the HOMO energy of the semiconduc
surface correspondingly results in a decrease of the b
bending at the surface and therefore a shift of the Fermi le
in the direction of the conduction band. It is evident from E
~3! that the shift of the HOMO energy of then-GaAs surface
and therefore the surface Fermi level as a result of adsorp
of a sulfide ion should be proportional to 1/« of the solution,
as is in fact observed experimentally~Fig. 5!.

Conversely, sulfidization ofp-GaAs~Fig. 6b! will result
in an interaction between the HOMO of the semiconduc
surface and the LUMO of the sulfide ion. Such an interact
likewise lowers the energy of the HOMO of the semicondu
tor surface by an amountDE and, correspondingly, de
creases the band bending at the surface and results in a
of the Fermi level but this time in the direction of the valen
band. Just as in the case ofn-GaAs, whenp-GaAs is sul-
fidized, the shift of the surface Fermi level should be prop
tional to 1/« of the solution, as is also observed experime
tally ~Fig. 5!.

The following assumption can be made from Eq.~3!:
The maximum shift of the Fermi level~minimum surface
recombination rate! should be obtained when sulfur atom
~and/or ions! with the highest reactivity are used for passiv
tion. To obtain the maximum energy gainDE, not only can
the permittivity of the solution be decreased but the th
term in Eq.~3! can be increased by using in the passivat
process other sulfides characterized by a higher heat of
mation of S–GaAs bonds~and therefore a higher rate of th
reaction leading to the formation of sulfides on the semic
ductor surface!.

5. DISCUSSION

In the case of sulfidization in solutions, the position
the Fermi level on the GaAs surface depends on the per
tivity of the solution: As« decreases, the shift of the surfa
Fermi level with respect to its initial position in a nonsu
fidized semiconductor increases. On the other hand, as« de-
creases, the rate of the reaction leading to the formation
sulfide coating, i.e., the reactivity of the sulfide ion wi
respect to the GaAs surface, increases. Therefore, the m
mum shift of the surface Fermi level in bothn-GaAs and
p-GaAs is obtained by using sulfide ions with the high
reactivity, i.e., with the maximumDE of the reaction leading
to the formation of S–GaAs covalent bonds.

Sulfidization of the surface ofn-GaAs andp-GaAs in
alcohol solutions lowers the surface barriers by a lar
amount than sulfidization in water solutions and theref
gives more effective surface passivation. These results a
good agreement with the increase in the photoluminesce
intensity of GaAs passivated in alcohol solutions of sodi
sulfide9,10and ammonium sulfide.11 The absence of an appre
ciable passivation effect in the case of sulfidization o
GaAs surface in a water solution agrees with the results
synchrotron photoemission investigations of such surface7,8

The decrease in the HOMO energy and increase in
LUMO energy in the process of sulfidization, as follow
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results of molecular-orbital calculations of the electron
properties of a GaAs~100! surface covered with sulfu
adatoms.21 This also means that sulfide passivation increa
the surface band gap, in agreement with pseudopotential
culations of the properties of such a surface.22,23We note that
in order to understand the effect of a solvent on the posit
of the surface Fermi level, the change in the reactivity of
sulfide ion in different solutions must be taken into accou

The following experimental results support the mod
assumption that the effectiveness of sulfide passivation
GaAs surface is linked with the reactivity of the passivati
sulfur atom~ion!. First, the intensity of the edge photolum
nescence of sulfidized GaAs increases as the logarithm o
rate constant of the reaction leading to the formation of s
fides on the surface14 ~the reactivity of the sulfur atom or ion
with respect to the GaAs surface!. Second, the sulfidized
GaAs surface is annealed,5,7,8which results in a restructuring
of the As–S bonds into thermodynamically more sta
Ga–S bonds and is accompanied by a shift of the Fermi le
by an amount approximately equal to the energy gain du
this restructuring.

We note that the dependence of the position of the s
face Fermi level on the permittivity of the solution is muc
stronger forn-GaAs thanp-GaAs. This is apparently due t
the difference in the dipole moments forn- andp-GaAs.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The chemical composition and position of the surfa
Fermi level inn- and p-GaAs ~100! in the case of passiva
tion in alcohol solutions of ammonium sulfide were studi
by x-ray photoelectron and Raman spectroscopies. It
shown that sulfidization decreases the amount of oxides
the surface and results in the formation on the surface o
sulfide coating which consists mainly of arsenic sulfides. T
rate constant of the reaction leading to the formation of s
fides on the surface increases with decreasing permittivit
the sulfide solution employed. It was determined that s
fidization of a GaAs surface lowers the surface barrier.
n-GaAs the surface Fermi level shifts in the direction of t
conduction band and inp-GaAs it shifts in the direction of
the valence band. The magnitude of this shift in bothn- and
p-GaAs increases with decreasing permittivity of the sulfi
solution employed. In the case of sulfidization of ammoniu
sulfide solutions in tret-butanol, the Fermi level shifted
0.53 eV in n-GaAs and 0.27 eV inp-GaAs. A model ex-
plaining these experimental results on the basis of the re
tivity of the sulfide ion in solution was proposed.

This work was supported in part by the Russian Fund
Fundamental Research~Grant No. 95-03-09330! and the
Volkswagen–Stiftung Foundation~Germany!.
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LOW-DIMENSIONAL SYSTEMS

fill-
Heating of a two-dimensional electron gas by the electric field of a surface acoustic
wave

I. L. Drichko, A. M. D’yakonov, V. D. Kagan, A. M. Kreshchuk, T. A. Polyanskaya,
I. G. Savel’ev, I. Yu. Smirnov, and A. V. Suslov

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted May 16, 1997; accepted for publication June 20, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 1357–1366~November 1997!

The heating of a two-dimensional electron gas by an rf electric field generated by a surface
acoustic wave, which can be described by an electron temperatureTe , has been investigated. It is
shown that the energy balance of the electron gas is determined by electron scattering by
the piezoelectric potential of the acoustic phonons withTe determined from measurements at
frequenciesf 530 and 150 MHz. The experimental curves of the energy lossQ versus
Te at different SAW frequencies depend on the value ofv t̄ e compared to 1, wheret̄ e is the
relaxation time of the average electron energy. Theoretical calculations of the heating of
a two-dimensional electron gas by the electric field of the surface acoustic wave are presented
for the case of thermal electrons (DT!T). The calculations show that for the same
energy lossesQ the degree of heating of the two-dimensional electrons~i.e., the ratioTe /T! for
v t̄ e.1 ( f 5150 MHz) is less than forv t̄ e,1 ( f 530 MHz). Experimental results
confirming this calculation are presented. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~97!02011-5#
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The investigation of nonlinear~with respect to the inpu
power! effects in the absorption of piezoelectrically acti
ultrasonic waves, arising due to the interaction of the wa
with three-dimensional electron gas~in the case of Boltz-
mann statistics!, has shown that the mechanisms of the no
linearity depend on the state of the electrons. If electrons
free ~delocalized!, then the nonlinearity mechanism for mo
erately high sound intensities is usually due to the heatin
the electrons in the electric field of an ultrasonic wave. T
character of the heating depends on the quantityvt« , where
v is the sound frequency, andt« is the energy relaxation
time.1,2 If the electrons are localized, then the nonlinear
mechanism is due to the character of the localization~on an
individual impurity or in the wells of a fluctuation potential!.
In Ref. 3, it was shown that in the case where the electr
are localized on individual impurities, the nonlinearity w
determined by impurity breakdown in the electric field of t
sound wave. When the electrons occupied the conduc
band as a result of this effect, their temperature starte
grow as a result of heating in the electric field of the wav4

The study of structures with a two-dimensional electr
gas~2DEG! opens up a unique possibility of studying in on
series of measurements performed on the same sampl
mechanisms of nonlinearity in delocalized and localiz
electron states, since under quantum Hall effect conditi
both states are realized by varying the magnetic field. T
change in the absorption coefficient for a piezoelectrica
active surface acoustic wave~SAW! interactimg with a
2DEG as a function of the SAW intensity in GaAs/AlGaA
structures was previously observed in Refs. 5 and 6 onl
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two-dimensional electrons are localized. The authors
plained the data which they obtained by heating of a 2DE

In the present paper we report some of our investigati
concerning nonlinear effects accompanying the interaction
delocalized two-dimensional electrons with the electric fie
of a SAW for the purpose of investigating nonlineari
mechanisms.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

We investigated the absorption coefficient for a 30–2
MHz SAW in a two-dimensional electron gas i
GaAs/Al0.75Ga0.25As heterostructures as a function of th
temperature in the rangeT.1.4– 4.2 K in the linear regime
~the input power did not exceed 1027 W! and the SAW
power atT51.5 K in magnetic fields up to 30 kOe. Sampl
studied previously in Ref. 7 with Hal
density ns

H56.731011 cm22 and mobility mH51.28
3105 cm2/~V•s! at T54.2 K were used for the investiga
tions. The technology used to fabricate the heterostructure
described in Ref. 8 and the procedure for performing
sound absorption experiment is described in Ref. 7. Here
only note that the experimental structure with 2DEG w
located on the surface of the piezodielectric~lithium niobate
LiNbO3!, along which the SAW propagates. The SAW w
excited in a pulsed regime by sending radio pulses with
ing frequency 30–210 MHz from an rf oscillator into th
excited interdigital transducer. The pulse duration was of

117011170-08$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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order of 1ms and the pulse repetition frequency was equa
50 Hz. In the present paper the SAW power is the powe
a pulse.

An ac electric field with the frequency of the SAW
which accompanies the deformation wave, penetrates in
channel containing two-dimensional electrons, giving rise
electrical currents and, correspondingly, Joule losses. A
result of this interaction, energy is absorbed from the wa
The SAW absorption in a magnetic field is measured in
experiment. Since the measured absorption is determine
the conductivity of the 2DEG, quantization of the electron
spectrum, which leads to Shubnikov-de Haas oscillatio
gives rise to oscillations in the SAW potential as well.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Curves of the absorption coefficientG versus the mag-
netic field H are presented in Fig. 1 for different temper
tures and powers of the 30-MHz SAW. Similar curves we
also obtained for other SAW frequencies. The character
the curvesG(H) is analyzed in Ref. 7. The absorptio
maxima Gmax as a function of the magnetic field fo
H,25 kOe are equally spaced as a function of 1/H, and the
splitting of the maximaG(H) for H.25 kOe into two peaks
with the values ofGM at the maxima1! is due to the relax-
ational character of the absorption. The temperature

FIG. 1. Absorption coefficientG versus magnetic fieldH at frequency
f 530 MHz at temperaturesT, K: a—4.2, b—3.8, c–e—1.5 and wave
power at the oscillator outputP, W: a–c—1025, d—1024, e—1023.
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SAW power dependences ofG, shown in Figs. 2 and 3, were
extracted from the experimental curves of the same type a
Fig. 1 for the corresponding frequencies in a magnetic fi
H,25 kOe for large filling numbersn5nshc/2eH.7.

Figure 2 shows the temperature dependence of the qu
tity DG5Gmax2Gmin measured in the linear regime at a fre
quency of 150 MHz in different magnetic fields. HereGmax

and Gmin are the values ofG on the upper and lower lines
which envelop the oscillatory dependenceG(H) for
H,25 kOe. Figure 3 showsDG versusP—the power of the
SAW ~frequency 150 MHz! at the oscillator output at
T51.5 K. We see from Figs. 2 and 3 thatDG decreases with
increasing temperature and with increasing SAW power.

In Ref. 7 it was shown that in the range of magne
fields where the quantum Hall effect is still not observed~in

FIG. 2. DG5Gmax2Gmin versus temperatureT in the linear regime at a
frequency of 150 MHz in a magnetic fieldH, kOe: 1—17.5, 2—15.5,
3—14.1.

FIG. 3. DG5Gmax2Gmin versus the powerP at the oscillator output in the
linear regime at a frequency of 150 MHz in a magnetic fieldH, kOe:
1—17.5,2—15.5,3—14.1.
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dc ,

wheresxx
dc is the conductivity calculated from the measur

dc resistivitiesrxx(H) and rxy(H), andsxx
ac is the conduc-

tivity found from the absorption coefficientG(H) measured
in the linear regime. This result gave us the basis for ass
ing that in this range of magnetic fields the electrons are
delocalized state. As we have already indicated in the in
duction, we shall analyze here nonlinearity only in this ca

In a previous work9 we showed that if the electrons a
delocalized, then the characteristics of the 2DEG, such as
carrier densityns, the transport relaxation timet, and the
quantum2! relaxation time, can be determined from the ma
netic field dependencessxx

ac(H). In addition, the mobility
m5et/m and the concentrationns at H50 are close to the
values obtained from dc measurements: the Hall density
mobility of the electrons, as well asns found from the
Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations. For this reason, it was n
ral to assume thatG depends on the SAW power, just as
the static case, because of the heating of the 2DEG but in
electric field of the SAW. The heating of the 2DEG in
static electric field in similar heterostructures was inve
gated in Refs. 11–15. In those papers it was shown tha
liquid-helium temperatures the electron energy relaxat
processes are determined in a wide range of 2DEG dens
by the piezoacoustic electron-phonon interaction un
small-angle scattering and weak screening conditions.

We shall employ, by analogy with Refs. 11–14, the co
cept of the temperatureTe of two-dimensional electrons an
determine it by comparing the curves of the absorption
efficient G versus the SAW power with the curves ofG ver-
sus the lattice temperatureT. Such a comparison makes
possible to establish a correspondence between the tem
ture of the two-dimensional electrons and the output po
of the oscillator. The values ofTe were extracted by two
methods: 1! by comparing the curves of the amplitude of t
oscillationsDG5Gmax2Gmin versus the temperatureT ~Fig.
2! and versus the powerP ~Fig. 3! for the same value of the
magnetic fieldH; 2! by comparing curves of the ratio
Gmax/GM5f(T) and Gmax/GM5f(P) versus the lattice tem
peratureT and the powerP. Here the values ofGmax(T) and
Gmax(P) were also taken for the same value ofH, andGM is
the absorption atH528 kOe~Fig. 1!. The use of the ratios
instead of the absolute values ofG decreased the effect of th
experimental variance inG on the error in determiningTe .
As a result, the accuracy in determiningTe by these two
methods was no worse than 10%.

To determine the absolute energy losses as a resu
absorption of SAW in the case of interaction with electro
(Q̄), the following calculations must be performed. The
tensityE of the electric field, in which the two-dimensiona
electrons of the heterostructure are located during the pr
gation of a SAW in a piezoelectric material placed at a d
tancea from a high-conductivity channel, is

uEu25K2
32p

v
~«11«0!

bqexp~22qa!

11S 4psxx

v«s
D 2

c2

W, ~1!
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n53.5310 cm/s andq are, respectively, the velocity an
wave number of sound in LiNbO3; a is the width of the
vacuum gap between the sample and the LiNbO3 plate;«0 ,
«1 , and«s are the permittivities of free space, LiNbO3, and
the semiconductor with the 2DEG, respectively; andW is the
input SAW power scaled to the width of the sound track. T
functionsb andc are

b5@«1
1«s

12«1
2«s

2exp~22qa!#22,

c5
1

2
$11b1/2@«1

1«s
22«1

2«s
1exp~22qa!#%,

«1
15«11«0 , «s

15«s1«0 ,

«1
25«12«0 , «s

25«s2«0 .

The magnitude of the electric losses is defined asQ̄5sxxE
2.

Multiplying both sides of Eq.~1! by sxx , we obtain
Q̄54WG, whereG is the absorption measured in the expe
ment. The powerW at the entrance to the sample is n
measured very accurately in acoustic measurements.
problem is that this quantity is determined by, first, the qu
ity of the interdigital transducers; second, by the losses a
ciated with the mismatch of the line that feeds electric pow
into the transmitting transducer as well as the line that
moves electrical power from the detecting transducer, wh
the losses in the receiving and transmitting parts of the
may not be the same; and, third, by absorption of the SA
in the susbtrate, whose absolute magnitude is difficult
measure in our experiment. The effect of these losses
creases with frequency, so that in determiningW at 30 MHz
we assumed that both the conversion losses for the trans
ting and receiving transducers as well as the losses in
transmitting and receiving lines are identical. The total los
were found to beDP516 dB, if SAW absorption in the
heterostructure substrate is ignored. If it is assumed that n
linear effects at 150 MHz start at the same value ofQ̄ as at
30 MHz, then the ‘‘threshold’’ value ofQ̄ at which the de-
viation of Gmax(Q̄)/GM at 30 MHz from a constant value be
comes appreciable@we recall thatG(H)/GM;1/sxx(H) in
the region of delocalized electronic states, i.e.,H,25 kOe7#
can be used to determine the total losses at 150 MHz.
estimate of the total losses by this method at 150 MHz gi
DP518 dB. Therefore, the powerW at the entrance to the
sample is determined by the output powerP of the oscillator,
taking into account the total lossesDP.

With the results of Refs. 11–14 in mind, we construct
the curves

Q5Q̄/ns5 f ~Te
32T3!,

which correspond to the energy balance equation in the c
of the interaction of electrons with the piezoelectric poten
of the acoustic phonons~PA scattering! under the condition
of weak screening at frequencies of 30 and 150 MHz
different magnetic fields

QPA5emE25A3~Te
32T3!. ~2!

1172Drichko et al.



FIG. 4. Electron temperatureTe versus the en-
ergy lossesQ at SAW frequenciesf , MHz: 1—
150 and2—30. Inset:dG5G(Te)2G0(T) versus
Q at SAW frequenciesf MHz: 1—150,2—30.
But since the condition for weak screening was not satisfied
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whereE is the electric field,v is the electron velocity,f 0(«p)
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for this sample, the curvesQ5 f (Te
52T5), corresponding to

the energy balance equation in the case of PA scattering
with the condition of strong screening for the same frequ
cies 30 and 150 MHz and the same magnetic fields, w
also constructed:

QPA5A5~Te
52T5!, ~3!

A least-squares analysis showed that the expression~3!
gives a better description of the experimental curves. Fig
4 shows the experimental points and theoretical curves of
expressions of the type~3! with A553.060.5 eV/~s•K5) and
f 530 MHz, wheref is the SAW frequency~see curve1 in
Fig. 4!, and A554.060.6 eV/~s•K5! and f 5150 MHz ~see
curve2 in Fig. 4!.

4. THEORY OF HEATING OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL
ELECTRONS WITH CONTROL OF RELAXATION ON THE
LATTICE BY ELECTRON-ELECTRON COLLISIONS

To describe the heating of an electron gas by means
temperatureTe different from the lattice temperatureT, the
electron-electron collisions must occur more often than c
lisions with the lattice; i.e., the conditiontee!t« , must be
satisfied. Herete and tee are, respectively, the electron e
ergy relaxation time on phonons and the electron-elec
(ee) interaction time.

In a weakly disordered 2DEG in GaAs/AlGaAs heter
structures, momentum is dissipated mainly on the Coulo
charge of the residual impurity near the interface. As a res
the relaxation times satisfy the inequalities

tp!tee!t« , ~4!

wheretp is the electron momentum relaxation time.

4.1. Static regime

When the inequalities~4! are satisfied, the nonequilib
rium part of the distribution function has the form

f p52eE–vtp

] f 0~«p!

]«p
, ~5!
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is the principal part of the distribution function of electron
with energy«p5p2/2m, where p and m are, respectively,
the electron momentum and effective mass. Because of
rapid ee collisions, a Fermi distribution is established fo
f 0(«p), but the Fermi level«F and the temperatureTe must
be determined from the conservation equations for the e
tron density and average energy, while the electron-pho
collisions give rise to energy transfer from the electrons
the lattice.

The results of a calculation of the energy balance eq
tion in a 2DEG in the case of electron scattering by pie
electric material and deformation potentials of the acou
phonons are presented in Refs. 16 and 17. The nume
coefficients in the relations, taken from Ref. 16 and p
sented below, refer to a 2DEG on the~001! surface of GaAs
if the following condition is satisfied:

kF,p/d, ~6!

where the electron localization widthd in a quantum well
can be estimated for a heterojunction by the relation

d5F S 3

4D aB*

pN* G1/3

, N* 5Ndepl1
11

32
ns . ~7!

Here Ndepl is the density of the residual impurity near th
heterojunction, andaB* 5\2«sme2 is the effective Bohr ra-
dius.

In the case of weak screening, the intensity of the ene
losses due to PA scattering is determined by the expressi16

QPA5b1Q1S kBT

\kFst
D 3S Te

3

T3 21D ,

Q1[
2mst

2

t0
, b15

z~3!

2

13

16 F11
9

13 S st

s D 2G , ~8!

where 1/t05(eb14)
2m/2pr\2st , b14 is the piezoelectric

constant,r is the density of the semiconductor~in our case
GaAs,s andst50.59s are, respectively, the longitudinal an
transverse sound speeds in GaAs,kF5(2pns)

1/2 is the wave
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number of an electron with Fermi energy«F , z(x) is the
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Riemannz-function, andkB is Boltzmann’s constant.
In the case of electron scattering by the deformation

tential of acoustic phonons~DA scattering! the correspond-
ing expression has the form

QDA5b2Q2S kBT

2ms2D 2S kBT

\kFsD
3S Te

5

T5 21D ,

Q1[
2ms2

l 0 /s
, b2512z~5!, ~9!

where l 0[p\4r/2m3E1
2, and E1 is the deformation poten

tial.
The relations~8! and ~9! hold for small-angle scattering

when

kBT!2\kFs[kBTsma, ~10!

and weak screening when

kBT@2\st /aB* [kBTscr . ~11!

In the case of strong screening, when an inequality oppo
to the ~11! holds,

kBT!2\st /aB* [kBTscr , ~12!

for PA scattering16

QPA
scr5z~5!

3

4

59

64 F11
45

59 S st

s D 4G2mst
2

t0

«F

«B

3S kBT

\kFst
D 5S Te

5

T5 21D , ~13!

whereeB5\2/2m(aB* )2 is the Bohr energy.

4.2. Heating of electrons by a surface acoustic wave

When the relations~4! between the times are satisfie
the nonequilibrium part of the distribution function, whic
depends on the electron momentum, relaxes rapidly an
current part, which is antisymmetric in the momentum, h
the usual form ~5! but E(x,t)5E0cos(qx2vt), where
v52p f . As a result,f 0(«p) is the Fermi function but the
chemical potential«F(x,t) and temperatureT(x,t) can be
functions of the coordinates and time. These functions m
also be determined from the conservation equations for
density and average energy of the electrons. Slow elect
phonon (e-ph) collisions, which are responsible for energ
transfer from electrons to the lattice, appear only in the
equation and they fall out of the equation for the dens
since thee-ph interaction preserves the total number of ele
trons.

The main part of the chemical potential is given by t
normalization condition for the total electron density, i.e.
is a constant. True, there are corrections, which are pro
tional to the amplitude of the wave, but the nonlinear con
bution from these corrections, scaled to the main value of
chemical potential, is small and can be ignored. For t
reason, we write only the equation for the change in
average energy
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6 ]t xx 0 v21~q2D !2

1Q̄~Te!50, ~14!

where Te is the electron temperature,r0 is the two-
dimensional density of states,sxx is the electric conductivity,
D is the diffusion coefficient, andQ̄(Te) is the energy trans-
ferred to the lattice. The harmonic variations of the chemi
potential with wave numberq and frequencyv lead to a
variation of the Joule heat source for the wave and to
appearance in it of the cofactor

v2

v21~q2D !2.

Since in the experimentq2D!v ~see Ref. 7!, the spatial
variation of the Joule heat source can be disregarded. For
reason, we also disregard the spatial variation of the temp
ture but allow for a variation of the temperature correcti
for the average energy in time. The quantityQ̄(Te) depends
on the e-ph interaction mechanism. For PA scatterin
Q̄(Te)5nsQPA(Te), whereQPA(Te) are given by Eq.~8! or
~13! and in a simplified form by the expression~2! or ~3!;
ns5r0«F is the total density of the two-dimensional ele
trons.

We shall examine first the condition for weak heating

DT5Te2T!T. ~15!

In this case

]DT

]t
1

DT

t«
5

3sxxE0
2cos2~qx2vt !

p2r0T
, ~16!

where for small-angle PA scattering under strong screen
conditions

1

t«
5

15

p2 «FA5T3, ~17!

and the coefficientA5 is determined by Eq.~13! written in
the form ~3!. The equation~16! is easily solved. The tem
perature correction nonlinear in the electric field must
substituted into the expression for the electrical conductiv
and the latter into the expression for the damping coeffici
G of the surface acoustic wave

dG5G~W!2G05
]G

]sxx

]sxx

]T

3
3sxxE0

2t«

2p2r0T S 11
1/2

114v2t«
2D . ~18!

HereG0[G(T) asW→0 is the absorption in the linear re
gion at fixed lattice temperatureT, andd G is the nonlinear
correction toG(W). The SAW electric field is expressed i
terms of the input powerW and the absorptionG is expressed
as sxxE0

254GW. It follows from the expression~18! that
whenvte*1 and Eq.~15! holds, the second harmonic in th
heating function decreases rapidly as a result of oscillati
in time, and the heating is determined by the average po
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of the wave. This last assertion is also valid for the case of
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strong heating. The quasistatic balance condition holds
this case:

A5~Te
52T5!5sxxE0

2/2ns . ~19!

The temperatureTe found from the relation~19! determines
the electrical conductivity and the absorption of the SA
For strong heating, the difficulty of solving the nonline
equation ~14! analytically makes it impossible to obtai
simple formulas for an arbitrary value of the parametervt« .

For vt«!1, the heating of the 2DEG is completely d
termined not by the average power but by the instan
neously varying field of the wave. As a result, in the case
slight heating, we see an increase in the degree of heatin
the 2DEG@see the cofactor in parentheses in the expres
~18! for vt«→0#. For vt«→0 the following expression can
be written out, assuming the time derivative in the relat
~16! to be a small term. For the PA interaction under stro
screening conditions

Te~x,t !5FT51
sxxE0

2cos2~qx2vt !

A5ns
G1/5

.

This expression must be substituted into the temperat
dependent part of the electric conductivity, which in a stro
magnetic field is determined by the expression for the Sh
nikov oscillations

Dsxx5C
2p2Te~x,t !/\vc

sinh@2p2Te~x,t !/\vc#
cosS 2p«F

\vc
D ,

where C is a slowly varying function of temperature an
magnetic field, andvc is the cyclotron frequency. In this
case, only the part of the current corresponding to the
harmonic in the 2DEG layer participates in the absorption
the SAW. The effective temperature appearing in the exp
sion for G(W) is also determined correspondingly:

Te

sinh~2p2Te /\vc!

5E
0

2p dw

p
~cos2w!

3
@T51~sxxE0

2/A5ns!cos2w#1/5

sinh$~2p2/\vc!@T51~sxxE0
2/A5ns!cos2w#1/5%

.

This expression is quite difficult to use in the case of stro
heating.

4.3. Determination of the relaxation times

4.3.1.Electron-electron interaction timetee. In the the-
oretical studies18,19 it was shown that the quasiparticle life
time in a 2DEG under conditions of large momentum tra
fers is determined by the quantity

\

tee
~p! 5

p2T2

2«F0
lnS «F0

Tm
D , Tm5max$T,\/tp%, ~20!

where«F0 is the Fermi energy atT50, andtee
(p) is called the

‘‘pure’’ electron-electron (ee) interaction time.
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‘‘Nyquist’’ time tee with small momentum transfer~in the
process of electron diffusion! Dq'1/LT , ~Ref. 20 and 22!
where LT5(D\/kBT)1/2 is the diffusion length over time
kBT/\, often called the coherence length, plays an incre
ingly larger role in theee interaction as the degree of diso
dering of the 2DEG increases. Theee collision frequency is
determined by the quantity

\/tee
~N!5~TRhe2/h!ln~h/2e2Rh!, ~21!

whereRh51/sxx is the resistance of the film per unit are
4.3.2. Relaxation timet̄ « of the average electron en

ergy. If the heating of the 2DEG is characterized by an ele
tron temperatureTe , then the energy lossesQ ~per electron!
can be written in the form10

Q5@ «̄ ~Te!2 «̄ ~T!#/ t̄ « , ~22!

where«̄ (Te) and «̄ (T) are the average electron energy atTe

and T, respectively, andt̄ « is the energy relaxation time
The change in the average kinetic energy of a tw
dimensional electron with«F!kBT is

D«5 «̄ ~Te!2 «̄ ~T!5
p2kB

2

6

~Te
22T2!

«F0
U

DT!T

5
p2kB

2

3

TDT

«F0
. ~23!

The latter equality in Eq.~23! corresponds to the condition o
weak heating~15!. If a dependenceQ(Te ,T) of the type~2!
or ~3! can be represented in an expansion inDT/T as

Q~T,DT!5gAgTg21DT,

whereg is the exponent ofTe and T in the expression the
following expression~2! or ~3!, then we obtain the following
expression fort̄ «:

t̄ «uDT!T5
p2kB

2

3gAg«F0Tg22 . ~24!

For the case~3!, i.e.,g55, we obtain the expression~17! for
1/t̄ «51/t« .

5. DISCUSSION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Let us examine the condition of applicability of the hea
ing theories presented in the preceding section to our res
The typical values of the residual impurity densityNdepl in
the region of the 2DEG for our heterostructures is of t
order of 1010 cm22. ThereforeNdepl!ns . For the parameters
of GaAsm50.07m0 , permittivity «s512.8, and Bohr radius
aB* 597 Å, we obtain from Eq.~7!

d585 Å, dkF /p>0.3,1.

In other words, the condition~6! is satisfied.
The momentum relaxation time for the experimen

sample was estimated from the Hall mobilitytp.mHm/e; it
is tp55.1310212 s.

It was shown experimentally in Ref. 23 that at liquid
helium temperatures and low 2DEG mobilities theee inter-
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quantum wells at the GaAs/GaAlAs heterojunction. For o
structure, withRh573 V, \/tee

(N)51.4631022 T and varies
in the range

\/tee
~N!50.02– 0.06 K ~25!

for T51.5– 4.2 K.
In the expression~20! we employed the valueTm5T,

since \/tp.1.5 K<T. In the case«F0.266 K, for our
sample\/tee

(p) in the same temperature range is

\/tee
~p!50.07– 0.4 K ~26!

The sum of the contributions~25! and ~26! gives for the
experimental sample

1.5310211 s,tee,8.4310211 s ~27!

in the intervalT51.5– 4.2 K.
To estimate the energy relaxation timet̄ « ~24! it is nec-

essary to know the coefficientAg in relations of the type~2!
or ~3!:

Q5Ag~Te
g2Tg!.

A calculation according to Eqs.~8!, ~9!, and~13! gives for a
2DEG in our structure@b1450.12 C/m2 ~Ref. 24! and the
same values of all other parameters as in Ref. 16# for small-
angle scattering and weak screening, whenTscr!T!Tsma

@see Eqs.~10!, ~11!, ~8!, and~9!#,

QPA@eV/s#567.5@eV/~s•K3!#~Te
32T3!,

QDA@eV/s#513.7@eV/~s•K5!#~Te
52T5!, ~28!

and in the case of strong scattering withT!Tscr!Tsma @see
Eqs.~10!, ~12!, and~13!#

QPA
scr@eV/s#516.2@eV/~s•K5!#~Te

52T5!. ~29!

As indicated in Ref. 16, PA scattering in the region of stro
screening predominates with ‘‘certainty’’ over DA scatte
ing.

It should also be noted that for such a sample w
ns56.7531011 cm22 and mH51.53105 cm/~V•s! in dc in-
vestigations~i.e., in the static regime!11,14at T51.86 K up to
Te.4 K the heating was described by a law of the type~2!,
which is valid for PA scattering, and under weak screen
conditions the valueA35130 eV/~s•K3! was found for
sample 1 from Ref. 11, which is higher than the value in
cated for QPA in Eq. ~28!.3! However, irrespective of the
values ofAg and g which we used to estimatet̄ « on the
basis of Eq.~24!—the theoretical values~28! and~29! or the
experimental valueA35130 eV/~s•K3! g53—we obtained
for the energy relaxation time estimates in the ran
t̄ «5(2 – 50)31029 s.

Comparing the values presented above fortp and tee

~27! and the range of values fort̄ « , we see that the relation
~4! are satisfied.The concept of an electron temperatureTe

could therefore be introduced and the heating theories
sented in Sec. 4 could be used.

Let us examine the estimates of the critical temperatu
Tsma ~10! and Tscr ~12! at which the energy relaxatio
mechanisms change in the case of thee-ph interaction. We
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st53.03310 cm/s ~see Ref. 16! and the value given abov
for aB* . The results are

Tsma59.5 K and Tsrc54.6 K. ~30!

Since the phonon temperature in our experime
T51.55 K, we have

T,Tscr,Tsma. ~31!

Therefore, the inequalities~10! and ~12! are satisfied in our
experiment, though not as strongly, especially the inequa
~12!, as assumed in the theory of Ref. 16 for application
the expression~13!.

Finally, observation of a law of the type~3! with g55
~see Sec. 3 and Fig. 4! and the ratio~31! of the temperatures
presented above allows us to assert that in the case of he
of two-dimensional electrons by the electric field of a SA
~f 530 and 150 MHz! the electron energy relaxation is de
termined by PA scattering with strong screening~13!, which
for the parameters employed by us gives the theoretical
lation ~29!.

At the same time, as noted above, in the investigation
the static regime@with phonon temperatureT.1.86 K ~Refs.
11–15!, i.e. the inequalities~31! hold#, the law~2! with g53
was observed, indicating that PA scattering dominates in
electron energy relaxation mechanisms in the case of w
screening~8!. Besides the indicated discrepancy between
results of investigations of the heating of a 2DEG in hig
frequency~rf! and dc electric fields, it should be noted th
there is also a discrepancy in the experimental val
A5.3 eV/~s•K5! at f 530 MHz and A5.4 eV/~s•K5! at
f 5150 MHz ~see Sec. 3!. In addition, these values are no
greater than~as the experimental value ofA3 is the static
regime! but less than the theoretical valu
A5.16.2 eV/~s•K5!—Eq. ~29!, calculated according to the
theory of Ref. 16.

Since the calculations in Ref. 16 were performed fo
constant electric field, they obviously cannot explain t
above-noted discrepancies, especially the difference in
functionsQ(Te) at different frequencies. Apparently, the di
ference is due to the different values ofvt« with respect to
1. Taking into consideration the approximate nature of
computed parameters and the uncertainty in the input po
in our measurements, we took as the value of the ene
relaxation time t« estimated from the theoretical valu
A5.16.2 eV/~s•K5! with g55 ~29!, which gives in the case
of a calculation based on Eq.~17! or ~24! t«.3.331029 s.
At frequencyf 530 MHz vt«.0.6,1 and atf 5150 MHz
vt«.3.1, which leads to a different heating for the sam
energy losses. In this connection, we attempted to study
question theoretically~see Sec. 4.2! and to compare the re
sults obtained with experiment. As a result, we can dem
strate the validity of Eq.~18!, obtained under the assumptio
of weak heating,DT!T. We present in the inset in Fig.
the experimental values of the differencedG5G(W)2G0 as
a function ofQ for two frequencies, 30 and 150 MHz, in
field H515.5 kOe. We see from the figure that in acco
dance with Eq.~18!, these dependences are linear and for
same energy lossesQ the quantitydG1 ( f 1530 MHz) is
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greater thandG2 ( f 25150 MHz), the ratiodG1 /dG2 is
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2!We take this term to mean the so-called escape timet0 , which is inversely
proportional to the almost total scattering cross section.10 In experiments
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equal, to within 10%, to the theoretical value

S 11
1/2

114v1
2t«

2D Y S 11
1/2

114v2
2t«

2D
with v1,252p f 1,2. A similar result was also obtained fo
dG1 /dG2 in the magnetic fieldH514.1 kOe. Therefore, ex
periment confirms the theoretical conclusion that forDT!T
the energy losses depend onwt« .

It should be noted that in determiningQ at f 5150 MHz
it was assumed thatd@G(W)/GM# is frequency-independen
~see Sec. 3!, which is at variance with the result present
above. However,Q andd G are so small at the onset of th
nonlinear effects that their differences at different frequ
cies fall within the limits of error of our measurements.

As one can see from the theory~see Sec. 4.2!, an ana-
lytical expression could not be obtained in the case of str
heating of a 2DEG in an rf electric field of a SAW, but it ca
be assumed that, by analogy with the case of weak hea
the difference in the coefficientsA5 remains also in the cas
of heating up toT.4 K.

A more accurate numerical development of the theory
heating of a 2DEG for arbitrary values ofvt« from v50 up
to vt«@1, including in the transitional regionsT.Tscr and
T.Tsma, could explain the discrepancy in the experimen
results obtained in constant and rf electric fields with
same direction of the inequalities~31!.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In our study we observed heating of a 2DEG by a
electric field generated by a surface acoustic wave~SAW!.
The heating could be described by an electron tempera
Te exceeding the lattice temperatureT.

It was shown that the experimental dependences of
energy lossesQ on Te at different SAW frequencies depen
on the value ofvt« with respect to 1, wheret« is the energy
relaxation time of two-dimensional electrons. Theoreti
calculations of the heating of a two-dimensional electron
by the electric field of a SAW were presented for the case
warm electrons (DT!T). The results showed that for th
same energy lossesQ the degree of heating~i.e., the ratio
Te /T! with vt«.1 ( f 5150 MHz) is less than withvt«<1
( f 530 MHz). Experimental results confirming this calcul
tion were presented.

It was shown that the electron energy relaxation timet«

is determined by energy dissipation in the piezoelectric
tential of the acoustic phonons under conditions of stro
screening for the SAW frequencies employed in the exp
ment.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for F
damental Research~Grants 95-02-04066a and 95-02-04042!
and by the Fund of International Associations~Grant
INTAS-1403-93-ext!.

1!In Ref. 7 it is shown that the values ofGM do not depend on the conduc
tivity of the 2DEG, and that they are determined, within the limits of t
experimental error, only by the SAW characteristics and the gap betw
the sample and LiNbO3.
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on quantum oscillations it is defined ast05\/2pT* , where T* is the
Dingle temperature.

3!As V. Karpus has shown,16 the experimental data of Ref. 11 in the regio
Te@T fall well within the general picture ofQ(Te ,T) ~see Fig. 4 from
Ref. 16!. It should be noted that the valueb1450.12 C/m2 ~Ref. 24!, which
we used for calculation of Eqs.~28! and ~29!, corresponds to
h1451.063107 V/cm ~in the notation of Ref. 16!. For this reason, the
theoretical value ofAg ~g53 or 5! in Refs. 11, 14, and 16 for PA scatter
ing ~see, for example,a[I 3 for the theoretical curve in Fig. 3 from Ref
11! is 1.3 times higher than the corresponding values forQPA , presented in
the relations~28! and ~29!, for similar values ofns .
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Optical spectroscopy of two-dimensional electronic states in modulation-doped

re-
N-AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructures

A. V. Guk, V. É. Kaminski , V. G. Mokerov, Yu. V. Fedorov, and Yu. V. Khabarov

Institute of Radio Engineering and Electronics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 103907 Moscow, Russia
~Submitted October 22, 1996; accepted for publication March 18, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 1367–1374~November 1997!

Photoluminescence spectra, associated with the two-dimensional electron gas in modulation-
dopedN-AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructures with different thicknessesds of the undoped spacer layer,
have been investigated at 77 K. All experimental samples possessed an undoped superlattice
buffer layer~as the second heterojunction!, located at a distanceda below the main heterojunction.
The data obtained are subjected to a theoretical analysis by comparing with spectra
calculated on the basis of a self-consistent solution of the Schro¨dinger and Poisson equations.
For 13<da<40 nm the photoluminescence spectra possessed two lines with photon
energieshn1 andhn2 (hn2.hn1) and intensitiesI 1 and I 2 , respectively. This doublet structure
is due to optical transitions between the bottom electronic subbandsEe

1 andEe
2 and the

lowest heavy-holeEhh
1 , Ehh

2 and light-holeElh
1 subbands. It is shown that the increase in the

intensity ratioI 2 /I 1 with decreasingds is due to an increase in the population of the upper subband
Ee

2 and a decrease in the probability of optical transitions from the lower subbandEe
1 . The

shift of both lines in this case in the direction of lower energies is due to an increase in the band
bending. It is shown that the change in the distanceda influences differently the intensities
I 1 and I 2 and the spectral position of the componentshn1 andhn2 of the doublet. This is due to
the large difference in the spatial extent of the electron wave functionsCe

1(z) andCe
2(z).

© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!02111-X#
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gas ~2DEG! in AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructures~HSs! yield
direct information about the basic parameters of the e
tronic subbands~energy, width, degree of filling, and s
on!,1–4 supplementing and sometimes exceeding the in
mation supplied by galvanomagnetic measurements. H
ever, thus far they have been directed mainly toward stu
ing the quantum Hall effect and Wigner crystallization,
that they have been performed at very low temperatures
as a rule, were limited to low 2DEG densitie
(,1011 cm22).

At the same time, it has been shown5,6 for the pseudo-
morphic heterostructures AlGaAs/InGaAs/GaAs that the
vestigation of the photoluminescence~PL! spectra at liquid-
nitrogen temperatures and even room temperature is
effective method for studying electronic states
modulation-doped HSs~MDHSs!.

However, such investigations have not been perform
for the system AlGaAs/GaAs. This is due to the difficulty
revealing effects associated with the 2DEG because they
masked by intense photoluminescence corresponding to
terband radiative recombination of three-dimensional curr
carriers.

The present work is devoted to a study of the tw
dimensional electron states in the MDHSN-AlGaAs/GaAs
by the PL method, including their characteristic behavior
companying the introduction of a second~nondoped! heter-
obarrier~HB! on the substrate side~at a distanceda from the
main HB! into a standard HS. Using such double-barr
MDHSs, we were able to weaken substantially~for smallda!
the contribution of three-dimensional carriers to the PL sp
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at liquid-nitrogen temperature.
In the present paper, we discuss the theoretical

proaches describing the main regularities observed in the
spectra and we calculate the wave functions and energie
the electronic and hole subbands, the populations of the
bands, and the matrix elements of optical transitions a
function of the densityn2d of the 2DEG and the distanceda

between the heterobarriers~HBs!.

1. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Double-barrier MDHSs were grown by molecula
beam epitaxy ~MBE! on semi-insulating ~001! GaAs
substrates. They included a 0.5-mm-thick undoped
GaAs buffer layer, an undoped 20-perio
Al0.25Ga0.75As ~1.5 nm!/GaAs ~1.2 nm! superlattice ~form-
ing the bottom heterobarrier!, an active undoped GaAs laye
with thicknessda and then an undoped Al0.25Ga0.75As spacer
layer of thicknessds and a 60-nm-thick silicon-doped
(N5131018 cm23) n-Al0.25Ga0.75As layer forming the main
MDHB. The structure was completed with a 10-nm-thi
undoped GaAs layer at the top. The profile of the conduct
band of the structure obtained is shown in Fig. 1. The d
tanceda between the heterobarriers ranged from 6.5 nm
to 1 mm and more. To investigate the contribution of si
quantization in the GaAs active layer, due to its confinem
exclusively by the walls of the heterojunctions HSs in whi
no layer was doped were also grown so as to form a squ
quantum well~QW!. The measurements of the PL spec

117811178-07$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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The PL spectra of MDHSs with different values ofda

t
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were performed atT577 K. An Ar1 laser with irradiation
density;100 W/cm2 was used as the source for excitati
of the PL.

FIG. 1. Band diagram~the effective barrier is shown for the superlattice!.
andds are presented in Fig. 2. For samples withda.50 nm,
only one line was observed in the PL spectrum~Fig. 2a!,
irrespective of the degree of doping and thicknessds . The
spectral position of the linehn051.508 eV was independen
of da in the range 50–1000 nm and larger and correspon
to interband radiative recombination of three-dimensio
carriers in GaAs at 77 K; i.e., it equalled the band g
Eg51.508 eV at this temperature.

Figure 3 shows the maximum intensityI M of this line
versusda . As one can see from Fig. 3,I M increases withda .
It is interesting that although the rate of increase ofI M(da)
with increasingda slows down somewhat, the saturation e
pected forda.0.4 mm, whereada@1 ~a'104 cm21 is the
absorption coefficient in GaAs at the wavelength of the
citing laser! should be satisifed, does not occur. The abse
of saturation inI M(da) could be due to the decrease in th
FIG. 2. Experimental and computed PL spectra for different values of the quantum well width~a—ds53 nm, b—ds510 nm!.
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TABLE I.

5

1

8

9

fraction of photocarriers participating in nonradiative surfa
recombination at the heterojunctions.

It was observed that for smallda , nearda'40– 50 nm
and below, the form of the PL spectrum of MDHSs und
goes fundamental changes. Specifically, the initial line
hn051.508 eV transforms into a doublet structure~Fig. 2!
consisting of a high-energy peak athn2 and a low-energy
‘‘shoulder’’ ~or peak! at hn1 . This fact is attributed to the
transition from PL of three-dimensional carriers to PL fro
sections of the 2DEG. The doublet structure arising is att
uted to optical transitions from the bottom two subbands
the 2DEG localized at the top MDHB into the subbands o
hole well located at the bottom heterobarrier~Fig. 1!. This
structure arises when most photoexcited carriers are trap
in the above-mentioned electronic and hole wells and w
the overlapping of the carrier wave functions becomes su
cient for appreciable radiative recombination to occur.

In the case of undoped HSs, in which the band bend
associated with the 2DEG is small, the doublet structure
the PL spectrum does not arise whends<40 nm. In such
structures a nearly square QW is formed and, accordin
only one PL line is observed. The spectral position of t
line shifts with decreasingda to high values ofhn as a result
of size quantization due to the heterobarriers. This line
ways occupies an intermediate spectral position between
components of the doublet in MDHS~Fig. 2!.

As one can see from Fig. 2, the intensities of the co
ponents of the doublet structure in MDHS and the shape
spectral position of the components depend onda and ds .
Table I gives the main characteristics of the doublet struc
for MDHSs (da<30 nm) with different values ofda andds .

Here I 2 and I 1 are the maximum intensities of the high
and low-energy components of the doublet, respectively,
hn1 andhn2 are their spectral positions,hD125hn22hn1 is
the spectral splitting of the components of the doublet, a
hn0 is the spectral position of the PL line in the undop

FIG. 3. Experimental~dashed line! and computed~solid line! curves of the
PL intensity~at the maximum! for 3D electrons versus the distance betwe
the heterobarriers.
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HSs ~the concept ofds is meaningless for these structures!.
It follows from Fig. 2 and Table I that as the spacer-lay

thicknessds decreases~and, correspondingly, the 2DEG den
sity n and the associated self-consistent band-bending po
tial increase! the following occur for all MDHSs~with
da<30 nm!:

—the intensity ratioI 2 /I 1 increases due to both a stron
decrease inI 1 and an increase inI 2 ;

—a spectral shift of both components of the doublet
the direction of lower energies. Here thehn1 peak is shifted
more strongly thanhn2 , which increases the spectral spli
ting hDn12 of the doublet with decreasingda .

It is interesting that for MDHSs with
18 nm<da<30– 40 nm the componenthn lies at photon en-
ergies lower than the band gapEg in GaAs at 77 K.

Clear regularities are also observed for the depende
of the PL spectra on the distanceda between the heterobar
riers ~for da<30 nm!. As da decreases, these regularitie
consist of the following:

—both components of the doublet in a MDHS shift
the direction of high energies; the linehn0 in undoped HSs
also shifts to higher values ofhn;

—the energy splitting between the components of
doublet increases as a result of the stronger shift in thehn2

peak to higher values ofhn ~compared with the shift of the
componenthn1!;

—the intensity ratioI 2 /I 1 decreases as a result of a
increase inI 1 and decrease inI 2 .

We present below the results of theoretical calculatio
performed for the purpose of substantiating the experime
results.

The following will be examined separately:
1. ‘‘Wide wells’’ ( da.50 nm), where because of th

large distance between the electronic and hole QWs,
overlapping of the wave functions of the two-dimension

da , nm ds , nm hn1 , eV hn2 , eV hn0 , eV hDn21 , meV I 2 /I 1

30 10 1.496 1.510 13.5 7
3 1.490 1.512 1.509 22 12

25 10 1.503 1.419 17 2
3 1.492 1.517 1.511 25 7.7

22.5 10 1.503 1.520 1.512 17 1.8
3 1.493 1.518 25 4.27

20 10 1.506 1.531 1.515 25 0.7
3 1.500 1.526 26 3.47

18 10 1.509 1.532 1.517 23 0.7
3 1.503 1.526 23 1.93

15 10 1.511 1.538 1.521 27 0.4
3 1.508 1.536 28 1.27

13.5 10 1.512 1.545 1.523 33 0.1
3 1.506 1.540 34 0.39

12 10 1.515 1.553 1.528 38 0.0
3 1.513 - - -

10 10 - - 1.535 - -
3 1.523 - -

8.5 10 - - 1.545 - -
3 1.536 - - -

6.5 10 - - 1.5609 - -
3 1.547 - - -

1180Guk et al.



electrons and holes is small, so that only interband recombi-
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2. Quantum wells (da<30– 40 nm).
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nation of three-dimensional carriers contributes to the
spectrum.

2. Quantum wells~for da<30– 40 nm!, for which the PL
spectrum corresponds to optical transitions with the part
pation of a 2DEG.

2. THEORETICAL MODELS

1. We shall analyze first the dependence of the PL int
sity onda in wide wells~Fig. 3!. As is well known, the main
mechanism of relaxation of the energy of nonequilibriu
carriers in GaAs at temperaturesT>77 K is the emission of
optical phonons. The characteristic energy relaxation len
for such processes is;50 nm. For this reason, in the case
wide wells all photoexcited carriers must recombine insid
well. In the case of stationary pumping and weak excitat
the distribution of excess electronsdn and holes dp
(dn5dp) over the coordinatez ~in the direction of growth
of the layers! is described by the equation

D
d2~dn!

dz2 5Ge2az1
dn

t
, ~1!

whereD is the ambipolar diffusion coefficient,G is the pho-
togeneration rate atz50, andt is the effective lifetime

1

t
5

1

t r
1

1

tnr
,

where t r is the lifetime for interband radiative recombin
tion, andtnr is the total lifetime for all other types of non
radiative and radiative volume recombination processes.
obvious that the PL intensityI is given by

I;E
0

da
dn~z!dz. ~2!

If it is assumed that the surface recombination rateS0 is the
same for both heterojunctions, then integrating Eq.~1! and
substituting the result into Eq.~2!, we obtain

I 5B
S@cosh~da /L !21#1sinh~da /L !

~11S2!sinh~da /L !12S•sinh~da /L !
@~aL1S!

3~aL2S!exp~2ada!#2@12exp~2ada!#/aL, ~3!

where S5S0L/D, L5ADt is the ambipolar diffusion
length, andB is a proportionality coefficient.

In the case of our experiments the conditionsda /L!1
andaL@1 are satisfied. Comparing the experimental valu
of I in Fig. 3 with the computational results shows that t
best agreement with experiment is attained forS!1 and Eq.
~3! can be written in the simplified form

I 5BaL
da

da12SL
~12e2ada!. ~4!

Least-squares analysis of the experimental results, u
Eq. ~4!, gives S52.731023, which corresponds to
S0510 cm/s. This means that the surface recombination
in the HSs investigated is very low and the expression~4!
describes well the well-width dependence of the PL inten
~Fig. 2!.
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The calculation of the PL characteristics revealed tha
order to obtain good agreement with experiment it is nec
sary to determine accurately the effective height of the
perlattice~SL! barrier. This height was calculated accordin
to the Kronig–Penney model. The results are 0.48DEc and
0.44DEv for electrons and holes, respectively, whereDEc

andDEv are the conduction and valence band offsets at
GaAs/Al0.25Ga0.75As heterojunction, respectively.

If it is assumed in the calculations for undoped HSs t
the QW is square, then agreement with experiment canno
obtained. The reason is band bending~Fig. 1!. The energies,
wave functions, and populations of the subbands of
2DEG in the MHDS were calculated in the approximati
dn!n ~quasiequilibrium situation! by solving the system of
equations~the Kohn–Sham system7!

2
\2

2mc

d2Ce
i

dz2 1Ue~z!Ce
i 5Ee

i Ce
i , ~5!

x
d2w

dz2 5q@n2N~z!#, ~6!

wherez is the direction perpendicular to the heterojunction
Ce

i (z) is the envelope wave function,Ue(z) is the potential
energy,x is the permittivity,w(z) is the electrostatic poten
tial which is determined by the equilibrium electron distrib
tion, Ee

i is the energy of electron motion alongz, N(z) is the
impurity density,

Ue~z!5DEc~z!2q~w1wxc!, ~7!

wherewxc5 q/3px n1/3 is the exchange-correlation electro
interaction potential, and

n5E nsE
uCeu2dE, ~8!

wherensE
is the layer density of electrons with energyE.

In Eq. ~8! the integration extends over both the discre
and continuous sections of the spectrum. For holes, Eq.~5!
has the same form as for electrons with the potential ene

Up~z!5DEv~z!1q~w1wxc!. ~9!

The motion of electrons and holes is unbounded in
plane of the heterojunction and the wave functions are pl
waves. The new aspect of the expression~9! is that an
exchange-correlation interaction potentialwxc , which de-
pends only on the electron density, is introduced into
hole potential energy. The calculations showed that satis
tory agreement with experiment cannot be obtained with
it. The introduction ofwxc is strictly justified in Ref. 7 for
electrons. We know of no justification for the introduction
Eq. ~9! of a potentialwxc that depends only on the electro
density.

The problem of calculating the optical-transition ene
gies was systematically solved by first solving the se
consistent system of equations~5!–~8! for the electrons and
then, using the values obtained for the potential~9!, the sys-
tem of equations~5! and ~9! for holes. This simplified ap-
proach is possible in our case sincedp!n.

1181Guk et al.
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cal

ec-
consistently the complete system of equations for electr
and holes. This does not present any special difficulties
the carrier energy distribution functions are known.

It should be noted that in the case of electrons
MDHS studied consists of two almost independent poten
wells ~in front of and behind the superlattice heterobarrie!.
For this reason, to simplify the calculations the system
equations~5!–~8! were solved separately for each well, a
the coupling equation for the potentials at the SL bounda
was obtained from the solution of Eq.~6! in the region of the
SL with n50.

The solution was obtained numerically by an iterati
method. This procedure is described in detail in Ref. 8.

After these calculations are completed, it is quite easy
calculate the PL spectrum. The Fermi–Dirac functions w
electron and hole quasi-Fermi levelsEF,e5EF2dekT and
EF,n5EF2dhkT for electrons and holes, respectively~EF is
the equilibrium value of the Fermi energy! were taken as the
carrier energy distribution functions. It can be shown th
dh@de in the casedn!n. We can then obtain from the
Boltzmann collision integral the following expression for th
PL intensity:

I ~hn!5B~edn21!

3(
i , j

Wi j

11me /mh

expS 2
hn2Eg

kT D
11expS EF2Ee

i 2Ei j

kt D Q~Ei j /kT!,

~10!

whereEe
i is the energy of thei th quantum-well subband o

the 2DEG,hn is the energy of the emitted photons,

Ei j 5
hn2Eg2Ee

i 2Eh
j

11me /mh
, ~11!

Eh
j is the energy of thej th hole quantum-well subband,Q is

the theta function, andWi j is the squared overlap integral o
the envelopes of the electron and hole wave functionsCe

i

andCh
j .

It should be noted that, in contrast with the case of w
wells,B in Eq. ~10! depends onda andds . This is due to the
fact that the number of electrons and holes trapped in a
depends on the size of the well and the magnitude of
band bending and, correspondingly, the 2DEG densityn2d .9

For this reason, the expression~10! is admissable, strictly
speaking, only for qualitative comparison of the peak inte
sities of the PL spectrum of MDHSs with different values
da or ds .

3. DISCUSSION

Since the intensity of the PL in wide wells has alrea
been analyzed, here we shall discuss only the results f
QW.

We start with an analysis of undoped HSs. As one c
see from Fig. 4, the picture of an ideally square quant
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well makes it impossible to explain the experimental dep
dencehn0(da) ~curve 1!. Satisfactory agreement betwee
theory and experiment is achieved if the presence of b
bendingw0 is taken into account~Fig. 4, curve3!. As an
exact calculation shows, the magnitude ofw0 in an undoped
HS ~with background impurity density;131014 cm23!
equals approximately 20 meV. In this case, the energy
optical transitions can be approximated by the expressio

hn05Eg1Ee
i 1Eh

j 2qFda , ~12!

whereEe
i 1Eh

j ; 11me /mh /da
2 is the total energy of the bot

tom electron and hole subbands, andqFda is the band-
bending potential inside the QW, whereF is the effective
band-bending electric field.

Since the deviation of the QW from a square shape is
large, the selection rulesWi j '1 for i 5 j and Wi j '0 for
iÞ j ~for heavy and light holes! hold approximately, as the
calculation shows. Since there is no special doping,
population of all subbandsi .1 should be close to zero
Therefore, only one line corresponding to the optical tran
tion Ee

1→Ehh
1 should be observed in the PL spectrum

undoped HSs.
For MDHSs, band bending is substantia

w0'80– 120 meV and, correspondingly, the electric field
the QW is strong. This lifts the restriction on the optic
transitions between different electron and hole subban
The high 2DEG densityn2d;(6 – 10)31011 cm2 ensures
that two bottom electronic subbands,Ee

1 andEe
2, are filled in

most MDHSs. Calculations showed that six types of opti
transitions between electronic subbandsEe

1 and Ee
2, on the

one hand, and hole subbandsElh
1 andEhh

2 , on the other~Elh

and Ehh are the light- and heavy-hole subbands, resp

FIG. 4. E1
e2E1

hh2Eg versus the width of undoped well~1—self-consistent
calculation,2—experiment,3—calculation in the square-well model!.
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tively!, can make an appreciable contribution to the doub
structure in the PL spectrum of a MDHS. In addition, t
contributions of each depend onda andds .

The optical transitionEe
1→Ehh

1 as well as the transition
Ee

1→Ehh
1 and Ee

2→Ehh
2 make the main contribution to th

low-energy componenthn of the doublet.
The transitionsEe

2→Elh
1 andEe

2→Ehh
2 contribute to the

high-energy peak athn2 ; the contribution of the latter tran
sition decreases with decreasingda . It should be noted tha
the peakI 2 should appear only when theEe

2 subband is ap-
preciably filled with electrons, i.e., when the Fermi levelEF

lies either above or slightly belowEe
2 ~so that optical pump-

ing would ensure that it is filled!.
The experimental and computed PL spectra

da520 nm are shown in Fig. 2. Comparing them shows t
the theoretical model explains, at least qualitatively,
shape of the PL spectra, including the spectral position
intensity ratio of the components of the doublet and the ch
acter of their variation with decreasingds .

The energies and squared overlap integrals compute
functions ofds for different optical transitions are presente
in Fig. 5. In accordance with experiment, here the com
nents of the doublet shift to lower values ofhn with decreas-
ing ds . This is due to an increase in the band bending~as a
result of an increase in the 2DEG densityn2d!, which results
in a decrease of the effective energy gaps between the
tron and hole subbands. The theory also explains the
crease inI 1 and the increase inI 2 and, correspondingly, the
increase in the ratioI 2 /I 1 with decreasingds . In this case,
the decrease inI 1 is due to a decrease in the overlap integ
of the wave function of the ground stateCe

1 of the 2DEG
with the hole wave functions because of the narrowing a
‘‘sharpening’’ of the lower part of the quasitriangular we

FIG. 5. Ej
e2Ej

h2Eg ~solid lines! and squared overlap integrals~dashed
lines! versus spacer-layer thickness~transitions: 1—1e21hh, 2—
1e22hh, 3—2e21hh, 4—2e21lh! for ds510 nm.
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that contains the 2DEG, which decrease the extent ofCe
1(z)

in the z direction. The intensityI 2 increases because th
population of the stateEe

2 increases as a result of an increa
in n2d . At the same time, because of the large extent of
wave functionCe

2(z), its overlap integrals with the hole
wave functions are virtually independent ofds .

The theoretical curves of the energies of optical tran
tions and the corresponding overlap integralsWi j versus the
distanceda between the heterobarriers are shown in Fig.

According to these results, the observed increase in
intensity of the peakI 1 with decreasingda is due to an in-
crease in the overlap integral of the wave functionCe

1 with
the wave functions of the bottom heavy- and light-hole su
bands. The decrease in the intensity of the peakI 2, which
occurs in this case, must be attributed to the decrease in
population of theEe

2 subband, since the corresponding ove
lap integrals are virtually independent ofda . The theory pre-
dicts, in agreement with experiment~Fig. 6!, that the ener-
gies of all optical transitions studied increase with decreas
da ; here the predicted shift is larger for thehn2 peak than
for the hn1 peak. This results in an increase of the spec
splitting hDn125hn22hn1 of the doublet. As a result of the
rapid increase in the energyEe

2 relative to the Fermi energy
EF , the population of this subband decreases withda .

The results presented demonstrate clear difference
the behavior of the wave functions of the subbandsEe

1 and
Ee

2 of the 2DEG. The weaker dependence onda of the over-
lap integrals for optical transitions from theEe

2 subband than
for transitions from theEe

1 subband and the opposite situ
tion for theda dependences of the energies of these subba
are due to differences in the extent of wave functionsce

2(z)
and Ce

1(z) in the z direction. It follows from the results
obtained that the spatial extent ofCe

1(z) equals about 12–15

FIG. 6. Ei
e2Ej

h2Eg ~solid lines! and squared overlap integrals~dashed
lines! versus well width ~transitions: 1—1e21hh, 2—1e22hh, 3—
2e21hh, 4—2e21lh! for da520 nm.
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nm, while the spatial extent ofCe
2(z) is estimated to be

1
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;30 nm. The small extent ofCe(z) is responsible for the
weak effect of the approach of the second heterobarrier~for
da>15 nm! on the energy of the subbandEe

1, on the one
hand, and a strong effect of this heterobarrier on the ove
integral ofCe

1(z) with the hole wave functions, on the othe
At the same time, the approach of the second heteroba
strongly influences the more extended state described by
wave functionCe

2(z), increasing its energyEe
2 and corre-

spondingly decreasing its population.
In this connection, measurements of the depende

I 1(da) can be used to obtain an experimental estimate of
spatial extent of the wave functionCe

1(z) and measurement
of I 2 can be used to estimate the population of theE2

2 sub-
band. The latter makes it possible to use the PL metho
investigate the electron distribution over the tw
dimensional subbands~this is usually done by means of low
temperature Shubnikov–de Haas measurements!, even at
high temperatures.

In conclusion, we note that a transition from PL of thre
dimensional carriers to PL with the participation of a 2DE
is observed in the PL spectra of double-barrier MDHSs w
decreasing distanceda between the heterobarriers. Ne
da'40 nm thehn0 line, which corresponds to interband r
combination of three-dimensional electrons and holes, in
PL spectrum vanishes and is replaced by a new dou
structure with components athn1 and hn2 . This PL in
MDHSs with different distancesda and spacer-layer thick
nessesds was investigated experimentally and were the
perimental data were analyzed theoretically on the basis
self-consistent solution of the Schro¨dinger and Poisson equa
tions.

It was found that the doublet structure in the PL sp
trum is due to optical transitions between the two low
subbands with a 2DEGEe

1 andEe
2 and hole subbandsEhh

1 ,
Elh

1 , andEhh
2 . The relative contributions of each transitio

depend onda andds . The observed increase in the intens
ratio I 2 /I 1 of the doublet components with decreasingds is
due to an increase in the populations of theEe

2 subband, on
the one hand, and a decrease in the probability of opt
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nying increase in the band bending gives rise to a shift of
optical transitions in the direction of lower values ofhn as a
result of a decrease in the effective interband gap.

It was found that a decrease in the distanceds influences
differently the spectral position and intensity of the comp
nents of the doublet in the PL spectrum. For thehn2 peak, a
much larger shift is observed in the direction of largehn
than for thehn1 peak. The intensity of the first peak de
creases and that of the second peak increases. This beh
is attributable to the large differences in the spatial exten
the wave functionsCe

1(z) andCe
2(z), which account for the

different da dependences of the energies of the subbands
their populations, and of the overlap integrals with the h
wave functions.

The results which we obtained in our study are undou
edly of interest which we for understanding size-quantizat
phenomena in a 2DEG and for developing effective meth
for diagnostics of the parameters of a 2DEG.

This work was supported by the Ministry of Science
the Russian Federation as part of the program ‘‘Physics
solid-state nanostructures.’’
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Effect of the spin-orbit interaction on the optical spectra of an acceptor in a

me
semiconductor quantum dot
A. F. Polupanov, V. I. Galiev, and M. G. Novak

Institute of Radio Engineering and Electronics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 103907 Moscow, Russia
~Submitted August 15, 1996; accepted for publication March 20, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 1375–1382~November 1997!

The energy levels and oscillator strengths of optical dipole transitions from the ground state into
odd excited states of a shallow acceptor located at the center of a spherical quantum dot
are calculated as functions of the spin-orbit splittingD of the valence bands for different values
of the radius of the dot and ratiob of the heavy- and light-hole effective masses. It is
established that the spin-orbit interaction strongly influences some states of the acceptors in the
case of real, large values ofb and small values of the dot radius. The spin-orbit interaction
influences most the lowerG6

2 state, since it changes from a heavy-hole (D50) to a light-hole
(D5`) state. The problem is solved exactly within the approximations employed,
specifically, exact analytic expressions are used for the wave functions of the acceptor. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!02211-4#

1. The states of shallow impurities in semiconductoreven for a series of transitions into a state of the sa
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structures with quantum wells and their optical propert
have been studied extensively in recent years~see, for ex-
ample, the review article in Ref. 1!. This is attributable to the
great interest shown in new structures such as quantum w
and quantum dots and, correspondingly, the need to inv
gate impurity states in them and attempts to obtain m
accurate computational results using more accurate app
mations and methods. Starting with the first calculation,2 the
impurity levels for shallow donors and shallow accepto
have been calculated repeatedly in different approximati
in the case of impurities located in quasi-two-dimensio
quantum wells~see, for example, Refs. 3–6! and in quasi-
one-dimensional quantum wires.7–9 Numerous calculations
of the exciton and ‘‘free’’ hole energy levels have be
performed10–14 for the case of semiconductor quantum do
or semiconductor microcrystals in a dielectric matrix~we
note that in the case of spherical quantum dots with sm
radii, when the exciton as a whole is quantized, these p
lems are equivalent; see Ref. 12!, and calculations of the
states of shallow donors and acceptors in them appe
recently.9,15–17 It should be noted that in the overwhelmin
majority of calculations of impurity states in structures w
quantum wells only the energies of the ground state and
lowest excited state were calculated. These calculations w
performed by a variational method, which possesses w
known deficiencies~specifically, the accuracy of the varia
tional wave functions is unknown!. However, in order to
identify optical transitions correctly it is necessary to kno
in addition to the energy levels, one other very importa
spectral characteristic—the oscillator strengths of the tra
tions, which is especially important in the case
nonhydrogen-like impurities.18 Such impurities
~nonhydrogen-like! include, in particular, acceptors in sem
conductors with a degenerate valence band: In contrast to
case of hydrogen-like impurities, the oscillator strengths
optical transitions from the ground state of an acceptor v
nonmonotonically with increasing number of the excit
level ~with decreasing binding energy of the excited state!,
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symmetry. In Ref. 16, we calculated the energies of t
ground state and a number of excited states, as well as
oscillator strengths of optical dipole transitions of shallo
donors and acceptors as a function of the radius of a sph
cal quantum dot by means of a new numerical-analyti
method for solving singular, multicomponent, Schro¨dinger
equations.20,21This new method made it possible to solve t
problem exactly within the approximations employed. In t
case of acceptors, the approximation of an infinitely lar
spin-orbit splitting of the valence bands was used to calcu
their optical spectra. This approximation holds well in t
case of the calculation of the spectra of acceptors in
volume of many semiconductors, but in the case of a qu
tum dot, as the radius of the dot decreases, spin-orbit in
action effects between theG8

1 valence band and the spin
orbit split off G7

1 band increase because the kinetic energy
the charge carriers increases. In the present paper we em
the method of Refs. 20 and 21 to investigate the energie
the ground state and a number of excited states, as we
the oscillator strengths of optical dipole transitions of a sh
low acceptor located at the center of a spherical quantum
as a function of the magnitude of the spin-orbit splitting
the valence bands for different values of the radius of the
and ratio of the heavy- and light-hole effective masses.
shall employ the numerical-analytical method of Refs.
and 21, which will make it possible to solve the proble
exactly, in particular, to obtain exact analytical expressio
for the wave functions of the acceptor.

2. For definiteness, we shall study an acceptor impu
atom located at the center of a spherical semiconductor q
tum dot with radiusR0 . We shall assume the potential ba
rier at the boundary of the quantum dot to be infinitely hig
In the spherical approximation,22 the Hamiltonian which ap-
proximates the effective mass of the acceptor and wh
takes into account exactly the finite magnitude of the sp
orbit splitting of the valence bands, can be represented a

118511185-07$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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Here\p is the momentum operator,P(2) and I (2) are rank-2
irreducible spherical tensor operators consisting of, like
Ref. 18, the components of the vectorp and the angular
momentum vectorI with I 51, S is the spin operator
m5(4g216g3)/5g1 ~whereg i are the Luttinger parameter
of the valence band!, D is the spin-orbit splitting of the va
lence bands, the energy and distances are measured, re
tively, in the unitsRa5m0e4/2\k2g1 and a5\kg1 /m0e2

~wherem0 is the free-electron mass!, k is the static permit-
tivity of the crystal, andZ is the charge of the impurity ion

We seek the wave function corresponding to the Ham
tonian ~1! in the form

C5(
JL

RLJ~r !uLJFFz&, ~2!

where uLJFFz& are the knownL2J coupling wave func-
tions,F is the quantum number of the total angular mome
tum F5L1J ~where J5I1S!, and RLJ(r ) are the radial
wave functions. The quantum numberJ assumes the value
J153/2, which corresponds to a degenerateG8

1 valence
band, andJ251/2, which corresponds to the spin-orbit sp
off G7

1 band. It is obvious that just as in the caseD5`,
~Ref. 22!, the states of the Hamiltonian~1! are classified
according to the values of the total angular moment
F51/2, 3/2,. . . , which is a good quantum number, and
what follows we shall designate them in the manner adop
in the spherical approximation in the limit22 D5`. Substi-
tuting the expression for the wave function into the Sch¨-
dinger equation with the Hamiltonian~1!, we obtain the fol-
lowing system of three coupled equations for the rad
functions (F.1/2):

H S 11
12b2

11b2 m D F d2

dr2 1
2

r

d

dr
2

L1~L111!

r 2 G
1

2Z

r
1EJ RL1J1

1
2bm

11b2 F d2

dr2 1
2L115

r

d

dr

1
~ l 111!~L113!

r 2
GRL112J1

1m~L1J1uP~2!
•I ~2!uL2J2!RL2J2

50;

2
2bm

11b2 F d2

dr2 2
2L111

r

d

dr
1

L1~L112!

r 2 GRL1J1

1m@~L112!J1uP~2!
•I ~2!uL2J2#RL2J2

1H S 11
12b2

11b2 m D F d2

dr2 1
2

r

d

dr
2

~L112!~L113!

r 2 G
1

2Z

r
1EJ RL112,J1

50;

2m~L2J2uP~2!
•I ~2!uL1J1!RL1J1

2m@L2J2uP~2!
•I ~2!u

3~L112!J1#RL112,J1
1H d2

dr2 1
2

r

d

dr
2

L2~L211!

r 2
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Here b53L12F11@(F13/2)/(F21/2)#1/2. The matrix ele-
ments appearing in these equations are

~LJuP~2!
•I ~2!uL8J8!5A30~21!F1J1LH F J L

2 L8 J8
J

3~LiP~2!iL8!. ~4!

Here the table in the braces is a 6j -symbol and (LiP(2)iL8)
is a reduced matrix element, which is nonvanishing only
L5L8 andL5L862,

~LiP~2!iL8!5~21!~L82L !/2

3S ~L1L812!~L1L8!~4L122uL82Lu!~41uL82Lu!
24~L1L8211uL82Lu!~4L1623uL82Lu! D

3S d2

dr2 1
@~L811/2!~L82L !122uL2L8u#

r

3
d

dr
1~21!~L82L !/2

3
@422uL2L8u2~L823L12!~5L82L12!#

16r 2 D . ~5!

Just as in the limit of an infinitely large spin-orbit splitting o
the valence bands,22 the caseF51/2 must be studied sepa
rately. In this case, as follows from the addition rules f
angular momentum, the radial equation is a system of
coupled equations. The odd states withF51/2, which are of
interest to us, are described by the equations

H ~11m!D1
2Z

r
1EJ R1J1

2D&mR1J2
50,

H D1
2Z

r
1E2DJ R1J2

2D&mR1J1
50. ~6!

We note that the systems of equations for the radial w
functions, which describe the states of a ‘‘free’’ hole in
spherical quantum dot, taking into account the finite mag
tude of the spin-orbit splitting, and which are obtained fro
Eqs. ~3! and ~6! by setting Z50 in them, were obtained
earlier in Ref. 14. However, in Ref. 14 the operator e
ployed in writing these equations was incorrect. The corr
form of this operator is

Al
15

d2

dr2 2
2l 11

r

d

dr
1

l ~ l 12!

r 2 .

Since we are interested in the dependence of the acce
states onD for all 0<D<`, it is interesting to follow the
limits D→0 and D→` for the equations describing thes
states. It is obvious that asD→`, the acceptor states ar
described by the system consisting of the first two equati
in ~3! and the first equation in~6!, where the radial function
with the subscriptJ2 must be set equal to zero. The equatio
describing the state of the acceptor withD50 were obtained
in Ref. 22 @Eqs. ~30a!–~30d!#, but here the following re-
marks must be made. First, in the system~30d! from Ref. 22,
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describing the stateF(P2), F(P2)5F3(r )uL51, I 51, F

-

rectly. This does not affect the calculation of the energies but
le-
52, Fz&1G3(r )uL53, I 51, F52, Fz& the relative signs of

the radial functionsF3(r ) and G3(r ) were not chosen cor
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leads to incorrect results in calculation of the matrix e
ments. The correct equations for these functions are
F S 11
1

5
m D S d2

dr2 1
2

r

d

dr
2

2

r 2D1
2

r
1E 2

3

5
A6mS d2

dr2 1
7

r

d

dr
2

8

r 2D
2

3

5
A6mS d2

dr2 2
3

r

d

dr
1

3

r 2D S 11
4

5
m D S d2

dr2 1
2

r

d

dr
2

12

r 2 D1
2

r
1E

G F F3~r !

G3~r !G50. ~7!

In addition, it is important to note that the spin-orbit interac- Both the behavior of the solutions of Eq.~3! in the limit

the
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ns
tion removes the degeneracy of some states and asD→0,
the systems of equations~3! and~6! for some different states
reduce to identical equations. AsD→0, the systems of
coupled radial equations~3! and ~6! decouple and reduce
correspondingly, to a system of two equations and one eq
tion and as of two uncoupled equations. AsD→0, Eqs.~3!
reduce to the system~7!, for the radial functions of the lowe
state withF55/2, L25L11253 (2P5/2) and for the first
excited state withF53/2,L25L151 (3P3/2). However, Eq.
~3!, which describes the lower state withF53/2, L25L151
(2P3/2), and Eq.~6!, also for the lower state withF51,
L25L151 (2P1/2), reduce in the limitD→0 to the equation

H ~12m!F d2

dr2 1
2

r

d

dr
2

2

r 2G1
2

r
1EJ F2~r !50, ~8!

whose solution determines forD50 the radial function for
the stateF(P1)5F2(r )uL51, I 51, F51,Fz&.

22

3. As is obvious from the expressions for the mat
elements~4! and ~5!, the equation~3! can be represented i
the form

wr2
d2R

dr2 1p0r
dR

dr
1~q01q1r 1q2r 2!R50, ~9!

where w, p0 , and qi are constant 333 matrices, and
R5R(r ) is a three-component vector function. The most i
portant feature of the problem at hand@just as other problems
leading to a solution of equations of the type~9!# is the
presence of singular points in the multicomponent rad
Schrödinger equation~9!. Since we seek the solution of Eq
~3! on a finite interval of variation ofr , in our case there is
only a regular singular point atr 50. A numerical–analytical
method for constructing all solutions from the fundamen
system of equations of the type~9! was developed in Ref. 21
~where equations of a more general form are studied! for an
arbitrary finite dimension of the equations in the case of g
eral matricesw, p0 , andqi . In our case of simple matrice
of coefficients, using the result of Refs. 20 and 21, we c
immediately write all solutions from the fundamental syste
of solutions of Eq.~3!.

We define the following sequence of matrices:

Gk~r!5w~k1r!~k1r21!1p0~k1r!1q0 ,

k50, 1,... ~10!
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r→0 and the structure of the solutions are determined by
roots of the equation20,21

det G0~r!50. ~11!

In the case of Hamiltonians which are quadratic in the m
mentum, the solutions of Eq.~11! are known exactly for any
dimension of the system of radial equation~9!.20 In our case
of the Hamiltonian~1! the solutions of Eq.~11! and, corre-
spondingly, the form of the solutions of Eqs.~3! are different
for the two types of states. Indeed, since the Hamiltonian~1!
preserves the quantum number for the total angular mom
tum and parity~we ignore weak effects associated with t
absence of a an inversion center in semiconductors with
zinc blende lattice!, and the quantum numberJ assumes the
valuesJ153/2 andJ251/2, for a given value ofF and par-
ity the quantum numberL1 equals eitherF23/2 and then
L25L112 or F21/2 and thenL25L1 . Using this property,
which follows simply from the addition rules for angula
momentum, and explicit expressions for the matrix eleme
~4! and ~5!, it is easy to see that in these two cases Eqs.~3!
differ somewhat and they must be studied separately.

a! L15F23/2, L25L112. In this case the operator
acting on the functionsRL112,J1

andRL2J2
which determine

the behavior of the functions in a neighborhood ofr 50, i.e.,
operators of the form

PL~r ![
d2

dr2 1
aL

r

d

dr
1

bL

r 2 , ~12!

are identical to within a constant. The nonnegative solutio
of Eq. ~11!, which correspond to solutions of Eq.~3! that are
regular atr 50, will then ber15r25L112, r35L1 , and
the solutions of Eq.~3! will have the form

R~1!5r r1(
k50

`

Rk
~1!r k, R~2!5r r2(

k50

`

Rk
~2!r k,

R~3!5r r3(
k50

`

Rk
~3!r k1~K1R~1!1K2R~2!!ln r , ~13!

where the coefficientsRk
( i ) and the constantsK1,2 are deter-

mined from the recurrence relations

G0~r1!R0
1,250,

Gk~r1!Rk
1,21q1Rk21

1,2 1q2Rk22
1,2 50,

1187Polupanov et al.



k51,2,...~Rl50,l ,0!; ~14a!

t.

on

It is obvious that Eq.~6! can also be represented in the

se

ion

qs.
s.

and
to

that
not

t is
der

re
i-

r-

of
G0~r3!R0
~3!50,

G1~r3!R1
~3!1q1R0

~3!50,

Gk~r3!Rk
~3!1q1Rk21

~3! 1q2Rk22
~3! 1$2~r31k!1q021%

3~K1Rk2r11r3

~1! 1K2Rk2r11r3

~2! !50, k>1. ~14b!

We note that the recurrence relations for the coefficientsRk
(1)

and Rk
(2) are identical but the solutionsR0

(1,2) of the first
equation in~14a! are chosen to be linearly independent.

b! L15F21/2, L25L1 . In this case the operators~12!
acting onRL1J1

andRL2J2
are identical to within a constan

The solutions of Eq.~3! that are reqular atr 50 correspond
to the roots of Eq.~11! r15L112, r25r35L1 , and the
solutions have the form

R~1!5r r1(
k50

`

Rk
~1!r k,

R~2!5r r2(
k50

`

Rk
~2!r k1~K2R~1!!ln r ,

R~3!5r r3(
k50

`

Rk
~3!r k1~K3R~1!!ln r , ~15!

where the coefficientsRk
( i ) and constantsK2,3 are determined

from the recurrence relations

G0~r1!R0
~1!50,

Gk~r1!Rk
~1!1q1Rk21

~1! 1q2Rk22
~1! 50,

k51,2,...~Rl50,l ,0!; ~16a!

G0~r3!R0
~2,3!50,

G1~r3!R1
~2,3!1q1R0

~2,3!50,

Gk~r3!Rk
~2,3!1q1Rk21

~2,3!1q2Rk22
~2,3!1$2~r31k!1q0

21%K2,3Rk2r21r3

~1! 50, k>1. ~16b!

We see that the recurrence relations for the coefficientsRk
(2)

andRk
(3) are identical, but the solutions of the first equati

in ~16b! for R0
(2,3) are chosen to be linearly independent.
TABLE I. Energy levelsE and oscillator strengthsf of optical transitions from
a function of the spin-orbit splittingD. m50.8, R053.
form ~9! with the corresponding 232 matrices, but its solu-
tions differ from those obtained in Ref. 16. Since in this ca
Eq. ~11! has degenerate roots that are regular atr 50, the
solutions of Eqs.~6! do not contain a logarithmic function
and have the form

R~1!5r r1(
k50

`

Rk
~1!r k, R~2!5r r2(

k50

`

Rk
~2!r k, ~17!

where r15r251. The coefficientsRk
(1,2) are determined

from the recurrence relations

G0~r1!R0
~1,2!50,

Gk~r1!Rk
~1,2!1q1Rk21

~1,2!1q2Rk22
~1,2!50,

k51,2,...~Rl50,l ,0!, ~18!

where two linearly independent solutions of the first equat
in ~18! are chosen.

As we have proved in Ref. 21, the power series in E
~13!, ~15!, and ~17! have an infinite convergence radiu
Therefore, the expressions~13!–~18! completely determine
the wave functions of all states of the Hamiltonian~1! both
in the volume of the semiconductor~see Ref. 20! and in the
quantum dot, and to calculate the energies of the levels
the wave functions of the acceptor it is only necessary
satisfy the corresponding boundary conditions. We note
these expressions determine the acceptor wave functions
only in a spherical approximation, but also when accoun
taken of the irregularities of the valence bands to first or
in the ‘‘irregularity’’ parameterd5(g32g2)/g1 , to which
the terms of cubic symmetry, which are added to Eq.~1!
when the cubic symmetry is taken into account, a
proportional.18,22Indeed, in this approximation the irregular
ties have no effect at all on states withF,5/2 and lead to
splitting of states withF55/2 ~since dipole transitions from
the ground state into states withF.5/2 are forbidden,18 we
shall not consider them!. The wave functions are now cha
acterized according to one of the representationsG5G8

6 ,
G7

6 , andG6
6 of the groupTd3Ci of the Hamiltonian and the

state 2P5/2 of interest to us splits into the states 2G8
2 and

1G7
2 . However, the equations for the radial functions

these states have the previous form~3! except with different
the ground state into excited states of a shallow acceptor in a quantum dot as
D E(Z50) E(1S3/2) E(2P3/2) f E(3P3/2) f E(2P5/2) f E(2P1/2) f

0 0.449 23.22 21.25 0.041 20.663 1.75 20.663 15.8 21.25 0.008
0.1 0.464 23.21 21.23 0.065 20.607 1.79 20.646 15.8 21.18 0.020
0.5 0.511 23.17 21.19 0.151 20.371 2.53 20.595 15.8 20.921 0.126
1 0.548 23.12 21.17 0.217 20.255 2.52 20.558 15.7 20.608 0.390
2 0.592 23.05 21.14 0.265 20.205 2.31 20.520 15.9 20.028 1.54
3 0.616 23.00 21.13 0.274 20.177 2.34 20.502 16.2 0.476 2.95
5 0.644 22.92 21.12 0.269 20.147 2.42 20.485 16.9 1.22 6.91

10 0.672 22.81 21.11 0.245 20.117 2.56 20.469 18.1 2.01 13.2
` 0.677 22.57 21.10 0.21 20.073 2.90 20.450 20.5 2.78 21.3
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TABLE II. Energy levelsE and oscillator strengthsf of optical transitions from the ground state into excited states of a shallow acceptor in a quantum dot
as a function of the spin-orbit splittingD. m50.8, R051.
D E(Z50) E(1S3/2) E(2P3/2) f E(3P3/2) f E(2P5/2) f E(2P1/2) f

0 4.04 21.52 0.076 131024 4.76 1.79 4.76 16.1 0.076 231025

1 4.19 21.42 0.228 331026 5.30 2.50 4.92 16.2 0.738 0.015
5 4.64 21.16 0.639 0.001 6.79 7.26 5.15 16.5 3.29 0.479

10 4.99 20.999 0.927 0.004 7.31 8.30 5.24 17.1 6.27 1.85
20 5.38 20.854 1.23 0.010 7.72 8.65 5.29 17.8 11.4 6.20
50 5.84 20.720 1.55 0.023 8.15 9.09 5.32 18.5 21.0 21.4

100 6.08 20.659 1.72 0.034 8.37 9.33 5.33 18.8 26.8 34.0
` 6.09 20.58 1.95 0.05 8.69 9.66 5.35 19.1 32.6 45.8
constant coefficients in front of operators of the type~12!,
y

n

h
s.

ve
n

en
v

n

en
n-
e

The expressions~13!–~18!, as before, are exact solutions of
s

sy
een
m-
si-

in

d

e
r
ds

units

e
3

and just as for the 2P5/2 state their solutions are given b
Eqs.~13! and ~14!.

In the case of an acceptor in a quantum dot, the bou
ary conditions must be satisfied atr 5R0 , i.e., it is necessary
to find energiesE and linear combinations of solutions suc
that Rur 5R0

50. This is most conveniently done as follow
We construct from the solutions~13! or ~15! ~depending on
the state of interest! at the pointR0 a 333 matrix A

A~E!5~R~1!,R~2!,R~3!!r 5R0
.

Then the procedure for calculating the energies of the le
in some interval@E8,E9# reduces to solving the equatio
detA(E)50 numerically by ‘‘ranging.’’ If for someE5E0

the condition detA(E0)50 holds, then

~R~1!!r 5R0
5a1~R~2!!r 5R0

1a2~R~3!!r 5R0
,

where the constantsa1,2 correspond to the eigenvalueE0 .
Then the normalized solution, which corresponds to this
ergy and which satisfied the boundary conditions will ha
the form

w~r !5C~R~1!2a1R~2!2a2R~3!!,

and the constantC is determined from the normalizatio
condition

E
0

R0
~wTw!dr51.

We note that in this approach the calculation of the
ergy levels and wave functions of a ‘‘free’’ hole in a qua
tum dot, i.e., a hole in the absence of an acceptor in the w
is comlpetely analogous. We now must setZ50 in Eq. ~3!.
TABLE III. Energy levelsE and oscillator strengthsf of optical transitions fro
as a function of the spin-orbit splittingD. m50.5, R053.
d-

ls

-
e

-

ll,

Eqs.~3! and the coefficients in front of the logarithmic term
in Eqs.~13! and ~15! vanish—they are proportional toZ.20

4. Knowing the wave functions of the acceptor, it is ea
to calculate the oscillator strengths of the transitions betw
impurities. Since the system under study is spherically sy
metric, the oscillator strengths of the optical dipole tran
tions between the bound statesa andb of the acceptor in a
quantum dot are given by the standard expression valid
the volume of the semiconductor:23

f ~a→b!5
2m0

\2g1

Eb2Ea

ga
(

m51

ga

(
n51

gb

u~e•r !mnu2. ~19!

HereEa , Eb andga , gb are, respectively, the energies an
degeneracies of the levelsa andb, ande is a unit polariza-
tion vector of the radiation. The coefficient in front of th
double sum in Eq.~19! is determined by the sum rule fo
oscillator strengths for acceptor impurities, which depen
only on the single Luttinger parameterg1

23,18and equals 1, if
energy and distances are measured, respectively, in the
Ra anda, just as in Eq.~1!. Then, substituting into Eq.~19!
the expression~2! for the wave functions and applying th
Wigner–Eckart theorem and the orthogonality of thej
symbols, we obtain

f ~a→b!5
Eb2Ea

3ga
H(

JL
~LaJaFair iLbJbFb!J 2

, ~20!

where the reduced matrix element is
m the ground state into excited states of a shallow acceptor in a quantum dot
D E(Z50) E(1S3/2) E(2P3/2) f E(3P3/2) f E(2P5/2) f E(2P1/2) f

0 1.03 21.35 20.222 3.20 0.621 4.32 0.621 38.9 20.222 0.640
0.1 1.03 21.34 20.207 3.46 0.692 4.09 0.629 39.0 20.156 0.826
0.5 1.04 21.33 20.165 4.19 0.989 3.56 0.654 39.4 0.095 1.83
1 1.04 21.31 20.136 4.67 1.35 3.85 0.675 40.0 0.377 3.673
2 1.04 21.29 20.108 5.06 1.71 4.72 0.701 40.8 0.829 8.77
3 1.04 21.28 20.095 5.20 1.75 4.06 0.715 41.5 1.14 14.3
5 1.05 21.26 20.081 5.30 1.78 3.70 0.730 42.4 1.50 22.6

10 1.05 1.23 0.069 3.32 1.79 3.48 0.746 43.6 1.81 30.7
` 1.05 21.19 20.054 5.3 1.81 3.22 0.76 45.6 2.10 37.7
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TABLE IV. Energy levelsE and oscillator strengthsf of optical transitions from the ground state into excited states of a shallow acceptor in a quantum dot
as a function of the spin-orbit splittingD. m50.5, R051.
22

D E(Z50) E(1S3/2) E(2P3/2) f E(3P3/2) f E(2P5/2) f E(2P1/2) f

0 9.29 3.49 6.30 2.85 14.6 4.36 14.6 39.3 6.30 0.570
1 9.30 3.51 6.46 3.13 15.3 4.04 14.7 39.6 6.96 0.830
5 9.34 3.58 6.87 3.92 18.3 3.23 14.9 40.5 9.46 2.33

10 9.36 3.63 7.16 4.43 21.8 3.01 15.0 41.2 12.2 5.12
20 9.38 3.69 7.43 4.87 24.7 2.33 15.1 42.1 16.3 12.3
50 9.41 3.76 7.70 5.20 25.2 1.66 15.3 43.1 22.0 28.2

100 9.42 3.79 7.82 5.32 25.4 1.54 15.4 43.6 24.3 35.9
` 9.44 3.84 7.98 5.4 25.4 1.46 15.4 44.3 26.6 41.9
~LaJaFair iLbJbFb!5dJaJb
~21!Fb1J1La11@~2Fa11!

ra

or

in

th

s
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s
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n
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spherical approximation. It should be noted that, as shown
rge

tion

te

the
and
for
ptor
s of

r
os
in
s
nd a
ally
t

can
The
ion
tor

a

3~2Fb11!#1/2H Lb J Fb

Fa 1 La
J

3~Lair iLb!. ~21!

Since some different excited states become degene
~they are described by identical equations; see Sec. 2! in the
limit D→0, it is interesting to determine how the oscillat
strength, which corresponds atD50 to a transition into a
given degenerate state, is distributed between transitions
the excited states which make up the oscillator strength
the limit D→0. A direct calculation from Eqs.~20! and~21!
shows that the oscillator strength of a transition from
ground state~1S1 in the notation of Ref. 22,D50! into the
excited state 2P1 is divided between the transition
1S3/2(1G8

1)→2P3/2(1G8
2) and 1S3/2(1G8

1)→2P1/2(1G6
2)

as D→0 in the ratio 5:1, and the oscillator strength of t
transition into the state 2P2 is divided between the trans
tions 1S3/2(1G8

1)→2P5/2(2G8
211G7

2) and
1S3/2(1G8

1)→3P3/2(3G8
2) in the ratio 9:1. Here the symbol

in parentheses designate the states into which the given s
transfer when the irregularities are taken into account.

5. The computational results for the energy levels a
oscillator strengths of optical dipole transitions from t
ground state into odd excited states of a shallow accepto
a spherical quantum dot as a function of the spin-orbit sp
ting D of the valence bands are presented in Tables I–
TheD-dependence of the energyE (Z50) of the lower level
of a free hole is also presented here~second column in the
tables!. In the tables, the energies are indicated in units ofRa

and oscillator strength in units of 1022. We have calculated
these quantities for different values of the radius of the
and the parameterm. This makes it possible to estimate the
for acceptors in quantum dots consisting of different mat
als. Indeed, in a spherical approximation the parameterm
andD in dimensionless units completely characterize the
lence band of the semiconductor; this is evident from,
particular, Eqs.~1! and~3!. It should be noted that the ratiob
of the heavy- and light-hole effective masses~G8

1 band! is
expressed only in terms ofm: b5(11m)/(12m). The
tables give the most interesting computational results
m50.8 and 0.5, which are characteristic of many semic
ductors, andR051.3. The corresponding data obtained
the limit D5` in Ref. 16 are also presented here. The sta
in the tables are designated in the manner adopted in
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in Ref. 14, in small-radius quantum dots in the case of la
b and sufficiently smallD inversion of the order of thes- and
p-type free-hole states can occur. Indeed, in our calcula
with m50.8 in a quantum dot with radiusR053 and
0<D<12 and in a dot with radiusR051 and 0<D<103,
the bottom quantum-well level of a free hole is the sta
P3/2, while for large D and in the casem50.5 for all
0<D<` the bottom quantum-well level is the stateS3/2.
Inversion of the acceptor states does not occur for any of
parameters investigated, as is evident from the tables
from the figure, which shows the computational results
the energies of the lower levels of a free hole and acce
levels as a function of the squared reciprocal of the radiu
a quantum dot for the ‘‘critical’’ valuesD50 andm50.8,
when inversion of the order ofs-p type hole states occurs fo
all finite dot radii. It is evident from the tables that the rati
obtained above~Sec. 4! between the oscillator strengths
the limit D→0 hold exactly in the numerical calculation. It i
also evident that the energies of both the ground state a
number of the excited states of the acceptor are virtu
independent ofD even for small radii of a quantum dot, bu
in this case the oscillator strengths of the transitions
change substantially—by several orders of magnitude.
computational results show that the spin-orbit interact
most strongly affects the energy spectra and oscilla

FIG. 1. EnergiesE of the lower levels of a free hole and acceptor as
function of the squared reciprocal of the radiusR0 of the quantum dot.
m50.8, D50. 1—S1(Z50), 2—P1(Z50), 3—1S1 , 4—2P1 , 5—2P2 .
The energyE is given in units ofR0 and the radiusR0 of the quantum dot
is given in units ofa.
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strengths of optical transitions for large values ofb and
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6S. Fraizzoli and A. Pasquarello, Phys. Rev. B44, 1118~1991!.
7G. W. Bryant, Phys. Rev. B29, 6632~1984!.

pl.
small dot radii. It is obvious that for smallb, i.e., in the limit
m→0, the acceptor states no longer depend onD—this is
easy to see from Eqs.~3! and ~6!. The spin-orbit interaction
affects most strongly the energy and oscillator strength o
transition into the lowerG6

2 state~designated as 2P1/2 in the
spherical approximation!, since its character changes fro
heavy-hole~for D50! to light-hole ~for D5`!. Indeed, as
one can see from Eqs.~6! and ~8!, in the spherical approxi-
mation and in first order of perturbation theory in the para
eter d, to which terms describing the irregularities of th
valence bands are proportional, the corresponding equa
has in these limits a purely ‘hydrogen-like’’ form withL51
and strongly different masses, proportional to 1/(12m) and
1/(11m), respectively. This is why for small quantum-d
radii the approximation of infinitely large spin-orbit splittin
of valence bands, which is widely used in calculations,
comes applicable for these states only for very largeD.
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AMORPHOUS, GLASSY, AND POROUS SEMICONDUCTORS

F

Photoluminescence of porous gallium arsenide
D. N. Goryachev and O. M. Sreseli

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
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Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 1383–1386~November 1997!

Photoluminescence in the visible and infrared regions of the spectrum is investigated for porous
gallium arsenide prepared by the electrolytic or chemical etching of GaAs. The IR
luminescence band of porous GaAs is shifted from the maximum for crystalline GaAs into the
long-wavelength region of the spectrum and has a greater width. All the samples are
characterized by a broad emission band in the visible region; the intensity and shape of the band
depend on the layer preparation conditions. Two maxima are discernible in the band in the
vicinity of 420 nm and 560 nm. An explanation is given for both the visible luminescence and the
modification of the IR band of porous GaAs. It is concluded from a comparison of the
visible luminescence of porous GaAs with emission from hydrated oxides of arsenic and gallium
that the visible-range luminescence of porous GaAs, especially when prepared by chemical
etching, is determined in large measure by the presence of oxides. Considerations are set forth as
to ways of creating quantum-size formations on the surface of GaAs. ©1997 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!02511-8#
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The escalation of research on the photoluminesce
properties of porous silicon~por-Si! in recent years, begin
ning with the work of Canham,1 holds encouraging prospec
for many investigators seeking an inexpensive, relativ
simple, and ultimately a universal technique for the prepa
tion of low-dimensional semiconductor materials. The ro
of quantum-well effects in the evolution of at least part of t
photoluminescence spectrum was in fact first demonstr
in the example ofpor-Si. More recently, attempts have bee
undertaken to create similar porous layers by electrol
etching on binary and more complex materials: GaAs, G
etc.2–5 We have not found any published data on attempts
form similar structures by chemical etching, which is al
used extensively for the preparation ofpor-Si.

Existing accounts of research on the photoluminesce
spectra of porous layers on GaAs are highly conflicting. F
example, Schmukiet al.3 report a slight short-wavelengt
shift of the infrared maximum of porous GaAs~por-GaAs!,
whereas Lebedev and Rud’4 deny the existence of such
shift. Substantial disparities are observed in the position
the visible photoluminescence maximum~Fig. 1!. Finally,
nothing is really known about the nature of visible photo
minescence. In principle, it can be characterized eithe
quantum-well effects or as the presence of new chem
compounds on the sample surface.

We have investigated the photoluminescence of surf
layers formed by electrolytic and by chemical etching
GaAs.

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

Electrolytic anodic etching ofn-type GaAs~100! with
carrier densities from 131016 cm23 to 831018 cm23 was
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solution with a 1% HNO3 additive. In some of the experi
ments the samples were illuminated by white light from
incandescent lamp. For the chemical etching ofp-type and
n-type GaAs withn,p51016–1019cm23, 65% HNO3 was
used, in some cases with concentrated H2SO4 additives to
bind water or acetic acid as a means of slowing down
etching process. After etching, the samples were caref
washed in water and air-dried at 30–40 °C.

Photoluminescence was stimulated by laser pulses
wavelength l5337 nm, duration 10 ns, and frequenc
100 Hz. The photoluminescence spectra were measure
room temperature by means of a computerized system u
an MDR-2 monochromator. The radiation detectors w
photomultipliers of the type FE´ U-79 ~visible range of the
spectrum! and FÉU-62 ~IR range!.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the electrolytic etching of n-type GaAs
(n51.431018 cm23) in HCl solutions, beginning with a
current densityJ'5 mA/cm2, a dark, dense film forms on
the surface of the sample, firmly bonding with the substra
At higher current densities the layer breaks up and dispe
into a fine powder even while electrolysis is still in progres
The replacement of the solvent~water! by an alcohol-water
mixture ~1:1! lowers the ‘‘dispersal’’ current threshold b
roughly one half.

Instead of a thick layer, only inhomogeneous thin film
form onn-GaAs withn5131016 cm23 over a wide range of
current densities in darkness.

An electrolyte composition containing HF1HNO3

forms a thin, dark film on the surface of GaAs only a fe
seconds after immersion of the sample in the solution at z
current, i.e., the electrolyte acts as a chemical etchant. S

119211192-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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sequent electrolysis in this medium produces thickpor-GaAs
layers as in the case of electrolysis in HCl solutions.

Finally, chemical etching results in the formation of h
mogeneous, thin, dark layers, whose thickness is essen
independent of the etch time. All the prepared layers
characterized by the presence of photoluminescence in th
region of the spectrum, near the emission band of the s
strate. The same IR emission band is observed in the sp
of free ~detached from any substrate! films and in powdered
por-GaAs. These observations, together with published
sults of x-ray and microscope examinations,2 indicate that
the layers obtained by electrolytic etching are porous form
tions consisting mainly of GaAs. For all the layers grown
substrates withn51016 cm23 the IR peak is observed t
shift into the long-wavelength region of the spectrum, a
the photoluminescence band broadens~Fig. 2a!. The same
shift of the peak, but without broadening of the band,
observed for samples withn51018 cm23 ~Fig. 2b!. All the
por-GaAs samples exhibit photoluminescence in the visi

FIG. 1. Visible photoluminescence~PL! spectra ofpor-GaAs.1! From Ref.
3; 2–3! from Ref. 4~different samples!.
lly
e
IR
b-
tra

-

-

d

e

the band depend on the conditions of preparation of the
ers. The ‘‘chemical’’ layers, despite their thinness, have
highest intensity. Their photoluminescence occurs predo
nantly in the IR region of the spectrum~Fig. 3a, curve1!.
The ‘‘electrolytic’’ layers are characterized by a doubl
humped curve with a more pronounced short-wavelen
maximum~Fig. 3a, curves2 and3!.

In analyzing the nature of the photoluminescence ofpor-
GaAs, it is essential to bear in mind that the etching of bin
semiconductors is a far more complicated process than
etching of simple substances, especially silicon. This di
culty stems from the very high degree of ionicity of the la
tices of binary semiconductors and from the difference in
rates at which two different semiconductor components e
into solution. As a result, the surface of the sample is
riched with a preponderance of one element, usually in
drated oxide form. The degree of enrichment depends on
composition of the etchant and, in the case of electroly
etching, on the electrolysis regime as well. It is also poss
for oxides to form during the sample washing and dryi
stage. The physicochemical properties of such formati
differ from those of the untreated semiconductor. Con
quently, the luminescence characteristics of its surface
also change.

To discern the nature of the possible influence of oxid
on the visible photoluminescence ofpor-GaAs, we have
measured the photoluminescence spectra of hydrated ar
and gallium oxides prepared by chemical means not on
surface of GaAs~Fig. 3b, curves4 and5, respectively!. The
spectral intensities observed here are very similar to the
ible photoluminescence bands ofpor-GaAs. The following
conclusions can be drawn from a comparison of these cu
with the spectra ofpor-GaAs layers prepared by divers
methods. The photoluminescence of chemical layers is de
mined in large measure by the presence of gallium oxide
their surface, consistent with well-documented data wh
show that predominantly gallium oxide is formed on the s
face of GaAs subjected to chemical etching in strong HN3

solutions.6 The surface oxidation ofpor-GaAs in electrolytic
e
FIG. 2. Infrared photoluminescenc
spectra of as-prepared GaAs~dashed
curves! and por-GaAs ~solid curves!. a!
n5131016 cm23; b! n51.431018

cm23.
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etching is less pronounced than in chemical etching; b
oxides are formed, but with a preponderance of arsenic
ide, as is also confirmed by published data.2

We have conducted experiments on the removal of
ides from the surface ofpor-GaAs by chemical means
Newly formed oxides of both Ga and As are known to d
solve slightly in alkali solutions withpH 12–14. For the
latter we used 1N Na2CO3 or Na2S solutions. We discovere
that the intensity of visible photoluminescence decreased
more than an order of magnitude after such treatmen
chemicalpor-GaAs layers~Fig. 4!, corroborating the forego
ing conclusions. The IR emission intensity, conversely,
creases after the oxides are dissolved in Na2CO3 solution
and is still further enhanced by immersion of the sample
Na2S solution for 5–10 s. Similar results are obtained in
removal of oxides directly in Na2S solution. The enhance
ment of IR emission after treatment in Na2S solutions is
attributable to the well-known passivation of the surface
GaAs after sulfidation.7 The influence of this treatment o
electrolytic layers is much weaker. The nature of the
sidual, weak, visible luminescence ofpor-GaAs after disso-
lution of the oxide needs to be studied further.

The variation of the characteristic~IR! photolumines-
cence of GaAs during the formation of the porous layer c
be attributed to large band-edge fluctuations inpor-GaAs or,

FIG. 3. Visible photoluminescence spectra of: a! por-GaAs layers; b! hy-
drated oxides.1! ‘‘chemical’’ layer; 2! ‘‘electrolytic’’ layer, HF1HNO3

electrolyte; 3! the same, HCL electrolyte;4! As2O3•nH2O; 5! Ga2O3

•nH2O.
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in other words, to growth of the tails of the density of stat
in the bands. The fluctuations arise both from the large c
vature of the inner surfaces of finepor-GaAs formations and
from the generation of surface defects and irregularities a
result of selective etching. As the tails of the bands beco
larger, the energy of the emitted photons decreases, and
photoluminescence maximum is observed to shift into
long-wavelength region, i.e., toward lower energies. Rad
tive recombination between the band tails also accounts
the broadening of the emission band in lightly dop
samples.

CONCLUSIONS

We have described the preparation of porous galliu
arsenide layers by electrolytic and chemical etching of
semiconductor. On the basis of an investigation of the p
toluminescence spectra we have concluded that the prep
layers comprise GaAs crystallites having well-developed s
faces and surrounded by a large quantity of hydrated galli
and arsenic oxides. Quantum-well effects in the photolum
nescence of porous GaAs layers have not been observe
the present stage of our experimental work. The visible p
toluminescence of the porous layers, particularly those p
pared by the chemical etching of GaAs, is largely attrib
able to emission from hydrated oxides of gallium an
arsenic. This fact indirectly confirms the previously stat
conclusion regarding the special mechanism underlying
formation of low-dimensional structures on silicon in co
nection with its unique chemical properties.8 However, our
observed appreciable reduction in the crystallite dimensi
with the introduction of alcohol into the electrolyte and th
implementation of additional measures for passivation of
por-GaAs surface foster the belief that quantum-well effe
will eventually be detected onpor-GaAs.

This work has received partial support from the Russ
Fund for Fundamental Research~RFFI Grant 96-02-17903!
and the Ministry of Science Program ‘‘Physics of Solid Sta
Nanostructures’’~Projects 96-1012 and 97-1035!.

FIG. 4. Photoluminescence spectra ofpor-GaAs ~chemical layers!. 1! Be-
fore sulfidation;2! after sulfidation.
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Polarization memory in an oxidized porous SiC layer

d

A. M. Danishevski , A. Yu. Rogachev, V. B. Shuman, and E. G. Guk

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted January 21, 1997; accepted for publication February 25, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 1387–1391~November 1997!

Polarization and polarization memory of pulsed photoluminescence are observed on porous
layers prepared on microcrystalline, cubic SiC films deposited on silicon substrates. The porous
layer is oxidized by electrochemical means. A qualitative model is proposed to account for
the mechanism underlying the onset of polarization of photoluminescence for linearly polarized
excitation. © 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!02611-2#

Porous nanodimensional semiconductor materials are al-In our opinion, this consideration diminishes the likelihoo
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luring to researchers for the possibility of observing stro
wideband photoluminescence resulting from quantum-w
effects in nanocrystals. Studies of the polarization and po
ization memory of photoluminescence in porous
samples1–4 have enabled investigators to draw conclusio
about the crystallite geometries~the model of more or less
prolate ellipsoids! for a particular material preparation tec
nique, and also about the distribution of crystallites in t
formation of porous layers on various crystallographic pla
of the original material. However, the theoretical model
forth in Ref. 3 to describe the mechanism underlying
origin of the polarization of photoluminescence is pure
classical~randomly arrayed ellipsoidal crystallites in the fie
of a light wave! and does not account for either the spect
or the time dependence of the degree of polarization of p
toluminescence.

Polarization memory has also been observed in sev
amorphous semiconductors such asa-Si12xCx :H, a-C:H,
and a-As2S3 ~Refs. 5–7!. The authors of the cited pape
attribute the nature of the phenomenon to the presenc
small clusters having a narrower-gap composition and re
ing in a matrix of a wider-gap material. This is the case,
example, ina-C:H ~Ref. 6! or aSi12xCx :H ~Ref. 5!, where
clusters incorporating graphite-like (sp2) carbon bonds are
built into a structural grid matrix withsp3 carbon bonds. The
authors believe that if photoexcited pairs are localized
small crystallites, polarization memory can persist for a lo
time, so that the emitted photoluminescence is polariz
Consequently, polarization memory ostensibly reflects
degree of localization of photoexcited carriers.5 It is sug-
gested in Ref. 5 that the primary cause of the polarizat
dependence of photoluminescence is anisotropy of the
lence bonds, because the valence bond of amorphous S
made up of Si and Cp orbitals. In essence, therefore, th
interpretation characterizes the phenomenon of ‘‘alignme
of nonequilibrium carriers, investigated in bulk crystallin
semiconductors of the GaAs~Ref. 8! and Ga12xAl xAs type.
In the latter material, however, polarization is observed o
for ‘‘hot’’ photoluminescence, because the emission of a f
phonons is sufficient to eradicate polarization memory.
fairly high degree of polarization has been recorded for
photoluminescence of thermalized carriers ina-SiC, and it
was found not to have a very strong dependence either on
exciting photon energy or on the luminescing photon ener
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The investigation of porous SiC from the standpoint

the above-stated problems has important bearing on the i
of the existence of polarization memory and its characte
tics. The existence of polarization memory has never b
discussed in any of the papers published to date on po
SiC ~Refs. 9–13!. On the other hand, the investigation of th
problem could help to resolve the question of the existe
and geometry of nanostructural crystallites responsible
the onset of quantum-well effects in photoluminescen
Specifically, in Refs. 9–13 the spectral maximum of the o
served radiation from porous layers occurred in the inter
2.45–2.6 eV. Since the given layers were prepared onH-
SiC crystals, whose band gap has a width of the order
3.1 eV, it has been concluded13 that the appearance of th
given photoluminescence band is attributable to the form
tion of defects during anodic etching of the crystal. In o
previous work14,15 we have advanced the hypothesis that
nature of the given luminescence is associated with nan
mensional layers of a cubic phase, which appear at the v
boundaries during electrolytic etching of the hexagonal 6H-
SiC used to create the porous layer. The broadening of
photoluminescence band toward shorter waveleng
achieved by varying the conditions attending the prepara
of the layer, can be linked to quantum-well effects in th
case, but now in cubic crystallites~the width of the band gap
of bulk 3C-SiC is Eg52.3 eV!.

Pursuant to the discussion in Ref. 15, we have und
taken an investigation of porous layers prepared from cu
polycrystalline SiC films grown on silicon substrates.16 The
layers were coated with an oxide film by an electrolytic pr
cess in an aqueous HCl solution for passivation of the ret
lated porous surface. Strong, very wideband photolumin
cence is observed in this case, its short-wavelength e
attaining 3.4–3.5 eV.

Anodic oxidation of the surface of a porous layer w
also used repeatedly in the preparation of porous Si sam
emitting in the blue-green region (hnmax52.4 eV!. The pho-
toluminescence intensity increased by several orders of m
nitude in this case. However, in the earliest studies the p
nomenon was thought to be associated with passivation
the surface layer17 and a significant reduction in the surfac
recombination rate, whereas the authors of later papers~see,
e.g., Ref. 18! concluded that the emission sources exist

119611196-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Photoluminescence spectr
of porous SiC at two temperature
and their approximation by two
Gaussian profiles. a! T590 K; b!
T5300 K. Inset: Transient decay
characteristic of the photolumines
cence pulse.
the oxide layer or at its interface with crystallites. This con-
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only the photoluminescence spectra, but also polarization
de-

ns

of

us
m-
na-
clusion was based on investigations of time-resolved spe
and also the kinetics of photoluminescence at various ex
ing photon energies. The polarization characteristics of
photoluminescence were not investigated in Ref. 18. Ho
ever, the very presence of polarization memory, along w
the dependence~differing considerably for different crystal
lographic planes of Si! of the degree of polarization on th
direction of polarization of the exciting radiation~an inves-
tigation of these characteristics for porous Si is reported
Ref. 19! indicates that the main source of emission in t
oxidized layers of porous Si lies in geometrically anisotro
nanodimensional crystallites.

In the present study, therefore, we have investigated
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memory effects and the emission-wavelength and time
pendence of the degree of polarization.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The sample for the photoluminescence investigatio
was excited by a pulsed nitrogen laser beam (hn53.68 eV!
with a pulse duration of 10 ns and a repetition rate
50 pulses/s. The emission spectra~Fig. 1! were analyzed by
means of a DFS-12 dual spectrometer and an FE´ U-79 pho-
tomultiplier. After wideband amplification and synchrono
detection with a 4-ns gate the signals were fed into a co
puter. To measure the polarization characteristics, a film a

1197Danishevski  et al.
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TABLE I.
lyzer was placed in front of the spectrometer entrance
and a Glan prism and half-wave phase filter were inserte
the path of the exciting beam. Rotation of the polarization
the laser beam induced rotation of the polarization plane
photoluminescence, causing the photoluminescence inte
to be modulated after passage through the analyzer. The
lyzer was then rotated 90°, and the photoluminescence in
sity was again measured as a function of the angle of rota
of the phase plate. The inset in Fig. 2 shows typical plo
which can be used to determine the degree of polarizatio
the photoluminescence at a given wavelength. The gap
tween the central lines of the two sine curves is associa
with the polarization dependence of the spectrometer se
tivity.

The measurements were performed on a porous la
prepared on a polycrystalline film of cubic SiC of thickne
2.15mm, which was deposited on a silicon substrate. T
as-prepared film was far from stoichiometric. The width
its band gap, determined from edge-absorption spectra,
equal to 1.76 eV~Ref. 16!. The anodic etching of the film
was performed in a water-alcohol solution of HF for 1 m
The porous layer which was obtained was then electroche
cally oxidized in an aqueous solution of HC1 for 8 min. T
oxidized films were highly luminescent when observed in
Lyumam R-2 luminescence microscope. We h
previously16 observed substantial degradation of photolum
nescence as a result of exposing a sample to ultraviole
diation from a pulsed nitrogen laser,16 and for this reason the
sample was held under the laser beam for 20 min prior to

FIG. 2. Spectral dependence of the degree of polarization of photolum
cence of porous SiC at two temperatures.1! T590 K; 2! T5300 K. Inset:
Photoluminescence intensity (hnper52.88 eV! versus angle of rotation of
the half-wave plate for two mutually perpendicular analyzer positions.
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measurements, whereupon the photoluminescence s
changed only slightly with time.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows photoluminescence spectra obtai
from the experimental sample atT590 K ~a! and 300 K~b!
at a time corresponding to the maxima of the excitation a
photoluminescence pulses~the maxima of these pulses an
their transient decay characteristics — see the inset to Fig
— essentially coincide within the time-resolution limits o
the recording system, of the order of 15 ns!. The indicated
spectra are quite similar and are well described by t
Gaussian profiles with maxima at energies in the vicinity
2.7 eV and 3.1 eV. However, the parameters of the profi
~see Table I! differ appreciably for the two temperatures
which the spectra were obtained.

The temperature shifts of the peaks differ significant
0.101 eV for the longer-wavelength blue band~curves2 in
Figs. 1a and 1b! and 0.039 eV for the shorter-waveleng
violet band ~curves1!, implying a difference in the basic
physical nature of the particular system of emitters. The te
perature variations of the widthDhn and amplitudeI max of
these profiles also differ markedly. AsT is lowered, both the
amplitude and the width of band2 increase substantially
whereas the amplitude of the short-wavelength band1 in-
creases insignificantly, and its width changes only sligh
The relatively weak temperature dependence of band1 indi-
cates a localization of excess carriers contributing to rad
tive, probably ‘‘geminate,’’ recombination, and the ener
characteristics reveal the major role of quantum-well effec

Figure 2 shows the dependence of the degree of po
ization r on the photoluminescence photon energy
T590 K and 300 K. At the maximum photon energ
~3.4 eV! the maximum degrees of polarization are record
for both temperatures. They gradually decay from 0.23
0.13~at 300 K! as the emitted photon energy decreases fr
3.4 eV to 2.2 eV, with a higher value ofr at 300 K, and they
decay more slowly. At 90 K the decay is not fully mono
tonic.

The sum-total of several factors — the comparative
weak temperature dependences of the degree of polariza
and the amplitude of the broad band distinguished in
photoluminescence spectra, with its maximum at an ene
of the order of 3.12 eV, and the rapid decay of the photo
minescence pulses with time — leads to the conclusion
the emission sources in the given situation are electron-h
pairs localized in small, anisotropic crystallites, i.e., loc

s-

T, K Peak No. hnmax,eV Dhn,eV I max, arb. u. Ĩ , arb. u.

90 1 3.12 0.447 78.07 43.74
2 2.727 0.679 83.76 71.26

300 1 3.081 0.486 54.68 33.29
2 2.626 0.483 33.66 20.39

Note: Herehnmax denotes the position of the luminescence peak,Dhn is

its width, I max is the luminescence intensity athnmax, and Ĩ is the
total photoluminescence~area under the calculated spectral curves!.

1198Danishevski  et al.
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into the short-wavelength range indicates the presenc
quantum-well effects in these crystals.

Ellipsometric measurements in a study of porous
~Ref. 20! have revealed that the dielectric constants« i and
«' are not equal for a porous layer formed on the~100!
plane. We know from electron microscope measurements21,22

that the elongated crystallites in the given situation are
ented predominantly in the@100# direction, so that the in-
equality of« i and«' is most likely indicative of a difference
in the structure of the electron energy spectrum along
across the crystallite axis. It is reasonable to assume tha
same difference accounts for the existence, degree, and
time (;10ms! retention of the polarization of photolumine
cence. For the SiC samples investigated in the present s
the carrier lifetime is fairly short (,15 ns!. Nonetheless, tak
ing into account the other noted features of the photolu
nescence behavior, we can assume that the mechanism
derlying the origin of polarization memory is uniqu
Photon-excited electrons with velocities perpendicular to
crystallite axis are scattered by lattice vibrations and beco
thermalized predominantly into lower energy states, cha
ing the direction of their velocities. The same carriers w
velocities oriented along the crystallite axis under the infl
ence of photoexcitation must acquire additional energy
overcome the energy barrier before they can have the d
tion of their velocities changed by scattering. As a result,
excess-carrier distribution oriented in momentum space
created in each crystallite. Allowance must be made for
fact that the carrier generation rate depends on the a
between the direction of polarization of the exciting light a
the long axis of the crystallite. The recombination rate m
depend on the carrier density~in the case of predominantl
radiative recombination! and on the direction of the carrie
velocity.

The degree of polarization of photoluminescence
given by the expression

r;
^t rel&

^t rel1t0&
,

wheret rel is the relaxation time of the oriented state of ca
riers in a crystallite, andt0 is their lifetime; the angle brack
ets signify averaging over the ensemble of crystallites.
thermalized excess carriers the indicated quantities can b
the same order of magnitude, in principle, but their tempe
ture dependences will probably differ and should dictate
temperature dependence ofr. The decrease in the degree
polarization with increasing photoluminescence wavelen
can be attributed to emission from larger crystallites~it is
also conceivable that larger crystallites have lower geome
1199 Semiconductors 31 (11), November 1997
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cesses associated with impurity levels, defects, and cry
lite boundary states. Future studies will be aimed
elucidating and tracing the process by which the polarizat
of photoluminescence is retained in this case as well.
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THE PHYSICS OF SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES
Current tuning of the emission wavelength of low-threshold mesa stripe lasers utilizing
InAsSb/InAsSbP double heterostructures and emitting in the vicinity of 3 .3mm

T. N. Danilova, A. P. Danilova, O. G. Ershov, A. N. Imenkov, M. V. Stepanov,
V. V. Sherstnev, and Yu. P. Yakovlev

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted March 3, 1997; accepted for publication March 6, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 1392–1395~November 1997!

Diode lasers based on InAsSb/InAsSbP double heterostructures with a low threshold current
(;12 mA! and a narrow mesa stripe~of width ;10mm! are investigated over a wide range of
currents up to five times the threshold current. The modes of such lasers in the measured
current range are observed to shift toward shorter wavelengths by approximately the amount of
the spacing between modes as a result of an increase in the density of nonequilibrium
carriers in the active zone. The rate at which the modes shift with the current differs in different
current intervals, depending on the degree of single-mode dominance of the laser emission
spectrum. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!02911-6#

1. The creation of tunable injection lasers operating invarious pumping points is shown in Fig. 1~V-12192 laser
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the spectral interval 3–4mm looks exceptionally promising
for high-resolution molecular spectroscopy, because
spectral interval encompasses many strong characteristic
sorption lines of natural and industrial gases. The pres
study is a continuation of work begun by us on the constr
tion and design of InAsSb/InAsSbP-based tunable laser1–5

and is devoted to an investigation of current-controlled t
ing of the emission wavelength of low-threshold lasers h
ing a narrow mesa stripe and emitting in the absorption
gion of methane and hydrocarbons (l53.3mm!.

We have investigated lasers based
N-InAs0.52Sb0.18P0.30/n-InAs0.95Sb0.05/p-InAs0.52Sb0.18P0.30

heterostructures prepared by liquid-phase epitaxy. The w
gap emitters had a thickness;3 mm each, with an active
zone of thickness;1 mm. TheN-InAsSbP layer was dope
with Sn to an electron density of (2 –5)31018 cm23, and the
P-InAsSbP layer was doped with Zn to a hole dens
;131018 cm23. The active zone was not specially dope
and its electron density was;1016 cm23. Mesa stripes of
width ;10mm were formed on the as-grown structure
standard photolithography. Lasers with a cavity length
225–300mm were created by cleaving.

We have investigated the emission spectrum, the ra
tion pattern, and the total emission intensity of the lasers
quasi-continuous-wave regime. The lasers were pumped
meander-type rectangular current pulses with a repeti
rate of 80 Hz. The measurements were performed at liq
nitrogen temperature. An MDR-2 monochromator was u
as a dispersing instrument to obtain the spectra.

2. The coherent emission spectra of the lasers were m
sured in the current range from threshold (I th) to I >5I th .
The radiation pattern and the total emission intensity w
measured in the same current range.

The threshold current for the better lasers is;12 mA,
and the threshold current densityJth[530 A/cm2 at 77 K.
The mode composition of the coherent emission spectrum
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No. 1!. The mode spacing is.60 Å. At the threshold cur-
rent the laser has two consecutive dominant modes with
intensity more than double that of all the other modes,
not far above the threshold a single mode emerges as
dominant oneI 51.25I th . The single-mode regime persis
up to currentsI >3.5I th , above which the spectrum acquire
another mode on the short-wavelength side at four m
spacings from the first and with approximately the same
tensity. As the current is increased, this second mode
sumes dominance, but a single-mode spectrum no longe
ists.

The fraction of emission of the dominant mode relati
to the emission of all modes in the spectrum (Fmax/(Fi) is
estimated numerically in Fig. 2. We see that the ra
Fmax/(Fi depends on the current and has values from 0.8
;1 in the current interval whereI /I th>1.5–3. At I 5I th we
haveFmax/(Fi >0.3. At high currents, such thatI /I th.3.5,
Fmax/(Fi does not vary with the current and has a val
;0.45.

Characteristics of the laser emission are plotted as fu
tions of the currentI ~or I /I th) in Fig. 3 for the same laser
Figure 3a shows the current dependence of the incremenDl
of the spectral position of the dominant mode in the curr
interval 1.5I th–3I th and a comparison with its position at th
threshold current. Figure 3b shows the current dependenc
the full width at half maximum~FWHM! DQ of the radia-
tion pattern in the plane of thep–n junction ~curve1! and in
the plane perpendicular to the plane of thep–n junction
~curve 2!. Figure 3c shows the current dependence of
total emission intensityFS .

It is evident~Fig. 3a! that the mode position in the spec
trum shifts toward shorter wavelengths as the pump cur
is increased, and in the measured current range the total
is ;55 Å. However, the rate of this shift differs in differen
current intervals. TheDl(I ) curve has the greatest slope
the current interval fromI th to 1.5I th . In this interval

120011200-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics



l

a

th
Fmax/(Fi varies from 0.3 to 0.8~Fig. 2!. The total mode
shift in this interval is;30 Å. In the same current interva
the FWHM of the radiation pattern~Fig. 3b! in the plane of
the p–n junction ~curve 1! continues to decrease, but at

FIG. 1. Emission spectra of a laser~V12192 No. 1! at a temperature of
77 K for various pump currents.

FIG. 2. Ratio of the intensity of the strongest mode to the sum of
intensities of all modesFmax/(Fi versus currentI.

1201 Semiconductors 31 (11), November 1997
e

FIG. 3. Current~I! dependence of: a! the shift of the mode positionDl
versus currentI; b! the full width at half maximum~intensity! of the radia-
tion pattern in the plane of thep–n junction ~graph 1! and in the plane
perpendicular to thep–n junction ~graph 2!; c! the total emission intensity
FS . All the graphs are for laser V1219 No. 1.
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slower rate than forI ,I th . In the plane perpendicular to the
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p–n junction ~curve2! the radiation pattern does not chan
with the current. The emission intensity increases super
early with the current~Fig. 3c!.

In the current interval from 1.5I th to 2.8I th , i.e., in the
single-mode regime,Fmax/(Fi has values from 0.8 to 1
~Fig. 2!, the slope of theDl(I /I th) curve is very slight, and
the shift ofl toward shorter wavelengths is;2.5 Å. In this
current interval the radiation pattern in the plane of thep–n
junction attains its minimum valueDQ'17° ~Fig. 3b, curve
1!, and in the plane perpendicular to thep–n junction DQ
remains unchanged~Fig. 3b, curve2!. The intensityFS de-
pends linearly on the current~Fig. 3c!.

In the current interval from 2.5I th to 3.5I th the ratio
Fmax/(Fi decreases from;1 to 0.5, and the mode shift
toward shorter wavelengths by;20 Å ~Fig. 3a!. In this in-
terval the radiation pattern~Fig. 3b! in the plane of thep–n
junction ~curve1! and in the plane perpendicular to thep–n
junction ~curve2! does not change. The current depende
of the emission intensity~Fig. 3c! is sublinear.

At currents from 3.5I th to 5.5I th the mode whose position
we are tracking loses its dominance and shifts 2–3 Å tow
longer wavelengths. A mode of the same intensity emer
at a distance of four mode spacings on the short-wavele
side and gradually becomes dominant as the current is
creased. The radiation pattern~Fig. 3b! in the plane of the
p–n junction broadens considerably~curve 1! and in the
plane perpendicular to thep–n junction it narrows consider
ably ~curve2!, and in both cases the FWHM attains appro
mately the same value;36°. The intensity-current curve i
observed to have a shelf at first, but then the intensity rise
the current is increased.

3. We now discuss the results. An examination of t
experimental results reveals that as the current is incre
from I th to 4I th in the investigated lasers, the modes sh
toward the short-wavelength end by an amount almost e
to the mode spacing. This behavior rules out the s
focusing, which would produce a long-wavelength shift,4 in
the investigated lasers with a stripe of width;10mm in the
given current range. The shift of the mode position in t
spectrum toward shorter wavelengths could be the result
decrease in the refractive index as the current is increas
the injection of free carriers into the semiconductor tends
raise the density of nonequilibrium carriers~N! at currents
aboveI th . An increase inN produces a change in the inte
band absorption coefficient by an amountDa(\v), which is
related to the increment of the refractive indexDn by the
Kramers–Kronig relation

Dn5
\c

p E
0

` Da~\v!

~\v!22~\v0!2
d~\v!

'
\c

2pEg
E

0

`

520
Da~\v!

\v2\v0
d~\v!,

whereEg is the width of the band gap in the active zone
the laser,c is the speed of light,\ is the Planck constant,v
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the photon energy of the emitted laser radiation. Therefo
Dn is related to this radiation.

The variations of the refractive indexn for x50.05,
which corresponds to the composition of the active zone
the investigated lasers, can be estimated from the calc
tions of Paskov.7 For a carrier density of 531017cm23,
which is 1.5 orders of magnitude higher than the equilibriu
carrier density in the active zone, the increment ofn is equal
to 0.1–0.15 at the photon energy corresponding to the e
of the intrinsic absorption edge. Paskov’s calculations w
carried out at room temperature. However, sin
s5dn/dN;21/T for III–V semiconductors,6,8 our incre-
ment would have to be at least the stated amount at 77

However, it is evident from Fig. 3 that within the cu
rent range fromI th to ;4I th , where the mode shifts towar
shorter wavelengths with increasing current, there is an
terval from 1.5I /I th to 2.8I /I th where this shift is very slight
(;2.5 Å!. On the other hand, single-mode operation of t
laser is observed in this current interval, whereFmax/(Fi

attains values of 0.8–1, i.e., a self-stabilizing effect
observed.6 The strong mode suppresses amplification in
spectral interval extending from the long-wavelength side
the short-wavelength side. Maximum narrowing of the rad
tion patterns in the plane of thep–n junction is observed in
this same interval. The slowing of the mode shift towa
shorter wavelengths in single-mode lasing as the curren
increased is an experimental consequence of a slight incr
in the density of nonequilibrium carriers withE.EF (EF is
the Fermi energy at the lasing threshold! when the current is
increased. This carrier density depends on the ratio of
characteristic timest/t r , wheret is the energy relaxation
time, andt r is the carrier recombination time. This rati
probably becomes significantly smaller in the single-mo
regime of the investigated lasers than in the regi
Fmax/(Fi,0.8.

At higher currents, above 4I th , the refractive index prob-
ably becomes so small in the active zone as to significa
reduce the optical confinement, and the light wave enters
wide-gap region. This event broadens the light beam in
plane perpendicular to thep–n junction and causes the radia
tion pattern to become narrower in this plane as a resul
the diminished influence of slit diffraction. The penetratio
of light into passive zones increases the free-carrier abs
tion losses and can account for the shelf of the lig
intensity-current curve. The broadening of the radiation p
tern in the plane of thep–n junction can be attributed to th
transition from single-mode to multimode operation, rath
than to the variation of the refractive index. The sho
wavelength shift ceases in this interval, and the mode p
tion is observed to shift slightly toward the long-waveleng
end in the spectrum. This behavior indicates compensatio
the short-wavelength shift by the long-wavelength shift
phenomenon that can be linked to a decrease in the widt
the band gap as a result of an increase in the density
nonequilibrium carriers9 or as a result of heating.

In summary, an investigation of double-heterostructu
InAsSb/InAsSbP with a narrow mesa stripe and a low thre
old current has enabled us to trace the shifting of the coh

1202Danilova et al.



ent emission modes within a broad current range~up to 5I th).
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We have discovered that the modes shift toward the sh
wavelength end of the spectrum as the current is increase
such lasers, indicating an increase in the density of none
librium carriers with energiesE.EF . The spectral mode
positions shift with increasing current by an amount appro
mately equal to the total mode spacing, but the rate at wh
the modes shift with the current differs in different curre
intervals and depends on the degree of single-mode do
nance of the laser emission spectrum. At currents aboveI th

the nonequilibrium carrier density increases to such an ex
as to substantially lower the refractive index in the act
zone, thereby reducing the optical confinement and the tr
fer of radiation into passive zones.

This work has received support in part from the U.S. A
Force European Office of Aerospace Research and Deve
ment ~EOARD!, Contract F6170894 C0011, in part from
grant of the Ministry of Science of the Russian Federat
Program ‘‘Optics and Laser Physics,’’ and in part from C
pernicus Contract No. CIPA-CP 94-0158.
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Influence of valence band absorption on the threshold characteristics of long-

ly
wavelength InAs lasers
N. A. Gun’ko, G. G. Zegrya, N. V. Zotova, Z. N. Sokolova, N. M. Stus’, and V. B. Khalfin

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted April 2, 1997; accepted for publication April 10, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 1396–1403~November 1997!

The mechanism of intraband absorption of radiation with hole transition into the spin-orbit split-
off band, or so-called intervalence-band absorption~IVA !, is subjected to microscopic
analysis. It is shown that this IVA mechanism significantly influences the threshold characteristics
and quantum efficiency of InAs-based heterolasers. The dependences of the laser threshold
characteristics on the temperature and the parameters of the laser heterostructure are analyzed in
detail, taking into account the new~IVA ! channel of intraband absorption by holes.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!03011-1#

1. INTRODUCTION It has been found that IVA in InAs lasers and similar
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Superior long-wavelength InAs-based lasers have b
constructed recently,1 but the working temperatures an
quantum efficiency are far below those of short-wavelen
(<1.5mm! lasers.2 It has been shown3 that the low working
temperature of long-wavelength lasers is attributable
strong band-to-band Auger recombination, which does
however, account for the quantum efficiency of these las
at 77 K.

The maximum working temperature of long-waveleng
lasers is known to depend on the rate factor of nonradia
channels for the recombination of nonequilibrium carrie
but it also depends on the intraband radiation absorp
coefficient.4 An analysis has shown that the intraband a
sorption mechanism depends significantly on the actual b
structure of the semiconductor. A unique attribute of t
band structure of InAs and solid solutions of similar comp
sition is the fact that the width of the band gapEg is close to
the spin-orbit splittingD. Consequently, radiation generate
in a laser with\v;Eg would be highly prone to strong
absorption by holes in the valence band, which are exc
into the spin-orbit split-off band in this case. We refer to t
absorption of light by holes with transition of the latter in
the split-off band as intervalence-~sub!band absorption
~IVA !. Such absorption will necessarily be much stronge
the lasing frequency in InAs than in lasers utilizing quat
nary InGaAsP/InP solid solutions, in which the indicated lo
mechanism is substantial, despite the large difference
tweenEg andD ~Ref. 5!.

The objective of the present study is to investigate IV
in InAs and the influence of this loss mechanism on
characteristics of long-wavelength InAs lasers. We prop
to show that IVA is one cause of the low quantum efficien
of lasers made from InAs and solid solutions of similar co
position. We look at the recombination processes in In
and calculate the IVA coefficients associated with transitio
of heavy and light holes into the split-off band. The ana
gous coefficients for nondegenerate holes have been c
lated previously.6 Intraband absorption within the valenc
band, on the other hand, has never been investigated in
plication to long-wavelength lasers.
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constituted solid solutions can be comparable with the le
of light amplification in band-to-band transitions from th
conduction to the valence band and can have a powe
influence on the threshold current of long-wavelength las
emitting at wavelengths of 3 –3.5mm and on the maximum
working temperature. This assertion is corroborated by
experimental investigations reported below in regard to
characteristics of InAs heterolasers.

The paper is divided into four sections, including th
introduction, two main sections, and conclusions. In Sec
we calculate the heavy-hole and light-hole IVA coefficien
and the optical gain. The calculations are carried out in
first approximation with respect to the ratio of the intraba
hole energy to the width of the band gap. We derive anal
cal expressions for the IVA coefficients and the optical ga
We also take into account intraband relaxation with resp
to the momentum for the absorption and amplification
radiation. We then repeat the calculations of the IVA coe
cients using the exact Kane model.

In Sec. 3 we investigate the influence of IVA on th
characteristics of long-wavelength heterolasers with an In
active zone. We compare the theoretical relations with
experimental results.

In Sec. 4 we discuss the results of the study and sub
recommendations for improving the characteristics of lon
wavelength lasers.

2. CALCULATION OF THE INTERVALENCE-BAND
ABSORPTION COEFFICIENTS AND THE OPTICAL GAIN

a! The IVA coefficients and the optical gain are calc
lated in the 4-band Kane model, which is fully applicable
InAs, where the wave vectors of all particles involved
absorption are small by virtue of the closeness ofEg to D.

The absorption coefficienta and the optical gaing are
expressed in terms of the imaginary part of the dielec
permittivity «9:

a52g5
v

cA«`

«9~v!, ~1!

120411204-08$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics



where«` is the rf dielectric permittivity, andc is the speed
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According to Ref. 7,

«9~v!5 lim
q→0

4p2e2

q2 E d3k

~2p!3
uM ~k,q!u2~ f 12 f 2!d~E1

2E22\v!, ~2!

whereq is the photon wave vector,k is the particle wave
vector, e is the electron charge,E1, E2, f 1, and f 2 are the
energies and Fermi distribution functions of the charge c
riers, andM (k,q) is the matrix element of transition betwee
the Bloch wave functions of the initial and final states. F
band-to-band transitions from the conduction band~c! to the
valence band the indicated matrix element is given by
equation

M ~k,q!5 (
i 5h,l

E C i* ~k1q,r !eiqrCc~k,r !dr , ~3!

wherei 5h for heavy holes, andi 5 l for light holes.
In the Kane model the square of the modulus of

matrix element is conveniently expressed in terms of
projection operators onto electron statesLc, onto heavy-hole
statesLh, onto light-hole statesL l , and onto the state of th
split-off bandLso. For band-to-band transitions

uM ~k,q!u25 (
i 5h,l

TrL i~k i1q!Lc~k i !5 (
i 5h,l

Bic~k i ,q!,

~4!

whereBhc and Blc are the overlap integrals of the period
parts of the Bloch wave functions of the conduction ba
with the heavy-hole and light-hole subbands.

For intraband transitions involving the split-off band th
matrix element has a form analogous to~3! with Cc(k,r )
replaced byCso(k,r ). The square of the modulus of th
matrix element for intraband transitions is

uM ~k,q!u25 (
i 5h,l

TrL i~k i1q!Lso~k i !

5 (
i 5h,l

Biso~k i ,q!, ~5!

whereBhso andBlso are the overlap integrals of the split-o
band with the heavy-hole and light-hole subbands.

The projection operators have already been calculate
the 3-band Kane model8 and in the 4-band model.9 In Ref. 9
the overlap integral of the heavy-hole band and the split
band is obtained in the form

Bhso~kso ,q!5
3

4

\4

mso
2 D2

@kso•q#2, ~6!

where@kso ,q# denotes the vector product of the hole wa
vector in the split-off band and the photon wave vect
q5ukh2ksou, kh is the heavy-hole wave vector, andmso is
the effective mass of a hole in the split-off band. The over
integral of the conduction and heavy-hole bands has
been calculated in Ref. 9:
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wherekc andmc are the wave vector and the effective ma
of an electron in the conduction band.

In InAs the characteristic wave vectorskc and kso are
small in comparison withkg5AEgmc/\. It then follows
from Eqs.~6! and ~7! that Bhso has an additional smallnes
proportional to (kso/kg)2 over and aboveBhc. This attribute
is a consequence of the fact that transitions between the
duction and valence bands are allowed, but transitions
tween subbands of the valence band are forbidden fork50.

The overlap integral of the conduction and light-ho
bands has been obtained previously7 and has the form

Blc~k l ,q!5
\2~Eg1D!

2mcEg~3Eg12D!

kl
2q213~k l•q!2

kl
2

~8!

wherek l•q denotes the scalar product of the light-hole a
photon wave vectors.

An equation for the overlap integrals of the light-ho
and split-off bands is obtained for the first time in the pres
paper:

Blso~k l ,q!5
\4

4mso
2 D2Eg

F ~7Eg14D!~k l•q!2

1
~3Eg12D!2

Eg
kl

2q2G . ~9!

The overlap integrals~6!–~9! are evaluated on the assum
tion that the photon wave vector is much smaller than
electron and hole wave vectors and also that the part
energies in the corresponding bands are small in compar
with Eg andD.

To calculate the IVA coefficient we substitute the qua
tity uM (k,q)u2 from ~5! into Eq. ~2!, assume that the degre
of degeneracy of heavy and light holes is arbitrary, and d
regard the population of the split-off band. Therefore,

f 12 f 25F11expS \2ki
2

2miT
2

zh

T D G21

,

where i 5hor l , mi is the effective mass of holes in the va
lence band, andzh is the hole Fermi level measured dow
ward from the edge of the valence band.

Integrating Eq.~2! over the angles and overk with al-
lowance for the delta function, we obtain equations for t
IVA coefficients for transitions into the split-off band bot
from the heavy-hole bandah

so and from the light-hole band
a l

so :

ah
so5A

Mso,h
5/2 ~\v2D!3/2

11expFMso,h

mh

\v2D

T
2

zh

T G , ~10!

a l
so5A

17Eg
2120EgD16D2

3Eg
2

Mso,l
5/2 ~D2\v!3/2

11expFMso,l

ml

D2\v

T
2

zh

T G ,

where
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InA
A5
2A2e2

cA«`\2

Eg

D2mso
2

, Mso,i5
mso ,mi

6~mi2mso!
.

Here i 5hor l , and the plus sign goes with the subscripth.
It follows from Eq.,~10! that absorption by heavy hole

with excitation of the latter into the split-off band occu
only in the range\v.D, and absorption by light holes onl
occurs in the range\v,D.

It is evident from a comparison ofah
so anda l

so that the
absorption of light by heavy holes is tens of times stron
than absorption by light holes, owing to the high density
states for heavy holes. This contrast is illustrated in Fig
which shows the frequency dependence of the IVA coe
cient in InAs at temperatures of 77 K and 155 K. The fr
quency dependence ofah

so is also shown in Fig. 2~curves
18–38). It is evident from the figures that the maximum va
ues ofah

so are virtually independent of the temperature a
constant hole density. On the other hand, as the tempera
rises, the frequency interval broadens, and the frequenc
the maximum ofah

so increases.
It is particularly important to note that in the Kane mod

hole transitions from the heavy-hole to the light-hole band
not take place when a photon of energy of the order ofEg is
absorbed in InAs, because only in direct-band semicond
tors with D>1.5Eg can the laws of conservation of energ
and momentum be satisfied simultaneously for such tra
tions.

To assess the influence of IVA on the characteristics
long-wavelength lasers, we compare the absorption co
cients~10! with the optical gaing calculated in Ref. 7. To
find the gain, we substitute the quantityuM (k,q)u2 from ~4!
into Eq. ~2!. We assume that electrons in the conduct

FIG. 1. Frequency dependence of intervalence-band absorption for
with the participation of heavy holes (ah

so , \v.D) and light holes (a l
so ,

\v,D) at T577 K ~1–4! and atT5155 K ~18–48). 1, 18) Calculated
from Eq.,~10! at a carrier concentration of 631017cm23; 2, 28) Eq.,~17!,
631017cm23; 3, 38) Eq.,~10!, 331017cm23; 4, 48) Eq.,~17!,
331017cm23.
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band and holes in the valence band are degenerate, in
eral, so that

f 12 f i

5

12expF\v2Eg

T
2

zc1zh

T G
H 11expF\v2Eg

T
2

zc

T G J H 11expFmc

mi

\v2Eg

T
2

zh

T G J ,

~11!

where i 5h,l , and zc is the electron Fermi level measure
upward from the edge of the conduction band.

Integrating Eq.~2! over the angles andk with allowance
for the energy delta function, we obtain an equation for
optical gain for the transition of electrons into the heavy-h
and light-hole bands:

g5gch1gcl5A
mso

2 ~Eg1D!D2

mcEg~3Eg12D!

3A\v2Eg (
i 5 l ,h

mci
3/2~ f 12 f i !, ~12!

wheremci5mcmi /(mc1mi), andA is defined in Eq.~10!.
Frequency curves of the gains and IVA coefficient

InAs at temperatures of 77 K, 100 K, and 155 K are sho
in Fig. 2. It is evident from the figure that as the temperat
increases, the coefficientg decreases as usual, and the po
tion of the maximum shifts into the long-wavelength ran
as a result of the temperature dependence ofEg . We assume
that in InAsEg depends linearly on the temperature, is eq
to 0.41 eV at 77 K, and is equal to 0.354 eV at 300
whereasD does not depend on the temperature10; at 155 K
we haveEg5D50.39 eV. It should be noted that as th
carrier concentration increases,g increases as well, and th
maximum of the curve shifts toward shorter wavelengths
is evident from Fig. 2 that max~g! is several times the value

sFIG. 2. Frequency curves of the gain~1–3! and the IVA coefficient~18–38)
for InAs. 1 18) T577 K; 2 28) 100 K; 3 38) 155 K. The carrier concen-
tration for all curves is 331017cm23.
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of max(ah
so) at 77 K. Moreover, the maxima shift far alon

the frequency scale, and IVA is small in the vicinity o
max~g!. At 100 K the values of max~g! decrease, and th
positions of the maxima fall within a common frequen
interval. Consequently, IVA is already appreciable at the f
quency of max~g!.

At 155 K the maxima ofg and ah
so are close together

but amplification prevails over IVA in the vicinity of max~g!
because of the shift of max(ah

so) into the short-wavelength
range, whereas max~g! shifts into the long-wavelength re
gion. It is essential to note thatEg becomes smaller thand at
T.155 K, and the absorption of light by heavy holes disa
pears.

It is therefore evident from Fig. 2 that the coefficientah
so

becomes comparable withg in a certain range of frequencie
and charge densities at given temperatures. Assuming i
tical Fermi factors in both cases, we obtain the followi
equation from~10! and ~12!:

g

ah
so

5
2

5

Eg

\v2D

Amcmso
2

Mso,h
5/2

. ~13!

In InAs at frequencies\v;Eg and a temperature of 77 K
we haveg/ah

so'1.1.
The large IVA is a consequence of the much higher n

malized density of states for transitions between the hea
hole band and the split-off band in comparison with tran
tions between the valence band and the conduction b
This large ratio of the normalized densities of states comp
sates for the low value of (\v2D)/Eg due to the prohibition
of IVA at the G point of the Brillouin zone.

Figure 3 shows the temperature dependence of the e
tive gain at the frequency of the maximum of (g2ah

so) for
InAs. It is evident from the figure that the curves for carr

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the effective gain at the frequenc
the maximum of (g2ah

so) in InAs at three carrier concentrations
331017cm23, 631017cm23, and 931017cm23. Inset: Concentration depen
dence of the same quantity at temperatures of 77 K, 100 K, 155 K, 20
and 295 K.
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minimum at 155 K, when IVA is a maximum. At high tem
peratures the IVA falls off sharply and practically disappe
when the photon energy becomes smaller thanD as a result
of the decrease in the width of the band gap. This beha
causes the curves to rise in the temperature interval 1
200 K. The indicated minimum is also manifested in the co
currence of the curves for 155 K and 200 K in the inset
Fig. 3, which shows the dependence of the effective gain
the carrier concentration at various temperatures.

b! All the results of the optical-gain and absorption spe
trum calculations in Figs. 1–3 have been obtained with
regard for intraband carrier relaxation. As a first approxim
tion, this effect can be taken into account in the first appro
mation by convoluting the frequency dependence obtai
without the effect with a suitable relaxation function. In r
gard to the latter, it is known to be almost Lorentzian for
small frequency deviation, with a characteristic half-wid
DE determined by the intraband relaxation timet
(DE'\/t), and for large frequency deviations it decays e
ponentially according to a Gaussian law.11 A similar proce-
dure with a Lorentz relaxation function is used extensiv
for the calculation of gain spectra and yields correct res
in the vicinity of the absorption maximum~see, e.g., Ref. 11
and the references cited there!. It is readily apparent that, in
principle, a Lorentz function cannot be used to calculate
traband absorption, because the corresponding integral
verge. On the other hand, the results are not too sensitiv
the actual form of the relaxation function in the case of sm
frequency deviations.

Consequently, to take approximate account of intraba
relaxation, we form the convolution of the IVA and ga
spectra with a Gaussian function, using the intraband re
ation time determined from mobility data.12 We assume tha
the carrier mobilities depend on the temperature but not
the concentration. The calculations show that the inclusion
intraband relaxation merely produces slight numeri
changes, but no real qualitative differences in the IVA a
gain spectra.

c! The calculations in subsection a! have been carried
out in the first approximation with respect to the parame
g5(\v2D)/D!1. To test the admissibility of this approxi
mation, we calculate the next higher-order corrections in t
small parameter. For the overlap integral of the heavy-h
band with the split-off band (Bhso) we obtain the expression
~for Eg'D)

BK
hso~kso ,q!5BhsoF11

x

2D G , x5
\2kso

2

2mso
, ~14!

whereBhso is described by Eq.~6!. It is evident from Eq.
~14! that the corrections toBhso are small with respect tog,
sincex;\v2D.

Integrating Eq.~2! over the angles and overk with al-
lowance for the analogousg correction in the energy delta
function, we obtain the following equation for the IVA co
efficient:

~ah
so!15ah

soF11S 12
21

2
M D M

2
gG , ~15!

of

,
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where parameter in the correction toah
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andah
so is given by Eq.~10!.

For InAs we haveM51.52 and

~ah
so!15ah

so~11b!, ~16!

whereb5211g. It is evident from Eq.,~16! that the small
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numerical coefficient of the order of 10, and the correspo
ing correction (b) is significant. It is evident from Eq.,~10!
and Fig. 1 that\v2D5(3/2)kT. We haveb520.28 at
77 K andb520.56 at 155 K, and the validity of the give
expansion is no longer justified at 155 K. We therefore c
culate the IVA coefficient for heavy holes using the exa
Kane model in the overlap integral and also in the ene
conservation law. In this case the IVA coefficient can
written in the form
d a
~ah
so!K5

2Amso
5/2x3/2

F11expS M1

x

T
2

zh

T D GFM11
~Eg1D!~3Eso12D!

3Eso
2 12Eso~D2Eg!2EgD23x~Eg1D!

G , ~17!

where M15mso /mh , Eso52D2«so , «so is the Kane en- 100 meV and 0.03, respectively. The confining layers ha
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ergy of a hole in the split-off band,A is defined in~10!, and
x is defined in~14!. The relation betweenx andEso is speci-
fied by the energy conservation law

Eso1M1x1\v50 ~18!

and by the following relation deduced from the Kane eq
tion:

x5
Eso@Eso

2 1~D2Eg!Eso2EgD#

~Eg1D!~3Eso12D!
. ~19!

The spectral curves of (ah
so)K for InAs are represented b

curves2, 28, 4, and48 in Fig. 1. It is evident from the figure
that the quantitative differences between the exact equa
~17! and the approximation expression~10! are significant.
Calculations using the exact and approximate equations
the same energy position of the IVA maximum. Howev
when the exact equation~17! is used, the absorption level a
the maximum is roughly 30% lower. Also, the absorpti
spectra extend into the short-wavelength range, especial
155 K.

3. INFLUENCE OF INTERVALENCE-BAND ABSORPTION ON
THE CHARACTERISTICS OF HETEROLASERS

a! We have investigated the influence of IVA on th
characteristics of heterolasers. The investigated objects w
long-wavelength, double-heterostructure, injection las
with an n-InAs active zone.

Double heterostructures of compositionn-InAs12x2y

SbxPy/n-InAs/p-InAs12x2ySbxPy (0.05,x,0.09; 0.09,y
,0.18) were grown on ann-InAs~111! substrate by liquid-
phase epitaxy under conditions creating high substrate p
ticity so as to reduce the misfit voltages induced by m
match of the lattice constants through the preponde
formation of dislocations in the substrate. The end produ
were structurally perfect epitaxial layers with an all-time lo
dislocation density<1013cm22. The p-type emitter was
doped with zinc. The energy differential across the band
and the refractive index at the heterointerfaces were equ
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thickness of 4 –6mm, and the thickness of the active zon
~d! varies from 0.8mm to 6mm. The refractive index of the
active zone was equal to 3.52. Four-chip lasers were inv
tigated together with wide-contact lasers, whose lateral s
faces were sufficiently rough to suppress internal clo
mode configurations. The width of the contact was varied
the interval 35–200mm, and the cavity had a lengt
L5100–1500mm. The wavelength of the laser mode w
3.05mm ~at 77 K!, corresponding to the maximum of th
photoluminescence peak of undopedn-InAs in the active
zone. Lasing was observed in the temperature range
150 K in pulsed and continuous-wave operation with mi
mum threshold current densities of 60 A/cm2 and 100 A/
cm2, respectively~at 77 K!.

We now discuss the influence of IVA on the charact
istics of the above-described heterolasers. We note that
influence of the heterointerfaces on absorption is weak,
ing to the considerable width of the active zone, and
ignore it. We use the exact Kane model for all the calcu
tions in this section. We analyze the laser characteristic
the following order. We first determine the threshold carr
concentrationnth in the active zone of the heterolaser f
various values ofd, L, andT. According to Ref. 13,

G@max~g2ah
so!#5a* , ~20!

where only two types of optical losses are taken into
count: IVA (ah

so) and output lossesa* 5(1/L)ln(1/R),
whereR50.3 is the reflection coefficient of the laser mirror
and G is the optical confinement factor in the investigat
heterostructure. It is evident from the calculations that
greatest increase in the threshold density should be obse
in lasers having thinner active zones (d<1 mm! and short
cavities (L50.03 cm!, for which the output losses are high
est.

Next we calculate the external differential quantum e
ciency (h i), defined as the ratio of the output losses (a* ) to
the total losses:
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Figure 4 shows temperature curves of the quantum efficie
for two thicknesses of the active zone of the heterola
d50.8mm and 1.5mm, and for two lengths of the activ
zone,L50.03 cm and 0.09 cm. It is important to note that
the temperature increases in the interval 100–155 K, I
increases not only as a result of the increased carrier con
tration, but also in connection with the shift of the optica
gain maximum into the range of maximum absorption~Fig.
2!. At temperatures above 155 K, whereEg becomes smalle
thanD, the IVA level at the frequency max(g2ah

so) falls off
sharply, dropping to zero. Consequently, all the curves
hibit a minimum atT5100–155 K due to the frequenc
alignment of the gain and absorption maxima.

Figure 5 shows the dependence of the quantum e
ciency on the normalized output losses 1/L at temperatures
of 77 K, 100 K, and 155 K. The parameter is the thickness
the active zone. At 77 K and 100 K, as usual, the quant
efficiency increases with 1/L, although in fact a sublinea
dependence associated with enhanced IVA is observed
high output losses. The dependenceh i5 f (1/L) exhibits
anomalous behavior at 155 K,h i decreasing as 1/L in-
creases, because IVA increases more rapidly than the ou
losses.

We also calculate the temperature dependence of
threshold current densityJth in the investigated lasers wit
an InAs active zone~Fig. 6!, using the calculated values o
nth . In determining the threshold current density, we ta
into account radiative recombination and band-to-band
ger recombination. The threshold current density is then
scribed by the equation

Jth51.6310223nth
2 @Br1~R11R2!nth#, ~22!

FIG. 4. Temperature curves of the external differential quantum efficie
of a heterolasers with InAs active zones of thickness 0.8mm and 1.5mm
and with a cavities of length 0.03 cm and 0.09 cm.
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whereBr is the radiative recombination coefficient,R1 is the
coefficient of the subband-to-subband CHHS Auger proc
with hole transition into the split-off band, andR2 is the
coefficient of the band-to-band CHCC Auger process ass
ated with the excitation of an electron in the conducti
band. Relying on Ref. 14, for the CHHS process in InAs
obtainR154310227cm6/s, which is essentially independen
of the temperature. Also, on the basis of InAs data
Ref. 14, taking the degeneracy of electrons into account,

y
FIG. 5. External differential quantum efficiency versus normalized out
losses for heterolasers with InAs active zones of thickness 0.8m at 155 K
and of thickness 1.5mm at three temperatures: 77 K, 100 K, and 155 K.

FIG. 6. Experimental and theoretical temperature dependence of the th
old current density for a heterolaser with an InAs active zone. The s
curves are calculated for various heterostructures:1! thickness of the active
zone d50.8mm, cavity lengthL50.03 cm;2! d51.5mm, cavity length
L50.03 cm;3! four-chip heterostructure withd51.8mm. The triangles rep-
resent experimental data for a four-chip heterostructure withd51.8mm.
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het-
creases by two orders of magnitude as the temperature d
from room to liquid-nitrogen temperature
R253.3310227cm6/s at 300 K, andR252.2310229cm6/s
at 77 K.

In calculating the radiative recombination component
the threshold current, we take into account the degenerac
electrons and holes, i.e., not only the dependence of the
diative recombination coefficientBr on the temperature, bu
also its dependence on the carrier concentration.

Calculations have shown that the radiative current co
ponent is comparable with the nonradiative~Auger! compo-
nent at 77 K~Ref. 3!. As the temperature increases, the no
radiative component begins to prevail, and at 155 K it
already an order of magnitude greater than the radiative c
ponent.

It follows from the calculations that in long lase
(L50.09 cm! the threshold current is essentially independ
of the thickness of the active zone. In short las
(L50.03 cm!, on the other hand, the threshold current de
sity depends on the thickness of the active zone in the t
perature interval 100–200 K. Ford50.8mm we observe a
slight ‘‘shelf’’ associated with the ‘‘shutdown’’ of IVA at
T.155 K.

b! Figure 6 also shows the experimental temperature
pendence of the threshold current density for a four-chip
ser with an InAs active zone of thickness 1.8mm. This thick-
ness corresponds to the minimum measured threshold cu
density. Satisfactory agreement between theory and exp
ment can only be obtained in the temperature interval 7
100 K. At higher temperatures the experimental values of
threshold current density are much higher than the theo
cal values. The discrepancy between theory and experim
at higher temperatures is attributable to the fact that
model ignores carrier heating effects and leakage curre
Three carrier heating mechanisms are possible in the in
tigated structures: 1! heating by carrier injection through th
heterointerfaces; 2! heating due to Auger excitation; 3! heat-
ing by the intraband absorption of radiation. The analysis
the influence of various heating mechanisms on the thres
characteristics of such lasers and on their working temp
ture limit is the object of a separate investigation. The ex
tence of neglected, highly temperature-dependent, inte
absorption mechanisms is also possible, for example, ow
to the presence of the heterointerfaces.15 Further evidence of
the existence of internal absorption mechanisms is the
perimentally observed continuous decline of the differen
quantum efficiency of such lasers as the tempera
increases.16

Figure 7 shows the theoretical and experimental val
of the threshold current density plotted as a function of
normalized output losses at 77 K in a laser having the sa
basic heterostructure as in Fig. 6. Good agreement is
served between the experimental and theoretical data, ex
that the theory gives somewhat excessive values of
threshold current density in the case of low losses.
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4. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The present investigation has shown that the mechan
of intervalence-band absorption significantly influences
characteristics of heterolasers emitting at a wavelength o
3.5mm and incorporating an active zone of InAs or similar
constituted solid solutions. When IVA is taken into accou
the differential quantum efficiency is found to have
anomalous dependence on the temperature and on the
malized output losses~at certain temperatures!. Intervalence-
band absorption raises the threshold current density. La
with long cavities and wider active zones are preferable
diminishing the influence of IVA on the threshold curre
density and for raising the working temperature of such
sers.

We have shown that in III–V semiconductors, as in G
~Ref. 6!, the heavy-hole IVA coefficient is tens of time
higher than the long-wavelength IVA coefficient. Howeve
the absorption of light by heavy and light holes takes place
different frequency ranges: heavy holes at\v.D and light
holes at\v,D. Semiconductors withEg,D must be used
to suppress the mechanism of strong absorption by he
holes. This condition can be achieved either by varying
temperature or by using solid solutions of the appropri
composition. In InAs Eg becomes smaller thanD at
T.155 K. In InyGa12yAs12xSbx solid solutions, which
closely resemble InAs, we haveEg,D at any temperature
and in InAs12xSbx we haveEg.D for x,0.1 at tempera-
tures close to 77 K. One final note of importance; Not only
IVA suppressed in semiconductors withEg,D, but Auger
recombination involving the split-off band~the CHHS pro-
cess! also diminishes, as does heating associated with Au
recombination.

In closing, we express our gratitude to E. L. Ivchen
for a discussion of the results and for valuable consultatio
and to Yu. P. Yakovlev for attention and interest in the wo

FIG. 7. Experimental~triangles! and theoretical~solid curve! plots of the
threshold current density versus normalized output losses at 77 K for a
erolaser with an InAs active zone of thicknessd51.8mm.
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Influence of plasma treatment of the surface of silicon carbide on the characteristics

mer
of buried-gate junction field-effect transistors
P. A. Ivanov, O. I. Kon’kov, V. N. Panteleev, and T. P. Samsonova

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted April 11, 1997; accepted for publication April 16, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 1404–1407~November 1997!

For SiC buried-gate junction field-effect transistors it is demonstrated that the charge state of the
channel surface, which functions as a secondary, ‘‘floating’’ gate in such transistors, can be
stabilized by treating it in a hydrogen plasma at room temperature. It is shown that the need for
such stabilization is especially crucial for transistors having a relatively low donor density
in the channel~high-voltage type!, in which the surface charge can strongly modulate the drain
voltage under the influence of short-channel effects. ©1997 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7826~97!03111-6#

1. INTRODUCTION short-channel effects can be more pronounced in the for
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It is a well-known fact that the surface properties
semiconductors have a strong influence on the operatio
many electronic devices utilizing them. For this reason, s
cial techniques are employed in device technology with
view toward modifying the surface in such a way as to obt
a particular combination of surface properties. At presen
crucial aspect of the development of devices based on sil
carbide is the reliable passivation~or stabilization! of the SiC
surface at sites where it connects with the active zone
devices~especially the high-voltage kind!.

As a rule, no special measures are implemented to
bilize the channel surface in SiC buried-gate junction fie
effect transistors fabricated by various groups worldwid1

On the other hand, one needs to be aware that the chann
this type of transistor is cut off by the space-charge region
thep–n gate on the surface~Fig. 1!, whose charge state ca
vary, in principle. This means that the surface emerges
kind of ‘‘floating’’ gate, so that steps must be taken to s
bilize the surface charge. Ideally the density of this cha
should be either much smaller or, conversely, much gre
than the surface density of donors in the channel,Na ~N is
the bulk density of donors, anda is the thickness of the
channel!. In the first case ‘‘flat-band’’ conditions are esta
lished on the surface~so that a surface space-charge region
simply nonexistent!, and in the second case the thickness
the subsurface space-charge region is stabilized by the
surface charge~Fermi level pinning on the surface!. It is
important to note the practice exercised in several studie
SiC buried-gate junction transistors, of protecting the ch
nel surface with a heat-resistant oxide~mainly to safeguard
the transistors against environmental effects!. For surface
charge stabilization, however, oxidation cannot really
deemed an effective method, because the total densit
states at the SiO2–SiC interface~of the order of 1012 cm22,
Ref. 2! is commensurate with the surface density of don
in the transistor channel. Surface-charge stabilization is
pecially crucial for transistors having a low channel don
density ~high-voltage type!. Since the channel length-to
thickness ratio in such transistors is usually smaller than
transistors having a high donor density~low-voltage type!,

1212 Semiconductors 31 (11), November 1997 1063-7826/97
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and have a definite influence on the surface charge.
In previous work we have shown that the surface pro

erties of crystalline silicon carbide can be modified cons
erably by treatment in hydrogen and helium gas-discha
plasmas. In particular, this technique has resulted in the
mation of high-resistivity surface layers through the gene
tion of a high density of electrically active point defects.3 We
now propose to demonstrate how the characteristics of h
voltage buried-gate transistors are influenced by: 1! reactive
ion etching of the channel in a SF6 gas-discharge plasma; 2!
subsequent treatment of the surface in a hydrogen plasm

2. OBJECT AND PROCEDURE OF THE INVESTIGATIONS

The transistors were prepared on the basis of 6H-SiC
epitaxial p1~substrate!–n0–n1 structures grown by chemi
cal deposition from the gaseous phase. The technology u
to fabricate discrete mesa-insulated transistors involved s
dard procedures for the formation of nickel-based ohm
contacts to the source, the drain, and the gate and sele
reactive ion etching of SiC in a SF6 plasma. The donor den
sity in the channel was 331016cm23 ~we note that this value
is set approximately an order of magnitude higher for lo
voltage transistors!, and the channel length was 5mm.

After the transistor characteristics~the current-voltage
and capacitance-voltage curves of the controlp–n junction!
had been measured, the samples were treated in a hydr
plasma to modify the surface properties of the channel. T
parameters of this process included: the hydrogen pressu
the dc-discharge reaction chamber 231023 torr; the acceler-
ating voltage between the anode and the cathode 600 V~the
discharge power density did not exceed 1 W/cm2); room
temperature; treatment time 1 h. Following this procedu
the transistor characteristics were again measured for c
parison with the characteristics before hydrogen-plas
treatment.

In addition, for comparative analysis the capacitan
voltage curves were measured for reference Au–SiC surf
barrier structures~usingn-type 6H-SiC films grown by sub-
limation epitaxy!, which were formed on each crystal befo

121211212-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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the plasma treatments, then after etching in SF6, and finally
after subsequent hydrogen-plasma treatment.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Typical output characteristic curves of the fabricat
transistors are shown in Fig. 2~for measurements performe
at room temperature by means of an L2-56 cathode-ray c
tracer!.

The curves measured before hydrogen-plasma treatm
have features that distinguish them from low-voltage tran
tors. First, they do not exhibit well-marked saturation of t
drain current as a function of the drain voltage~Fig. 2a!. The
form of the curves depends on the specified parameters o
measurements, in particular, on the amplitude and sw
time of the drain voltage. For example, when the volta
amplitude is increased, the differential slope of the curve
the initial interval drops considerably, further diminishin
their saturation. Second, the drain current depends supe
early on the drain voltage near the opening thresh
~Fig. 2b!, i.e., the channel is opened from the closed state
the drain voltage~in low-voltage 6H-SiC transistors the sub
threshold drain current does not depend on the d
voltage4!.

FIG. 1. Schematic vertical cross section of the buried-gate junction fi
effect transistor, showing the surface charge in the role of a second
floating gate.
ve
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-
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ence of the drain potential on the surface charge induced
the short-channel effect~see the Appendix!: An increase in
the drain potential induces a positive charge on the surf
~due to ejections of electrons from surface-state levels!, and
this charge partially blocks the gate, producing the obser
superlinear behavior of the curves near the threshold.

Subsequent hydrogen-plasma treatment leads to a ra
change in the outputI-V curves of the transistors. First of al
we see an improvement in the saturation of the drain cur
as a function of the drain voltage~Fig. 2c; moreover, the
form of the curves is essentially no longer dependent on
amplitude and the sweep time!. Second, the curves becom
sublinear near the opening threshold, tending to satura
~Fig. 2d!. Third, the channel cutoff voltage is higher.

We attribute this modification of theI-V curves to the
generation of a high density of electrically active~donor!
point defects near the surface. According to our estima
the bulk density of generated defects is at the level
1018–1019 cm23, and the thickness of the generation zone
of the order of a tenth of a micrometer.3 As a result, the
Fermi level in the surface layer is pinned to deep defe
creating between this layer and the interior of the channe
antigate barrier totally devoid of a depletion zone. This si
ation accounts for the increase in the channel cutoff volt
as a result of treatment. On the other hand, since the sur
density of generated defects is greater than 1013–1014 cm22

~which itself is one or two orders of magnitude higher th
the surface donor density in the channel,Na51012 cm22),
the antigate barrier leads to Fermi level pinning at the surf
~i.e., stabilizes the surface as a ‘‘floating’’ gate! and to im-
provement of the transistor characteristics.

Further evidence in support of the postulated surface

-
ry,
l

e
re
FIG. 2. Typical transistor output
current-voltage curves. a, b! Mea-
sured after etching of the channe
in SF6; c, d! after subsequent
hydrogen-plasma treatment. Th
numbers alongside the curves a
the values ofVGS @V#.
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bilization mechanism is found in measurements of theC–V
curves of the reference Au–SiC structure and theC–V
curves of the controlp–n junction. Measurements of th
C–V curves of Schottky barriers indicate that the SF6 etching
of SiC merely lowers the height of the Au barrier to som
extent, and subsequent hydrogen-plasma treatment lea
the formation of a high-resistivity layer of thicknes
;0.1mm near the surface~Fig. 3!. On the other hand, in
dicative results are obtained from measurements of theC–V
curves of the controlp–n junction. After hydrogen-plasma
treatment the zero-bias capacitance of the junction beco
much higher, but the application of a bias voltage restore
to its values measured prior to treatment~Fig. 4!. This result
might seem unexpected at first glance, but there is an ex
nation. As a matter of fact, because of the structural cha
teristics of the fabricated transistors, not only the surface
the channel, but also thep-type material beyond the limits o
the mesa structure is exposed to the influence of the pla
~Fig. 5!. Our previous investigations5 have shown that
hydrogen-plasma treatment of thep-type material can chang
the type of conductivity in a thin layer near the surface, a
indeed this is most likely what happens here. As a result,
capacitance of the controlp–n junction increases because, o
the one hand, its area increases and, on the other, a hig~in
comparison withn0) donor density occurs at the edges of t
p–n junction. But when a bias voltage is applied, the spa
charge region of thep–n junction overlaps the thinn1 layer
at the edges, ‘‘closing off’’ this zone from the measuremen
and the capacitance is again determined entirely by the
rameters of thep–n junction within the limits of the mesa
structure.

Consequently, hydrogen-plasma treatment of the tran

FIG. 3. Capacitance-voltage curves of reference Au–6H-SiC structures.1!
Before plasma treatments;2! after surface etching in SF6; 3! after hydrogen-
plasma treatment of the surface.
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tor channel surface substantially improves their characte
tics, at least at room temperature. Of course, before a fi
conclusion can be drawn as to the efficacy of the method,
thermal stability of defects will need to be studied furthe
because one of the principal areas of application of silic
carbide is in high-temperature devices.

The authors are grateful to A. Konstantinov, N. Norde
S. Karlsson, and K. Harris of the Industrial Microelectroni
Center in Stockholm for furnishing the epitaxial SiC stru
tures used in the study.

APPENDIX

The influence of short-channel effects on the subthre
old conductivity is well known in the case of silico
insulated-gate transistors and is explained by the influenc
the drain bias voltage as well as the gate bias voltage on
potential distribution in the short channel. An empirical c
terion for the minimum channel lengthLmin @mm#, at which
short-channel effects begin to appear, has been develope
silicon inversion-layer metal-insulator-semiconductor~MIS!
transistors:6

Lmin50.4@r jd~ws1wd!2#1/3,

FIG. 4. Capacitance-voltage curves of thep–n gate.1! before hydrogen-
plasma treatment~after etching of the channel in SF6); 2! after hydrogen-
plasma treatment.

FIG. 5. See explanations in the text.
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where r j @mm# is the depth of the drain and sourcep–n
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~with a doping level 331016cm23), the calculated value of

ov,

v,
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Re-
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ns.
junctions, d @Å# is the thickness of the insulator, an
ws1wd @mm# is the sum of the thicknesses of the sour
and drain depletion layers. For an MIS transistor the thi
ness of the insulatord characterizes the degree of ‘‘shor
range action’’ of the gate on the channel. In the case o
transistor utilizing a buriedp–n junction as the gate the
channel thicknessa functions in the same role. By analog
with the above equation, an analogous criterionLmin for our
transistors can be introduced by replacingd @and, for rough
estimates, (ws1wd) and r j # by the channel thicknessa.
Then, taking into account the relationVp5qNa2/2«, we can
determineLmin as a function of the degree of dopingN of the
channel and the specified cutoff voltageVp . It becomes clear
that Lmin will be significantly higher for a high-voltage tran
sistor, which requires a low donor density in the chann
than for a low-voltage transistor. In our case specifica
1215 Semiconductors 31 (11), November 1997
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Lmin is approximately 9mm, as opposed toL55 mm.
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